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IHTBOroCfZOH 
of htmolQgr long bean of sarvlo* la orga&le 
Toseareh a« a Mela for prodiotlng th® prop«rtie» aod boharlor of tho 
B«Bt)»era of a series of o^pomda eoataiaing alipbatie xtidicals of 
varied Xefigth* I& ^ st eases, bowever, the isresti^tiOBs 
have i&oladed osly ooeipoiaids iflth relatively short aliphatic ehaias, asd 
#ottht Ms oftea arisea as to vhethcnr the ^ datioa ia physical proper­
ties aad the siisilarities of reaetioa ohserred in the lower siet^ers of 
an. hoaologo\is series would appear also in the higher cieffibers. Further* 
morst the leagth to which the oarboa chaia caa be extended before the 
etBapouad oeases to ooafom to predietioas mde upoa the basis of 
h^ole^ also has beea a poiat of ooateatioa* 
It is g^aerally assmed ti^t the pheaoraeBoa of homologjr is 
exhibited whea membero of a series undergo the same kiads of reaetloas, 
but at differeat rates, or «h«Q» for a givim series of like c<mpouad8, 
pb^sieal properties vary regularly with nolaeular weight* Heaee it is 
aecessaxy to study both the ireaetioas aad the propearties of the sup* 
posed hmolegs if i^id ooaolusioas regardiag the applicatioa of the 
theozy are to be drawa* Moreover, it seeas aeeessary to stipulate that 
aoxBsX^ehBiaed auoAiers of a series be compared oaly with other noxisalo 
ehalaed mesbers, if eriticiaeui arisiag frcaa aaosalous reaetioas of 
(Mriutia Immehe^obftla empomds are to be avoided* 
la ordffir to fulfil tl^e eonditiossf tbe iaTestigatloas described 
im tMs thesis were eo&eeimed with s ee&siderable nvmhnr of types of 
reaetioas in wMeh oaly ^mpotrnds bavi£g i^xmal loBg^ebained radicals 
W9T9 Tim pvorpose of the iirrestigatlo&s was to provide eertaia 
sew data relative to the limits of application of the phiwEt<me&oa of 
aad eoBourreatl^, to prepare ooKpo^mds vhieh might serve as 
derivatives for iwireat loxig*ehai&6d conpoTiad®, or which Eight exhibit 
m&t other useful proper^. 
Before a more detailed deseriptioa of the soope and pm^oses of 
the experiiae&tal woxk is given* it sems advisable first to consider 
aor® fully the developm©Bt of the hoaologjr priaeiple and to point out 
sme existing limitations of its application. 
10 
EIS<1?0SXC£L 
I. t^rmlQxmmt of the Concept of Homoloisar> 
fhe development of the concept of ht^ology had its inception in 
the p»)posals edTaneed hy Laurent (1), who siiggested a tentative grouping 
of oz^anie compounds on the baeie of the hj^droearbons, the latter being 
designated as the "fundamental radicala" vbioh gave rise to other con-
poimde by leas or std>stitution of hydrogen atoms* Through hia tabula* 
tions of deHvativea from the same parent i^^drocarbon and discussion of 
the relations sade evident auch arrang«ients» Laurent may be said to 
haim e^qjosed the gexm of the concept of homology* 
A few years later Cmas and Stas (2) published a table in which 
the members were arranged aecordi£g to types; that is, general foxaiulas 
for the alcohols, esters, and aldehydes corresponding to a series of 
carbozylic acids were tabulated* The authors pointed out that relation* 
ships in mode of foraiation existed among the types cc^prising the varioiui 
series, and also, that there existed many examples of ismeriira among 
the types eorrespondi^ to any one acid* Thus the observations of these 
investigators masked a further step toward the fomulation of the 
{1) Laurent, Ann* ehtau phys», 61, 125 {1836}* 
{gj Dumas and Stas, ibid*. 7^ 165 (1840), 
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hXKeiijogsr eo&eepti altboogh aoither tfa.tgr aor l^urent b&& made apeeifle 
stateaeate as to aetual jufttlumatieal relatlo&sMps which might exist* 
Saeh ohserratioas were aooa forthoosing, howeTer, for two years 
later Kopp (S) puhlished the results of a prelislneiy lUTestigstloa 
of the aitmie TOlmes (4) asd hoilisg points of seTeral series of 
org&Ble (KSKpou&ds* Upoa ^ e basis of Ms fi&dlsgs^ he eoseliided tbAt 
the dlffereaoe Is atmie Tolme between each aethjrl eompo«»d and the 
eorrespoadi^ ethyl ecmpowd was appi^xiiaately g34, the ethyl eompoimd 
hafla^ the higher "velueji while the boiling point dlffere&co for eaeh 
pair was Hot oaly did Kopp polat oat the exlsteaee of these 
eoastaate^ but he also suggested that th«y would be useful la the 
investigation of analogous compounds and turned further effort toward 
lUastratloa of the value of sueh geaersllzatiozis* In the seme year 
a:i^t]bu»r pafer (§1 Kepp appeared, in vhieh a tabular arrangf^ent of a 
generalized series of analogous compounds was showa to be useful la 
pi^dietiag speelflc gravll^ and bolllj^ poiat of aay term froa the 
kxowli^e of tlu» speolfle -^lunes and boiling points for the terms of 
one Teirtie&l and one horizontal row of the table* In addition to this^ 
the relatloa of tellla^ point eh&age to substitution of hydrogen by 
M EOPPJ 7S C1348), 
C4| l^ter changed to speelflc volume. See ref. (S). 
{5> Kopp, 1^, 4^, 169 (1842). 
- 12 
shloxls« vas diseusscd a&d exemplaa glve& to sho* that tha amarieal 
ehas^ Is tha hoillBg i^i&t due to replae<^e&t of o&a i^drogazi 
a^oxlaa was about I2^« Fer axaspla* "eeatle aei4 l^d2>ata,« C!^%04« 
bdilad at 1£0® whila •ehloracatl© aetd hjrdrata** boil®^ «t 
3.05®, differ^oa 1& boilliig polnta baisg 7^, or 18® par ehlorina 
at«B« 
fba irflj.ua df tjb^aa ptil>li eat ions vaa «aphaslssad by Justua Liabig 
{$}, wii^ atatad that tha genaiwlizatlosa of Kopp vara of great value 
aa a aeaas ef invaatigatiog the corraetnesa of a& observation^ a maana 
which Md BOt beao at previously atid which would aaable mora 
reliable aoaeX^lo]» ^ipon the purity of the aijhstaaea studied* 
A tm momtha after Kopp*s imzk appeared, Sehlel (?) called attwi-
tioa to tha n^salaslti as in boilii^ points of the kjKnm eleohoiSf 
i^golaritiea whieh agreed with thoae of the parexit radicals, or 
b^droea3^<»as* Be Included tha alcohols costainiag one, two, threat 
five, sixteen, and twenty^four carbon atoms, and noted that the boiling 
j^iat of the five carbca »«mber (aayl) could be expressed as the sm 
of l^t of the two carbon m«ibar (etigrl) plns a multiple of the differ­
ence is boiling points of the one and two cax^on aeobers* Since the 
alcohol having the three carbon radical, glyceryl, did not exhibit the 
ttmmm types of rsactloa as the other aasdiers, Schiel conclii^ed that it 
(6) Uebig, jg;! 188 (1842). 
(?) ScMel, ^ 107 (1842)• 
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did m% b«l0Bg la tM8 perticuXar series, l>ut w&e a u&it of eoKe other 
series# Soblei did not mentios £opp*s motk, he oonfimed 
S^pp*8 finding that the differwsee between the boiXing points of 
m^d^ers of a series is about 18°, and fxirthexmore ezttrnded it beToad 
the first tm m^ers* Bere, then^ in Schiel*s exposition of boiling 
point n^Eolarities and esutlnslon of glyceryl alcohol frcoi the series 
because of rMCtlons ^ oillke those of other masters, lies the beginning 
of the phenfffiMHSon of hoisology, although its designation as such was yet 
to o<m« Obserratlons scaieirhat similar to those of Sehiel ware ffiade 
shortly thereafter by Xhmas (8}^ founded upon his arrangeiaent of the 
fatty eelds la a series i^ioh began with foxmie acid and included 
aeetle« bu-^zlc, isovaleric* palmitic, and 8tee3nc acids, and which 
es^lblted regularities in boiling points and chfls^cal properties* 
the observations, gwaerallzatlons, and ideas which had 
appeared still ewalted consolidation into a more general and distinc­
tive imit, designated by a unique terminology. The awaited organiza­
tion into a usable form was not long in cc^ing, for Oerhardt (9) m»oa 
published the principles of a new classlflcation called serial. In 
whi^ hs gave a clear es^sltlon of the relations between saabers of 
{B\ l^anas» Tralte Ae Chlale. ^  577 (1843). •fralte de 
@hi«ie Ozi^nlque," Masson, Paris (1935} Tol. I, p* 326,7 
(9) derhairdt, "Precis de Chii&le Organlque* {1B44}, and "fralte de 
OhliBle Oxiganlque** (1353)# ^j^gaar^ "fraite de Chlale Or^nlque,* 
moaon, Paris (1955} Tol. 1, p. 832^ 
- u 
a and in vhioh, for the first time» those mwhers were desi|;> 
sated as twaologs. eM their relations as homoloar* In his discussion, 
&erharit observed that when a large nmber of eospounds had been 
arranged in a nwber of gro^s or series, esy aoaber which resembled 
asgr other of the aase series to a higher d^pree, in turn resvabled all 
the otitor mas^era of the sfiuae series, and in eonsequenee, underwent 
i^re or less generalli' the saae types of reaetion* FnrtheTmore, this 
relationship was most pronomeed among the members whose composition 
differed only by n being an integer. It was specifieally to 
these e(»p&unds that he gave the name hcaaologs. As examples of aeries 
in which haaoloar existed, Gerhaardt cited the derivation frt^ fozmie 
aeid of a hydroeax^on, an alcohol, and an ester, and similar deriva* 
tioas txm pTOpionie acid, butyric acid, end valeric acid* Then the 
relationships of the correspondisg mesfibers, for ezaisple, the alcohols, 
from each of these several series was termed hcaaolo<gr» Furthermore, 
he «ssp)»8lsed the difference between hoaologs. compowds which differed 
by and isologe. such as acetic acid and benzoic acid, which had 
the saae function but did not differ by n-C%-, According to Oerlmrdt, 
the serial classlfieation was of advantage less for a methodical 
groupie of the Kimpounds already Icnown thejn for predicting the 
existenee of unlsKswn cmpounds whose properties it irauld smke knoim 
in advance. 
That Oerhardt*s proposed classification soon was accepted by his 
- 15 -
eoate^po2»ri«s was ahown shortly afterward la a yublication hy Kopp 
CXO) 1b which it was remarked that there were series of coepotmds is 
org&sie ehesaistxy i^erein the miners of each series were eh&mcter» 
ieed espeeiaXly great analogy ia ehemiceX properties, formiitio&g and 
dee«npQ8itio&, and ^at these haaoXoitoias substaaeest distisguishsd ia 
their mke-t® by exhibited a proportionaXity between boiling 
point diffex^enees and differences in constitution, furtherroore, it iras 
mplasliBed that substances which did not differ by or a auXtipXe 
thereof, were not hqswXo^s. whiXe at the same tiiae^ eoiBpounds harix^ 
fomaXes differing only Isy or were not definitely haaoXogs, 
due to the possibility of isomearisau 
Ma«>8t a decade Xater there appeared a paper by ashieX (XX), eon-
eersi% the phesoaenoa of hcsBoXegy and physieaX properties of h<molo* 
^ms std&atances. There it was stated that the existence of progressiT*, 
or hc»ftoXo^U8, series ia organic chasiistry was now definite, end that 
the use of a generaX fozmuXa for desi^ation of aXl the mmhora of a 
series was esitirely correct* Cesplte the fact that he was hampered 
^ imsufflelant and inaccurate data, Schiel proposed a method for 
eaXeulating the heat of Tsporization of the mmbers of such & series, 
which fairly good agreeraent with the tbXuss actuaXXy found by 
experiment* Another iaterestinat point ima the irregtsXarity noticed 
(XO) Kopp, Pogg. Amu. 8^, 374 (X850). 
(IXJ SchieX, X4X {X859). 
« 16 • 
la tiie fat^ acid seriea, a series whicli will fiad iatei* meatloja in 
reg®yd to tin® ait«raatioii in its properties. It l8 of intereBt# 
f«rtherssore» that cetyl alcohol, a long-cliaiEed etsapouad, a^ia wa# 
ofi« of the eompouEde inclMed in the InveEtigatioa* 
Follfflriag SQMe4*s work> tiiere eppeerod the results of a stu^ of 
iaeriean £>etrolew by Seborlemer (!£}, in wMch» althov^ relatiox^ 
betvftffiQ boilisg poist aiid constltutios were not mentioned, it w&s 
stated that fractional distillatioa afforded separation of the msssjf 
ton^logoag ecmpeii&ds present in the petroleim, and that these were 
lOFdroearbone, expressed by the general formula* 6]aHgiH-£* Thus, further 
progress (Kf the eoneept of homologf la indieated, in great p&rt due to 
iidTsnees in s&alytieal proeedures and to eorreetions in atosie weight 
wluss, such that the identities and true proportions of the rarioxm 
i& & edfipound were now f&irly definite, enabling the eBteblish* 
mmt of general fomulas* 
fhtts far, ffiost of the in'restig&tions h&d been eonfined to t^ 
nomal*ehained eompowds, perhsqpe bee&use of uncertainties in struoture 
deterainations, but & few years later SchorleMster (13) esesgred the 
forsi^tioa of th© relationships between the b'^iling points and consti­
tution of nom&X branched chain compounds* The i^droearbone whose 
strttetAims were knomi with sotw certainty were divided into four groiQ>e 
(Ig) Sehorleaser, 1^, 2S7 (1866). 
Cl3| aehorl<ffltDer, ^an*. 147. 219 (1868)» 
« 17 
ea first, lay&roearltoBS in whieh no eerboa atm vas Joiaed to 
moT9 thea tiro others, smh as •tb&Bs aad hexK&e} soeosS* li^droo&rbons 
analofoxis to ieo^watase or isobuta&e, bayiiag a t&oletos doriTeS by 
attaebiag a simple ebais to the niddl* earboa at^ of propan#} third, 
hydroeax^&s oofitalatiag two iso^propyl grot^, o&« at either e&d of a 
chain} and foiirtii« hydroo&zlioas havisg one carbon atc^ joined to four 
others, oaly om ezmpXe beiag knoum at the time* This was *earb-
dimetbyl*>dl«tj3yl* (14) {3,3>diadthyl peatsae)^ For the firat grov^ 
it w&a obfterved that es the aomatl chain was increased by one oax^on 
&tm, -Wie bolll% point iacreased by about 3io* The saa® fact applied 
to the seooad gro^^, but a messber of the seeo&d grot^ boiled lower than 
the oorrespondisg member (sejoe number of earbone) ia the first group. 
Za the third gro\^, however, the boilisg point diffei^aoe averaged only 
£5*^9 bat the boiling point of each member still vas lover than a 
eorrespoadiag ae®b«r of the second group# For eample, *di-isobutyl* 
(S,Si-di£ethyX oetaae} of the third grot^ boiled at 109®, while *octyl 
hydride* (j^etase) of the second gr«>up boiled at ISS®. 
Yet another paper (IS) by the msLe author eonceming the liydro-
eaxboas appeared a few years later, the inveatigationa having returned 
to •teEie iwxsBal hydroearboaa, now designated as paraffins, in aeeoardanee 
{141 Frieda and l»ad«Bburg, Am,, 142, 310 {1867)> 
(15) Sohorl^nser, Ann** 161. 281 (l87gK 
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with ^ 0 afflaenclature of Foimes (16). The known nomal paraffins were 
listed, together with their Imiling pointa» snd it was defflonstreted 
"Khat for the fire hsrdrooarbons beginning with butaae and endii^ with 
oetaxM, tM difference in boiling points between siuicesslve members 
deereesed gx^dmlly fram 37® to 2S®» furtiieraore, the t^pereture 
int«n«l between the differences for each successive pair, b^inning 
with the piair butane<*p«aitsnet were oonstant and equal to 4®« But^ the 
iaterrals trm octane to dodMene and from dodeeane to hezadeeane were 
alaajst the same, 76®, or 4 x 19®, indicating that with the higher, long* 
eh&iaed »eaibers, the difference from aesBber to member h&d beooae 
OB&Uer and als^st eonstant# 
Interesting thoia^ these r^ularities were, more intereatiag to 
Baejr^ vere the irregularities which he found in comparing the 
melting points of successive hoaologs of acetic acid, for, as the 
leag^ of tl^ earbon chain increased, the melting points alternated, 
the Gdd-^c&rboned acid having a lower aelting point than the succeeding 
evi^cax%oned acid* Bowever, melting points of the ev«m*e&rboned 
aes^ecrs of the s^ies end those of the odd^carboned ambers fomed two 
r^ularly inereesing series. Por the higher fatty acids, Baisyer c<ai-
pared s^thetio margarle usid with pelmitic ecld (C^gJ found 
(1#) yowaes, "Ilementaiy Chiseistiy,* 10th M., Henry G. Lea, Philadel­
phia {1874) 474» 
{17J Baeyer, W, 1286 (1877). 
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that the relation ir£is the asms but the differenee enallert and cozt* 
oludsd that altematioa r\ile held for the higher aeids &Xao* As e 
result of his fiMl3a|Ea» the author suggested that other homologous 
shifts deriTed from the acids be ezs^ned for such alterzmtion* vhich^ 
if esist^t, should atiaulnte interest is deterroiaisg father other 
fuadaa^tal pligrsieal properties ware of alternate Taliw» dependant upon 
the ^ JB^er ®f ca:i^on aims contained in the molecule* As vill be shotm 
later# Ba.eijrer*s siiggestioa was indeed reelized^ for the altera&tion of 
Physical pmjperties of th© fatty acids and deriT&tives has since berai 
the siabjeet of nmeroxis publications relating to the phenomenon of 
hmsil9&* 
la the deeede following ISie appearance of Baeyer's observations 
on th® fatty &eids» divers papers concerning the phenoaienoB of homologr 
sts regards the relation between physical properties and structure 
appeared in the literature* Aaong these was that of Schroeder (13) wbo 
tabuleted the data for several groups of caapounds where one hoaologous 
aci4 served m the pareaat for a group, the oojapounds being the ketone, 
setl^l ester, and acid chloride* frote acetic aeid» for e:iffisn.ple, the 
ms acetone, aethyl acetate, and acetyl chloride* Strikingly 
eno\}^« the boiling points for the »«nber& of each groi^ were the same* 
fherefore# he concluded that the groups •COCHg, -COOCHg, and -COCl were 
(18) Schreeder, Ber., 1^ 1312 (1883). 
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in effeet upon boilisg point, Furthex»or@, he demoEstrated 
the presenee of m h<»^Iogpus series, for, as the p&rent acids increased 
in ehein length, the boiling points of the deriveti groups increesei 
also* 
Shortly afterward, OroBhaw; (IS) presented a method for the c«d-
culation of the boilini^ points of the simple ethers up to oi-j^hesyl 
ether, and for the nomal alcohols of from one to twelve carbon atoBS* 
Thm ealcul&ted iralues, based on density relations of the aeoibera of an 
hiSBolo^us series, shoired good &gjr@€a&ent with those obasrtred* Subs^e* 
t\ieat p&pers (20) by the mm/b author ext«!nded the calculations to series 
of nitrilee, mines, and allqrl chlorides, &nd in oil e&ses the calculated 
boiling points agreed well ni^ those observed* 
At about the sme tiaa«, Garteia&eister (Sl) in studies of the 
specific iR^lumes of organic cmpoimds, observed a gener^d &nd ^ uite 
regular increase in specific vo1«m with increesiBg chain length for a 
large nmber of homologous esters of fatty acids, including the esters 
txm. metliyl to oetyl of the acids aeetie to nonanoic* 
Observations similar to those of O&rtemeister were sade by 
IL&sam (SS), who investigated the relation between molecular -^IvEie and 
(W) Sroshans, Reo» trav» chim*, ±f 153 {183S)* 
(20j Sroshans, ibld«, 4, S48, £§8 {1885); S, 118 (I88i). 
{2X1 Qartemeister, ^Qn«, £3S« 249 (1836)• 
(£g) Lessen, Aaa.. £45« 64 (1388). 
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elSBlB loBgtb for several homologous series, eaozig the simbers of which 
were loiogootoiaed alcohols, acids, nitriles, and hydrocarbons, Includ" 
ii^ the members of all four series* It was shown for these 
seizes that &n incrment of -<JHg- in chain length corresponded to a 
constant ia'srment in the molecular Tolme. Also of interest is that 
Loesm defined hoaologs as compounds which hare the formula B(CHg}^* 
and differ in constitution only by an increase in the -value of n« 
Itether attention to reletions existing between physical properties 
and structure was giT^ by ISobriner (£3} in a stu^ of the boiling 
points and specific Toluces of a series of alkyl ethers, such as 
methyl proj^l ether, aetl^jrl butyl ether, and methyl aiayl ether, With 
sueh hmoldgous ethers, the specific Tolusie ehssged more rsgul&rly than 
did the boiling point. 
During the next few years there appeared the results of several 
investigations of the variations of melting point with structure, a 
pheaGa^toB -(Aich seeaiiEigly had been neglected since Beeyer's {loc>cit.) 
observations r^airding the fatty acids. However, Kipping (£4j, in the 
course of an Investigation of some long-chained compounds, observed 
reguJUritles in the melting points of m«Bber8 of hoffiologous series of 
ketones, oximes, and secondary alcohols. For the series of synaaetrical 
(BS) lobriner, Ann*. £41« 1 ^ 1888). 
|g4) Eippiag, Jj. CheBU ^OC., 63« 465 (13S3). 
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ketOBfiS havi^ odd-earboned r&dleele frm. Cg to C17, there teas a 
rls* la melting point as oiaein iengtia increased, but tiie dif-
term&m betweeii auecttsslTe aembers eloKly daere&sed and beoasie almost 
eeastaat with tke M^er mmbersm for the oorresjiocdiag ketoxiisaB, 
istotefe a^ted lower tliaa tbe ketooes, a similer grafietion ia melting 
points existed. Likswiae, the oorrespoadi^ eeoondexy uleohols ex-
Mbited this phsmtmetwotu 
Mot loBg afterward, Coim (£8) pointed out tb&t the altensation in 
meltisg points i^reriousl?' obseanred by Baeyer for tbe fatty aeida* alao 
me observed with the aoid mi.Q0s of frm. six to fouxteen earbon atoaa. 
li'Brtheratorat Cohn found a similar alternation in the o(<>hydro3y aeida of 
slrteent sev^teim and ei^teen carbon att^aa; and by extending KippiBg*e 
isoric to include both even- and odd-carboned long-chained alkyl methyl 
ketosea nftiere the long chain varied frosi Cj^g to he wtiS able to 
ahew the alternation pheiuxnenon in this series* 
In m. attempt to find relatione between the melting points of 
Beffibere of diffewnt series of hoaologous coapounda, franehimont {26) 
e«tae upon several genex^lizationa regarding the change in melting 
point eauaed substitution of one functional group by another, tha 
mdieel rtaaaining the se«e« Ainoi^ these were: the melting i«sint 
(m) Cohn, £. gr&kt> Chaa*. ^ {1394}^ 
(ggj fraaehimont, Bec« tray* chig»» 16. 126 {1697), 
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isereasee if tm hy&TOgen attached to the same eairhos atcm are 
repiaoeS osyg^i the meltiag point iaereases If hydrogen la replceed 
h7 the iQ'dTOzyl or the ami&o grovqp; e decrease in raelting point ia 
obserred if tQrdrc3g«B attached to earhon is repleoed by a aethyl group. 
l^E>anehi»3nt also pointed out the application of the preoeding general* 
ities to the predietioa of ineltii^ points of meaibers of one hcmologoiia 
sezles tTfm those of another* 
Another publication ooneeraing melting point regulazlties wais that 
of Kmfler {S7)» in which was reported the study of the melting points 
of an hmolc^ous series of aliphatic diamines* frtat 
e^ylene diamine to deesaethylene diaaiine. It was obsexred that an 
alternation in melting points from eren to odd Ki^bera existed, as had 
been ebserred for other series, and that the even members fozmed a 
series in which melting points gradually increased with chain length* 
uSiile the differences betwe«m melting points of suocessiTe members 
gx^dually decreased* 
ilQW the investigations turned ai^in to boiling point relatioos as 
eTideneed is a publication by Menschutkin (28) concerning the boiling 
points of s^es of cofflpounds ha-ving regularly Teried branching of the 
alipMtie chain, for exanple, the isomeric hezyl alcohols. In all the 
sexles studied, which included eaters, aminest and acids, the boiling 
im) Kaufler, Chea. Zt«,, 133 (1901). 
(ga) M®ischutkin, m, 2784 (1897). 
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point deereasttd urith iaoreasiai; (»mplexit7 ot ebaiju 
Aa»tlier pep«r appeeriog near the turn of the eeatuiy was that hy 
Basage C^9), relative to the boiling points of hmol<^o^ ompouadSy 
whioh eont&ined a brief reTiwr of previous woric by lelker {30) to­
gether with iaproveaents in the equetions for oalculetionB of boiling 
points* 9alker*8 eqtiation Imd been found to apply only to the boiling 
points of the noi»al paraffins froa ^ 7%^ to end even in this 
series* did not apply very ezaet]^ in the ease of the lower aoabers* 
Baaage sii^ested that the etv^tion held only for the CBg'^!^ linkages^ 
and thersfore that a dsvistion would be expeeted with the lower 
hoMiologs where the texniml hydrogen &%m should have a greater relative 
inflt^aee os the properties of the moleeule. Aecordingljr, he modified 
the lalker eqmation, and then was able to calculate with %ulte good 
agreea^mt the boiling points of all the noxmal paraffins* and also 
those of series of alcohols, aldehydes* and ketones. With the fatty 
aoids* however* the lower m^abers showed great deviation from the 
oalei;Q.st0d values* This was asstimed to be due to greater association 
in the liquid state with the beginning aembers of the series* 
luring the s^e period* a rather exhaustive study of the boiling 
Joints of hoaologous oi^pounds was reported by Young (SI). This study 
(g9) Eefflmge, Proo* Caabrldgs Phil* Soc*, 1£, 44S (1904)* 
C2^) IWJcer, J. j^ea, Soe*. 65* 195* 725 (1894). 
(35.1 Toung* Phil* Mag., ^  9,* 1 (1905). 
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aXoo was eoaecraed with l&e setiMasBtle&I expr@sBio& of the boiliitg 
^iats of a series, but tram, a sli^tXy^ different standpoint, in tteit 
t^e equation developed Young served to ealeuXete the boiling point 
differenee between a ecxapound and thet one having one more methyleiw 
g^up in the ehais, rather than to eaXeiilate the boiling point of any 
one ecatpound from its moleeular weight and certain constants* The 
•alttes ealoulated for the somal paraffins bf You^*8 equation were in 
oloser agreem^ with those observed then vere those ealeulated 
Braiage. Similar results were obtained for other series eoaprieing 
the «13grl Imlides, ethers, aldehydes* and amines, series in whieh 
asf^eiation was believed not to occur to aqsr great extent* It should 
be mted that Toung desigs^ted as hoffiologous. a series of ethers in 
whieh o«e aliphatic radieal regained constant while the other was 
le&gthimed I17 suecessive increments of 'CSg*, ^'^.d also that he postulated 
that his e^tion, though inadequate for lower alcohols and acids due to 
association, aight appljr to the alcohols and acids of "vex^r high 
mlecular weights* where associatitm should be smaller* 
.^Bsbosg other studies of boiling point relationships which wezv 
reported at this tiae was ti3at;^f fiens7« Buelens, and Muset (32), con­
cerned with the boiling points of series of isotneric alcohols# In the 
series of isoaerie ootanols it was observed that the boiling point 
g2%diial3jr rose as the point of branching was located farther from the 
i$Z\ 1^27, ^lens, and Muset, Coast. r«Bd.. 143. IQB (1906)* 
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Portheifflore, for the two series of iswaeric alcohols 
of the gwerel foim«las» (CE^)gCHCH(0H)e2Hg,rt-l (CH3)gC{0H)CHgCjj%a|.x, 
it «as Kotttd that the boilisg points isoroASod regularly as the leagth 
of t^e aliphatic ohaia, '^t^gsfli increased* 
efterwRTd, Hinriehs (53) made some observations on the stelting 
foiats of the aliphatic bydreearboas relative to the ancmalies in the 
aeltiag points of the even^ aad odd»eazboaed members. It m.a s«g» 
gested that the alteisations in laeltiag points were the meehaaieal 
ea^ressioas of the osoiHation of the center of gravity of the aoleenlet 
vherebf't for ev«B»c«iboaed awaber, the oeater of j^vi-ty *es on the 
l^eimet^^e axis, but for the odd member, fell oa oae side of the axis, 
diaiaishias the a(»uat of inertia. 
fitrther eoatribtttioa to the kaowled^ of the alteraatloa pheacmeaa 
m» aade by Maeh (S4} who fouad sueh altemetioa ia melting points to 
exist in Biaay other aeries, although not so readily apparimt, for 
esatmple, in the paraffias U3> to Vith the boiling points the 
variations were less ia imlue, yet frequent ia oocurreaoe, as ia the 
al]qrl brides aad prim^ alcohols* Other physical properties la 
vhioh alteraatioas existed were molecular voltme, Intexaal frictioa, 
aad rotatosy power* Biach*s explanation of the alternation phencaseaoa 
was that atoms aad groups of atoins, apparently equivalent, aetually 
{33i aiarichs, C<fflipt« rtmd.. 144. 431 (1907). 
(34^ Biaeh, ^  plarsik. Cheat,. 43 (1904), 
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l»o»8wi3«S yarlatsle effects, suoli that with eubatitation lay various 
groups, varlei residual Taidne«s rm&imd* If an H mtcm U3e<i uore 
thaa oBd^fourth of tiw effeetive ml«Zie« of a C atoa, eviSeBtly a 
C^<- gjrou^ bad a l&Kar mXefice thaa am H, a C£%* group e greater 
TaX«aefi thias a CB^, and so o&« Therefore, in an aliphatic chain, an 
altdmatioa of the iiifLu»&e« of sueee8siv«3jr leagtheziiag groups was 
•xhibit«4« 
A tm years later Robertson (35) preipared series of aaides, 
amlXides, aad j^toluidides of the so&o&asic fat-^ acids a&d pointed 
out that all these series exhibited an even greater irregiilaritF in 
melting points tMn the acide thmeelTes* fhe alternation effect was 
^cplained, am&Kh&t -vaguely, as being due to dissymietTy of the mole* 
e^e. 
Koet of the iuvestigations cited thus far were concerned with the 
relationships between physical properties and molecular structure of 
the asa^ers of homologous series* But^ as mentioned in the introduetozr 
rcffiarks, the laeidsers of an horaologous series also should exhibit a 
regularity in their rates of reaction* In regard to the latter, 
ttenschul^in (33) j^t^lished a Bvmmxy of the results of an investigatioB 
the relations existing between the properties of organic isomers 
and their structure, particularly of alcohols* For the norsalochained 
(SS) lobertsoa, J, Chero> Soe>. 93, 1033 (1906), 
(36) Mensehutkin, Cheau Waws. 100> 293 (1909)} Ber.. J£, 40£0 (1909), 
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oXc^bels it waa foixed that the Teloeity of esterifloatios decreased 
fTCHft ethsrl to ootede<7X to Kyrieyl in the 3i^tio 4S«4tSX«9slS«5( 
while for isoraierie hz^ached-ehaliied eleohoXs the speed of eisterifiea* 
tloa decreased as the ehaln bees^e more br&aehed, or m the point of 
brei^hisg feXX neerer the hydrozyX group* ?or the boilisg points of 
the iscserie aXeohoXs the position of the branching side ehain ms 
obserred to be the detez^ning factor* and not the priffiazy* aecondaxy* 
or tertierf nature of the eXcohoX* This coneluslon si;&stantiated that 
of H^ry and his co*^zicers (SS). 
During the next deeftde» pi&Xications concerned with the reguXar* 
ities in hc^oXogous series dmXt principaXXy with the reXationships 
hetveen Tsrious pl^sieaX properties end the nusber of eax^on atoms in 
the aXlphatie chain* isoog these was that of S\igd«i (37) in which was 
proposed an improTWl efimtion for the eaXcxiXation of the boiXing points 
of ttMi^ers of an honoXogous series. The adTantege of the new equation 
ms that it heXd for the Xower meEObers of a series as weXX as the 
higher* and in the twenty hc»aoXoi^i» series examined, the mean departure 
Of the observed TaXue fros that c&XcuXated ims sXightXy Xess than two 
degrees* In the saae year, Fes^uson {38} reported the deveXopttent of 
an eqcntion for the belXing points of the nomaX paraffins frcm to 
la aXso proposed an equAtios for the criticaX tempex^tures of the 
(37) Sugden, Jtoflgt. Hews, UP. X52 (X9X4). 
{38} fergwson, PhlX, Meg,, 29, 599 (X9X5), 
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x»>z»al par&ffl&s tmm etha&e to doeaao, and oquations for the holling 
poists of aozsal alkfl broaides and normal alcohols* Shortly' thereaftor, 
TotiSg reported es iaprOTment is his earlier equations for boiliog 
points, together with nm relatioBships between boiling pointe m& 
oritieal teraperetures in hoaiolofous sexles. Another p\;d}lic&tio& of 
this period ms that of Pliraater (40), i& vhieh it was reported that a 
linear equation served for ealeulatisg the boiling points of soTsial 
primaTy aleohols, sldel^des, and amines, while other equations were 
gi-ven for ethers and esters where the retdieals contained more than one 
eax^on atom* 
At about the s^se tiffie Hers (41) pi^lished a eoapilation of data 
for seversil homologous aeries eoaprlsing alcohols, gmines, ethers, 
esters, nitsriles, l^drocsj^ons, and acids, and included in the data the 
filing points, eritieal tsaperatures, and molectdlar heats of eirapora-
tion* He obserred that the proportiomlitjr between boiling point and 
©ritleel temperature held epproxiaetely for all the series, both t«Ji» 
peratiares gr&d^tmUiy inereasiog with the molecular weight* 
la addition to the many publications concerned with boiling point 
regularities, there ms also a considerable nurober relating to 
(S9) Touag, Sol* Froe* Boyal Dublin Soo.. If^, 93 (1916)* 
(40) Plueaer, Phil* Mag,. 371 (1916), 
(41) Herz, anont, ap,mmm Che»> . J[5, 253 (1916). 
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regularities i& meltlsg points* LsTene ct&d ¥est {4£}, In reporting 
the preparation of s series of pure normal aliphatic eelds from to 
^16* together with the melting points of the pure aeids, oalled attea^ 
ti<MB to en existing betveen the end the members* In 
eeeorianee ^ th the general rule of alternation of melting points, the 
sender stould have aelted lower than the ste^er; howeTer» it 
observed to jsiielt at 51°, while the mesber melted et 43^* 
Another st^ of the laelting points of the noneearboa7lie acids 
w@.s reported bgr fajmsan (43), coneeraed particularly with the 
altermtios phenomenon* tipon the basis of studies of the first two 
t^^ere of the sexles (fomie and acetlo acids) Tasim&nn postulated 
titet the obsenmd alternation in melting points might be due to the 
faet that erenroerboned mmbers could exist In two stable crystalline 
foras, while only one stable form of the odd»earboaed members was known. 
With ^ ssmasa's inrestlgetlon of the alternation In melting points, 
the decade whleh began with Ilenschutlcln's observations regarding 
reaetloa Telocltlee was almost at an end* Further contributions had 
bera made toward t^ develoj^sat of the concept of homology, despite 
the in^ads whleh war had nade upon organized research* Apparently 
the existence of hmologous series was now well established by the m&iQr 
investii^tions d^cnstratlag regularities in piiysical properties and 
(42) Levene and West, £. Biol. Cheia*. 35, 463 (1914), 
{43) fsraasaa, J. Cheflu Soc*. 118. 441 (1917). 
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oheaieal reactlTlty, IcwaTsr, tiiar® still rsnaiued aaversl aspects of 
the h<S80l!Ogf coaoapt *liich reqtilrad further elucldatioa. On© of these 
ms the alternation phenoaanon, toown to exist In series. Another 
is^ s the ^ssihility that ehemical reactivity reaehed a llait as the 
length of the ftliphatie chain incre^ased, and a thii'd waa the extent of 
hasaology with respeet to other pl^srsical constants which sight exhibit 
regulsrities. Earing the past twsnty years, there have beon nwerona 
studies of hcaologoiis aeries, the results of which may be classified 
ro^^hly aeoording to the three broad lines indicated above. 
la ooaneetion -nlth the alternation phenoraenon, Meenrein (44) 
pttblished the results of an investigstion of soae reactions of pinaoole 
froa nhieh h® conclMed thst the valency requirements of noiml alkyl 
groups difsiaished «lth inor^aisg nuzaber of cai^on atoms* The deere&se 
tms not continuous but exhibited a periodicity such that the odd-
eerboned radicals had greater affinity demands than those with an even 
n«ab®r, thereby causing an alternation in properties of the laolecule. 
iaother peper concerned with alternation was that of Tirasaerssens 
(4Sj is which it *aa ijointed out that the alternation of Raiting points 
betwe«B odd and even members -w&a a general phenosaenon, and that odd 
bOTS nelted lower than even ambers in aeries where the jaolectile was 
ayMRetrical with respect to the center of the chain, as in th© paraffins 
{44) Seeswein, 121 (1919). 
(4S) ^ Msejsaaas, Bull. 8oe> chlm, 2sM*# JSU (19£1)« 
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nM th© oxxdie acid series* However, this order cf alteniatioB was 
ametimes inverted im series not having such syraaetrj-, for ejEemple, the 
ketoEie aeids aad sliyl halides# It nas observed also that the eiist-
e&ee of e miaimm in melting point for one m^ber of a series other 
than the first ims veiy general, occurring in the majority of eases at 
the Cg s«3ber* 
A further contribution to the e^lanation of the alternation 
I>he»^«aon was aade by Cvgr (46), who advanced the thTOry that in en 
aliphatic chain there wss s tenden^ for the caibon atom® to beeome 
alternately positive and negative due to accxmuletion of either posi­
tive or negative chaises on alternate eaz^on atoess* On this bssie, the 
odd-eaxboned affiabers of a series differed successively by a definite 
gK»ttp of stosB and charges, i^le the even smbers likewise differed, 
but by a differently charged incrwient. Therefore a given property 
should rtkTf continuously for the two series, odd and eves, but not be 
the sase for the two* Thus the melting points of the fatty aeids fell 
©a two curves, one for the even meaabers and another for the odd, while 
as a whole, the series showed alternation from one Kasber to the next* 
C«y stated smewhet later (47) that the above theory i^s an iffiprov«»eat 
ov«r ®aHmana*8 {loe« cit») since it applied not only to melting point 
altemation but ale© to solubility, conductivity, end boiling point 
(46) Ci^r, £. M* Ohm, Sec.. 4g, 503 (1920). 
(47) Otgr, Z, sEorg. allgm# Chm., IIS. 273 (1921). 
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altsimtloas* 
Sbortly ttftenrarfi, Pauiy {48) offered an explanation of tlie Taria?» 
tios in ptayeieal oonstents of Ismologous se3riee, based npon tbe stxnieture 
of the eliphatie chain. Ivm. a nmber of meltiiig point diegrems he 
eonoltided that the eTen*caz^oned member always poseessed the hi^er 
melting point, and that the magnitude of the alternations diminished 
with imereasing eMia length. Another stn^ of melting point altema«> 
tioa wee reported by Mejiota, Kagaoka, and Taffl&da (49), in which it was 
ebserred that the melting points of sevextil eeiles of aryl alkyl ketones, 
having alkyl chains from to exhibited alternation. At about 
the seae time, tiaeh and Stoleenberg (50) observed that the oscillations 
in heats of eEmibu8tion« specific heats, melting points, and boiling 
points in hcsRologous series could be explained by the j^ymetry proper­
ties of the crystal lattice* 
iome yeers leter firanemans (51) defined alternation aa the 
phenrnffiBom by which the smiting points of the terms of an homologous 
series •ary by an unequal quantity from one odd term to sn even one, and 
fro® the latter to the next odd tern. The alternation was nonaal wh«a 
even tezms melted reletirely higher than tlui adjacent odd terms. He 
C4S) fauly, ibid.. 119. 271 (1921). 
(49) Majima, Baga^e, and Xame&a, Ber.. ^ , ^15 (19S£). 
(50) Each and Stolzesberg, £. anorg. allgwe. ChaBU. ISO. 24 (19£1). 
(51) fiMBemans, Bull, soc. chim. Belg.. 38> 299 (1929). 
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alse 8tat«a that t&er© ab^ould be geaerel agre^ent as to the *first 
tezK* of a searlae la order that Tarlous hostologous eexles might be em* 
pared* aad sui^ested that toluese, sot hexizezie, be r^arded as the first 
sejaber of the arcmatie l^droearboBs* Oi^ic acid, the first member of 
the dleaifeoxylie acids, was to be regarded as the Cg term of the series* 
Farther obserratioss the alteraatioc phe&ome2u>ii were »ade by 
Tei^ade aad Coops (52), based upon studies of the jeeltlng points and 
sol^llities of a series of jg^*«oz^el.k7lfflaloi)iie acids, inelij^iog those 
froa ethyi- to a-tetradeoyl-. The authors suggested that alternation 
be sailed srm whtm it occurred in passing from an even to an odd term, 
the even tana harljag the relatively highar melting point* Fxirthemore, 
if iB passing froa one term to the next there was a regular alteimte 
iaerease and deei^ase la a property, the alternation was defined as 
e<aBpletc« According to these definitions, the melting points of the 
abOT« aeide showed coiaplete eren alternation idiile a complete odd alter-
8eti<»a oeotzrred in the solubilities in benzene and water* Another 
publieatioa by the same InTestlgators (53) reported the deterainatioa 
of the soleeular heats of combustion at constant pressure for the abore 
series of maloaio acids* The alternation phencmenoa was observed in 
these constants for the Cg to Cg aliphatic Midicals, but there was none 
in those ©f C^-C^^. 
(SB) Teifcade and Ooops, Bee. trav. chim«« 49, 568 (19^}« 
(53) Veifeade and Coops, Proc» Acad* Sci« AMsterdam. 36* f& (1933), 
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In some studies of loag-ehalned eompoimds, Mayer and Beid (54} 
prepared the nomal alcohols from decyl- to octadeeyl-, the corres-
po&diBg brc^idee. The sieltlag points of the alcohols did not show 
detectable elter&atioB» but those of the bromides did* 
Another iuTestigation of a series which included sevej^l long-
ehained compounds was that by Carre and Passedouet (55), concerned 
with tte ui^thans, CMg(CHg)jjCHg0C!0!iIg, where n varied from 1 to 16« 
®he aeltiag point curves indicated an alternation for odd and even 
nvabers of carbons for the meabere end Cg-C0 (odd greater than 
even) while the reverse held for the terras However, for the 
texma C^^Cg snd Cg-Cj^, there ws.s no alternation in melting points. 
A study of loiijg-ch&ined ketones wae reported recently Oldham 
and "Dbbelohde (56) which included oieltiag point and I-rsy date for eight 
isoaers of wtch of the ketones, and It was found that 
the position of the earboiQrl group in the chain influenced the melting 
point, causing a higher melting point when nearer the end of the chain 
or ^ raaetrieally ot the center. The structure of the ketones was 
show® by means of X-ray studies to be very siaiilar to that of the cor­
responding BXiphatic hydrocarbons, 
Moiig the nuserous conts^butions to increased knowledge of 
{S4) M^er and Eeid» £. to, Chm» Soc.. ^  1574 (19S3). 
(!®) Carre and Passedouet, CoBipt* rend., £04, 347 (1936)• 
(56) Oldham end IHjbelohde, Trans,Faradey Soc». 55. 328 (1939}. 
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plEjrsieel px^p^rties of bOKoIogous ssriea wMoh bare eppeered duriisg the 
paet years is lawit of Frud'hcsBiae (57), who established reletions 
between the boiXlag points and orltieaX temperatures end pressttres la 
serereX hsooXogotts series* Another eomparatively early publication w&s 
that of friUat (98), eoneemlBg X-r&y studies of the fetty aoids. It 
W£S fotmd that the spaeia^s between parallel planes of molecules of 
fatty acids increased approxlaately 4^ for each *C£B4* group is the 
aeidSf anti therefore It was eoni^uded that although the 
groii^s «ex% not ere&ly spaced in the chain, the spaees between 
ereay seeosd •CHg- group were constant, 
Masy yeers later, Hshemiac {S9) inTestigated the near infra-red 
speetrs of htmoXegous series of eleohols enS acids in the rapor state, 
sad foin^ that in the alcohol series the characteristic OH band was 
g3mduaXly displeeed totmrd the lo%er ware lengths as the homologous 
series was ascended, a constant position being attained at C^* HoweTsr, 
in the seid series, the band was displaced toward shorter wtve lengthe* 
further studies of the relations of physical properties of h<au}Xo-
gous series include that of Xer^eX i&Q) who developed equations for the 
boiHitg points of normal pez%ffins, braneh»cheined paraffins, and 
(57J Pr^*hss0®e, £. ehim» Phsrs.. iB. £70 (19^0} • 
(S8) frillat, CtBBPt. rend,. 18Q. 1329 (1925). 
(50) Haheraiac, Ann, phys,. g, 528 (1937), 
(60) MerckeX, gre«, Acad, Sci. MeUTdm. 164 (1937). 
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alkyl balidas* Be also z^portttd equations for the melting points of the 
noratBl ^x^ffinSf ineludi2% those above Cg^. A more recent paper 
relative to the oorrelatios of jaoleeular structure and boiling points 
le that of Ki&ni^ {61| in which data ere given for ealculatis^ the 
•boiling point nuiabere* of msny of the aliphatic hyfiroearbons. 
Other pluraleisl constants of homologous series which heve been 
investigated reoomtly ere heats of cmbustion and parachor vmlue8« 
Biehsirdson end PaaSc® {62) detearmined the heats of combustion for sevearal 
hydroearboa® smd etlcobols, amoa^ nhich were j?-hexadeeane and ^ -hexa-
deeanol* In coiBSeeti«R with the relationship between parsehor vslues 
snd pljyttleal constsnte of boaologoue sariesj l^evis {6S) s^gested equa­
tions liiddng the parachor with the boiling point tnd critical tempera­
ture, which held for non-Bssoci«ted compounds* Hests of combustion for 
th® asthyl, ethfl* propyl, and butyl esters of oleic scid were determined 
^ Keffler Mciean (64). Their data indicated that methyl oleete, 
the first member of tha series, possessed en abnomally high energy 
content* Also determined in this stXKly were the isolecular volmee, for 
which it 1^0 shown that the increaaent of atolecular volme corresponding 
to an addition of *0%* to the alcohol residue increased as the homologous 
(61) Kinw, £. M, Chm, Soe>. ^  3032 (1936). 
{ggj lichardTOn and Parfcs, M. Ohm. Soc., 61, 3543 (1939)* 
(S3| iewie, 7, Cheau Soc., 1056 (1938), 
(64) leffler and M^ean, J. Soc. Che®. Ind,. 54, 178T (19S5), 
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series ims ascended. 
la addition to the InTestlgatlons of ttxe alternation phenomenon 
and plQ'slcal constants in iiomoXogous series which hi^Te be&n conducted 
during the past two deeades, there also have been nwcrcus inTestiga* 
tioBS of the relet!onship between chemical reectivity and chain length 
in hosi^logous series* Mong these ms the study by Ccn&nt and Eussey 
{65) Qf the speed of reaction of alkyl chlorides with potessiuui iodide 
in acetone, a stu^ which included in addition to the chlorides from 
et^l to decyl* those of the ^X4* ^16* ^30 aliphatic 
radicals* Upon the basis of thfi^se investigations and those of other 
"mrk&Ta, these authors stated that *in a groet variety of reactions a 
methyl halide is S to SO tljaee roore reactive than the ethyl ccsnpoundt 
which in turn is only about twice as reactive &3 the other priiseiy 
straight chain coapounds that do not differ materially from one another, 
at le&st as high in the series as 
Further investigation of cheaiceJL reactivity in htMsologous series 
«a3 made by Huzicka and Buijs (66)» eaploying the reaction of e series 
of methyl alkyl ketones with i^droaylsaine. It was found that for the 
series of ketones in which one radical was laettyl &nd the other v&ried 
froB ethyl to a;-tetradecyl, the reactivity varied only slightly. The 
asm was true of o^er series in which ethyl and propyl were substituted 
(SS) Comst and Eus8i^» 3, m* Chaai* Soc.. 49» 476 (19£5)« 
(66) tusdcka and Buijs, Helv. Chla, Aftta« 15, 8 (193S), 
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for is the preeedisg series, although here the reaction Teloeilgr 
w&s less in all eases thaxt that of the oorrespo&diag methyl ketone* X& 
a seriea of <^loia ketones i&oluSed in this stud^, a iaa:dUaw reaetirii^ 
was ohserred at the Cg me^er* Ivfm this awtber to the Cg ae»ber, 
rsAetioa veloci^ decreased rapidly, th«B it increased again mtil with 
the Cjjj ^elie ketoae the Telocity was eijual to that of the alkyl 
methyl keto^* 
The relative reaotiTities of the alkyl iodides were inrestigated 
^ Mitehell (6?) by means of the reaction with sodim guaiaeoxide* The 
eight aorsel alkyl iodides frcm met}:i^l to oetyl were employed in the 
i&Testigatioii, the results of which showed a decrease in reaction rate 
fmsk aethsrl to hutyl, followed by an alaost constant value frost butyl 
^roui^ oetyl, 
ijaother st^ of eh«aical reactivity urns made by FaXaaaa and LelJtu 
(6QJ la aa eaaBiilaation of the reaction of aliphatic acyl chlorides with 
ethylene chlorohf^la* Bere it was found that the rate of reaction 
decreased with inereasii^ length of the aliphatic chain, et least as far 
\ 
as bu^xyl chloride* 
A few years a^, Abraham, Mowat, and Smith (69) suasnarlzed the 
reactlTlties of homologous series according to the following classifica-
{6f) mtchell, £. Chaa. Soe«. 1792 (19S7). 
(68) Pal^a and Lelau, Ber., 66, aiS (1933). 
{69) Abraham, Mowat, end Smith, J, Cheia. Soe.. 948 (1987). 
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tioftf first, ft«rifis in which ther® was a great d«ere&8« ia reaetiyitgr 
i& passing frost ths first Bi«Bd»er to the third* then a more gradual 
deor«ase along the seriss, as in tha reaction of alkjrl halides with 
sodim satb^'latei second, series in which there were large alternations 
in reactivity for the first three or four m^ers* followed by a grednal 
deer^se in reaetiTi^, as in the hydrolysis of aliphatic amides; third, 
series in which there -ma «n increase in reactiTity with increase in 
chain lesgth, as in the rate of conTersion of alkylamino acetates to 
aaidesi and foxxrtht series in which there was a constant reactivity as 
the chain lez^sth increased, as in the addition of SBr to a series of 
olefins with non^tersiiml donble bonds* 
With the preceding consideration of the more recent investigations 
of chesdcal reactivity in homologous series, the review of the studies 
which h&re led to the develo^<^t of the concept of homology has been 
extended to the present tise* Therefore it a&ms advisable at this 
point to discuss the present concept of hoaology as derived from the 
results eited» 
It will be observed tlMt in most of the work which has be«a d«» 
scribed haaoloflg" has signified variation in nossuaj. chain struycture by 
successive additions of units to the chain* Furthszmore, it will 
be observed tMt in any series designated as hcaaoloi^tus et least one 
eha:mcteristic grof^ has been a constant feature of each m^ber of the 
series, aM that the characteristic group remained ucchanged while the 
chain to nM-eh it was attached increased in length fron member to 
« 4X 
W&tvrer the el^raeteristie group* the merohers of the homologous 
series differed fro« oxie anotlu»r only by iseresne&ts of CB^ In an ell-
phatie chai&« fherefore the ooacett of hamX^gf reeOi^iizes etrwtttjeil. 
of this type, Xiaited fiiiidemeiit6lly to tuavmX ^lalas* StoveTer^ 
this does aot elioiaate eerteia branched ehaias. for easnraple, iso-* 
ctei&s eaa be included in the system by considering the branched eleaeat 
Bs e teiffilsal iso^progrl groiag? and thea building a eerios of hoaologs 
by lengthening the r^aeinii^ nomal chain. That Is, in the series 
X(CHg)^ where & is at least 1, X might be Iso-propyl or soiae other con­
stant branched group* BoweY^, the messbers of such a series wiU not be 
homologous with corresponding aoimal-chained ecaapounds, end therefore 
the ^ ese»t concept of hoaology precludes the coraparison of nor^il-
chalaed eaKpo«ad« with branched-chained coapotinas. 
In addition to structural hcaRologr, the series studied will be 
{^served to exhibit regularities in phjrsical properties* For the most 
part, all the pl^sical constants InTestlgated showed a gradual and quite 
regular civange as the carbon chain was lengthened, although in sc^e 
eases the first Bsffibers of the series were abnonsHal, The fact that alter-
aatiofi exists in some of the properties doea not InTalldate the concltt* 
sion tt^t hcmologs should shew phjrsical regularities, for in wost ceses, 
alternation was found to be regular in Itself* A second aspect of the 
present concept of homology, then, is a regular irarlatioa In plsysical 
properties. 
toother aspect of hoieologf has been demonstrated in the examinations 
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Of the eheffiical reactivity of series bociologous with respect to the 
preeediag qualifications. This aspect is that of the gradual ch&sge 
la reectlTlty toward a particular reagent as the ehela length Issregeed, 
Here sgelm exists the difficulty arieiiag from the abnonaali'^ of the 
first m«h©r se cmpered with the roaainder of the series. 
It seems, thea, thet the present concept of homoli^ esnbraces 
regularities of structure, of phfslcal properties, and of chemical 
reactiTlty. Howerer, the actual Interpretation of Riy or all of these 
depesads upon th® iadliridu&l, particularly with the ragaM to the choice 
ef the "flxBt sefflber* sf aa h<mologoxi3 series. To oTercome the latter 
objeetioaable feetujw, the uauelly eocepted first s^ber, such ae 
aethsaol for th® serlee of cormsl alcohols, can be iBcluded end its 
abnoEaality aoted, or the lower ccaapo*mds which do not oonfom to regi»-
larlties in properties end reaotlTity csn; be omitted eltogether. 
nth regard to the latter, oue of the outstejiding crltiei»ES of the 
coEcept of homolo^ ima made by Ihltmore (70) upon the basis of the 
reactions of some lower brsnched-chaiiied ©Icohols, especially neepentyi 
alcohol* 'ihi'teaiore* s conteatios wa® that the first few aeaabers of e series 
did not uMei^ the seme types of cheaalcal treasformetioBs as did the 
other aeabers, &Bd therefore tit&t the concept of hosology of sreaetioa 
was Iseorrect* Bbwever, in the light of what has been introduced here 
es the pressat coaeept of h<OTology, «hltmore»B criticiaa wes unjust, 
{70) IhltKore, *Oigaiile Cheaistay," Van Kostrand, Hew York (1937) 
p« lOS. 
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for aleohol la not a hmolog of i^myl aleohol, and therefore 
should sot be eii^eeted to tmdergo the seme reactions. l!htts the 
aeoessi'^ of eotapert% noxaal-ehaiaed empounda only with other noiraal-
eh&ises eoapotm43 is re*«a^lmsize<i. 
A fm years ago Loei^uin (7X) diseuaeed the pheac^^ooa of hoaology 
at atma l(smgth aad apparently arrived at approximately the stiae eon-
elusions as hisTe been set forth here* However, Loequifi suggested that 
a h^^Xogous sexles should be based upon & "reference oompotrnd" and 
that the poiat of iaaertion or addition of further -CBg- units should 
be eleerly indicated in that reference ec^ipomid* For esmple, frm the 
referesee empound 8tyrene» C^B^CBbCS^, two homoXogous series can be 
fozsbBd, the oae by inserting -CHg- tmits between the phei^X group and 
the earbon etoa direct3y attached to it, and th® other by adding -GHg-
iaereoents to the oazbos aton of the group =3<a%, 
A itore recent diseussioa of eh«^e&l homology is that b7 Senior 
{9gJ, in whioh there is propoeed a clasaifiostioa of homologous com-
po^sBds patterned upon the elassifieation of metheaatieaX functions# 
I^mdamimtaXly this author's systm depends upon the formation of 
h<»BoXogs by addii^ »cig-> units to basic structures, and therefore it is 
eloseXy reXated to the eoneept presented hei^. iJowever, Senior reco®-
ftends that the idee of "like reeetions* be mitted from the concept 
(7X) Xioequin, iu Orignard, "Traite de Chitale Oi^fanique,* Masson, Paris 
(19^) YoX. I, pp. 826-SS4. 
(92) SM^or, jr. Oitt. Ch^. t X (X938}. 
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leaee it sftsms that in geasx^ tha eomosly eooepted signifieaaee 
of teim haaBolOfiar is that which has he«B deyelopsd i& the foregoisg* 
If this he true then it appears likely that loBg^chaiced eoapotmds 
be htmolo^BS with respeet to those of lower molecular weight* 
Certei&ly, the loag^ehaiaed eompo^ds are structtiral hc^logs, and 
i^rc^Ter, seTeral exaaples of hQaology in their pl^reioal properties 
haTe been cited» BeweTor, conforraity to homology of reactions is yet 
to be more fully demonstrated. ?Ms phase will be discussed in the 
follswiag seetion. 
Sa £3ct«3ieion of the Coneept ^  Homology LonsrChaiBed Cc^poimds. 
extensioB of the eoneept of hoBology to long-ehained compounds 
depends not only their eonfomity to homology of strueture and 
physical properties but also upon eoisfoxnitf to iK»mology of reactions* 
Whether or »}t the latter phase of the eoneept is applicable to the 
losg*el^iBed empo^ds can be decided best by a c<»Bparison of their 
»aetions with those of the lower structural hcssolegs. In order that 
su^eh a eonparisoB l^d to -valid conclusions both sides of the issue 
shotild be considered. Therefore* in the foUcwiBg discussion there is 
presented evldenee bol^ for and against the existence of similarity of 
rMictioBS throti^hout an entire series of structural hc®ologs. 
Jmoi^ the sexles of compomds in n^ich the reactions obserred in 
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l6«»r members api^y also to the lottg~ehaiaed hcsaologs is the series 
of aoBsal allphatle aeids. 1B this series o&e of the general reeotio&a 
is that with the lover aleohole in the presenee of hydrogen chloride to 
fom the eorrespondii^ esters, end by means of this reaction esters of 
the aeids fro» foxmie to melissie (C^) are prepared in good yields C73}« 
Another of the geae^l reactions of the aeids is that idth thiosyl 
chloride to fom the aeyl chlorides et least as high in the series as 
ttot of tetratriacostasole acid iC^) (74). Long^ehained aliphatic 
aeids of tTGBL twelre to eighteim carbon atoas react smoothly with 
gaseous asffisosia et high te^eratnre with the formation of the corree* 
ponding aitriles, but this reaction is not successful with the lower 
ecids* perhaps beeause of their lower boiling points (76)* Howeyer, a 
similar tecbni^ve mUsfg a lower tmperature is applied to the lower 
aeids for the preparation of amides (76)» but this method fells with 
acids higher than due to fomation of increasing asoxmts of the 
sitxlles* The anhT^^es of the eren-carboned aeids from oaprylic to 
be prepared by heating the aeids with acetic at 
about ISO® (77), and the i^thesis of syanetrieal aliphatic ketones by 
(7S) Schwalb, 137 (1880). 
(74) 7r&neis» Mng, and mills, J, Cbeia» Soc.» 999 (19CT)* 
(75) lelstcm, Sarwood, and Feole, M* Ghmm Soe», 59, 987 (1937). 
(76) mteheU and Held, ibid,. JS, 1879 (mi)» 
(77) Bolde and Oe&tner, Ber.« 58. 1418 (1925}» 
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distiULation of alkalice mrth salts of fatty eelds ie genej^ faros 
aeetle acifi to steeric scifi (78) slthoiagli tli® yields &ra quite low with 
th9 blgher aeids* eldeljjrdes of the acid® from, propicsic to stsaxle 
aye pri^paTad by distilletion of a asixture of the eeleiiaa salt of the 
acid aad ealeiw formate (79), and again the yields frcm the higher 
acids a»i low* 
'^8 preoedi% reactions of the nomal aliphatic acids lead to the 
fosK&tioB of several series of derivatives* In general, ax^ one of 
these series ei^hits the same types of reactions for both the lower 
and higher ffi«RberB« fhe acid chlorides^ for example^ react ae^othly 
with aqueous sE^onia to fumish the corresponding amides as high as 
ar«ehidsaiide (C^q) (30), and furthermore, like the lower masters, the 
hi^er acid chlorides such &s st^royl chloride undez^ conversion to 
substituted ^des by reaction with numerotis organic bases (81). 
Lauroyl, palnitoyl, and steercyl chlorides react asoothly with sodiia 
aside to fom respectively, undecyl-, pentade<qrl-, end heptadecylamine 
in hi^ yields (82). This modification of the Curtius degradation also 
serves to prepare butylamine from valeric acid. 
(78) Ersfft, Jl^., 1713 {188S). 
(79) Krafft, Ber.> 1413 (1880). 
(80) Adam and X^yer, £, Chenu Soo.. 127. 70 (19S5). 
(31) Qilman and Foi^, Iowa State Coll. £• Sct,» 15« 1S5 (1939). 
(82) ICai^eli, Oruatuch-Jecobson, end Lendorff, Helv. Chim. Acta, 
®g7 (1929). 
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^otliez' iatereatiug r«aetion of loog-chaiaed acid ehlorides is 
tk«i3r ooxcrersioa to the cozrespoBdiBg esters of eaediols imfier the 
iafluenee of metftllie sodim* X^uroyl chloride, for exmple, yields 
the dll*«rate of 12-tetraco8eBe-l«,X3-diol (83)* Similarly the lower 
hooolog, htttyxyl chloride* gires 4-oote&e«>4,&»diol'>di<-&«buta&oate (84)» 
Yet another reeoat exes^le of tto ezteaeioa of honology to loag-ehaiaed 
eonipoiiMs is the disooTexy that the higher acid chlojddes react vith 
methyl meareaptaa to fom the eorresposdiag thio esters of the long* 
eMiaed acids (SS). Freriously there had heea some donAt that this 
x«setioa app^lied to aay except the lower acid chlorides* 
The lo%-chfliEed aitriles ia goieral undergo the asase type® of 
reactioas as the lower structiiral hoaologe. Keduction of the aitriles 
to priaaiy aaiaes by meaas of sodim aad alcohol is a method of prepare* 
tioB of the aliphatic amiaes throughout at least the first eighteea 
mwhers of ti» series (86)* Sfitrilee as high as atearoaltidle react 
with ^ ^aiuK Ijgrdrosulfide to give the cors^spoadiag thioamides (87), 
A edLi^ht aaosaly is showa ia the reactioa of loag-chaiaed aitriles such 
(83) lalstoa aad Selfcgr, ^ Chero. Soc,, 61, lOlt (1939). 
(34) Msse aad Kliager, S]^ 1S17 (1398). 
(as) lalstoa, Segehreoht, aad Bauer, J. Org« Chwft*« 4, 508 (1939). 
(86) Bskahit, I, M. Ohm, Soc.. 35. 44 (1913)j Braua aad Sobecki, 
Bar.. i4,""l4?3 (19U). 
(87) Kalstoa, Taader Wal, aad IcCoilcle, £. Org. Chem., 4, 68 (1939). 
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as ijrtJTO- end stearonitrile with aromatie Gri^oard reagents, for th^ 
giTe good yields of the al^l sryl ketone upon treatment with approxi-
mtely one e<|tiiTalent of phesylmagnesim brc^de (88) while the nitriles 
fr<m aeetonitrile to TaXeronitrile gire only fair yields of ketones with 
four «<|uii^mt8 of phex^laai^esim bromide (39). 
Like the lower raerabers of the series the long-ctolned sBiides under­
go deiydration with phosphoruo pentoxide with the fonaation of the 
eosrespoadiag Mtriles (90)» In the Hoftaana reactioa, howerer, the 
higher aMdes exhibit aaoaelies, for instead of the desired erolne, high 
yields of alkyl acyl ureas are obtained. Btearasiide, for easmple, gives 
S-^-hegtadeeyl-N*-stearoylurea {91), 
fhe long-eheined ketones exhibit generally the siame typea of 
reaetlons as the lower aliphatic ketones. As pre-riously stated, a 
series of methyl allsyl ketoaea including aetJ^rl tetradeeyl ketone showed 
about the same reactivity toward hydrosylamlne (66), forming oximes ia 
all oases. Hexyl ^ peatadecyl ketone (24) and ^ -undecyl ^ -tridecyl 
ketone also fom oxiBies, and the ozime of the latter undergoes noxmal 
Beekiaaaa rearrangmeat (9S). Long-^chaiaed ketones such as ste&rophenoae 
(38) Balstoa aad Christeasim, Ind. Eng» Chea». £9. 194 (ld37), 
(89) Shriner and Ttaaer, J* Am., Chea. 8oc.> 5g-. 1B67 (1930)» 
(90) Krafft end Stauffler, Ber., 1730 (1882), 
(91) Bisfaaaa, Ber., 1^ 761 (1882). 
(9S) BoUemaa and Koolhaas, leo» tray. ohlm«« S8. 666 (1939). 
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reduotioa by the Cles»!ieBse& method to glTe good yields of the 
<££pe<ited Iqrdrooarlioiis, £->oet&decylbesz«aie is this ease (93)» This 
reaetioa also mrv»s for tl» preparation of iiydrocarboBs from wholly 
aliphatie ketonee, as in the preparation of j^pentatrlacontane froa 
stearoae (94)* In both eases* the ti;^ of reaction must be extended 
far b^oM that normally required for lower homologs# 
The rc^etions of the long-chained aldehydes find Tery infrequent 
mention in the literature, but those which are mentioned S©«TO to icdi-
eate that the long-cbaiaed aldehydes usder^ essentially the saKe 
rMetiona as do the lower m^iBbers. PalMtalde]^de (79) and stearalde^ 
hyde (95) fem bisulfite addition expounds; and heptadeeylie aldelQrde 
(9&} foxffie a s^-earbazonet reduces permangamttei is ozidized by 
strong agenta to sargaric acid, and adds liydTOgeit cyanide to forat the 
mcpeeted Xoi^dro^^-n-heptadecyl cyanide. The higher aldehydes 
polymeriae slowly upon standing, but unlike the lower members of the 
seriMy they are quite stable toward atmospherie oxygen* 
^e few r«^orts of the reactions of the long-chained anlaydrides 
show an anmalooe stability toward hydrolysis for these compotands. 
Falaitie and ayzlstie anhydrides were converted to the corresponding 
(93) Iflkeska, ^th, and Lieber, J. Ortt, Ch«B.> Z, £49 (19^). 
(94) ll©<^Ticle, Doctoral Bissertatloa, Iowa State College (1938) p*34» 
(95) B©s«iaund, ^ 592 (1917). 
(96) LeSeur, J. Chaa. Soe.. 8£, 85£ (1904), 
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aeids to the dztoBt of only one or tm> per cent after standing for six 
months in eontaet with the alaiosphere (97)« Bow»ver» this exeeptionaX 
behailor ai^t be toe to the insol^illt^ of the two cc^pounds in 
water, 
ifost of the ructions deseribed thus far stand ea affijmtive 
evidence that the eoneept of homology can be extended to the losg-chained 
ecmpo^ffids* Iridence to the conti^xjr v&e noted» howeTert in the direct 
prepazutloa of amides froa acids and aatmonia, in the direct preparation 
of nitriles, and in the Hofteann reaction of longrchained saidee. It wae 
pointed out eXao that anomalies exist in the reaction of nitriles vitb 
Sri^^rd reagents and in the stability of the higher acid anhydrides, 
althongji en explanation was offered for the latter. In addition to 
these eases where extension of htmology failed or was doiibtful, there 
are other examples vhlch should be mentioned. One of these is that the 
Refeimtsky reaction failed with the o(-broa» acids above lauric acid 
(98)« Another is that a modified Strecker reaction for preparing ali­
phatic disulfonic acids is unsatisfactory for acids above of^-deceaethjr-
lene disalfoaie acid (99), chiefly because the long period of time 
required for higher acids makes its use impractical. This does not 
mean necessarily that the reaction could not be extended to the higher 
i9fi Bold# find Oenter, Ber., 14M {19E5). 
(98^ lIeCo:i^e, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (1938) p« 106. 
(99) Stone, £. ^  Chem* Soc,, 571 (1940). 
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meaibers if time ir«re ttBimportent, but from the prectieal stsnSptoiat# 
h<Miologf does not apply here. A similar borderline case is th&t of the 
aeetoecetie ester ecndensetion io which the yield repidly falls eg the 
series is aseenfied UBtil it is only thirty per cent ic the preparation 
of o(»btttyiyt butyrate. However, if the alcohol formed ia the reaction 
is eontinuously remoTed* the reaction can be applied succeesfully to 
the higher a^ers (100). 
On th® bftsig of the i>receding review of the reactione of numerous 
types of lo%-chained coapoands, it aemm general thet the entire con­
cept of hcaK>logy can be extended fawm the lower m®abers of an hc^logoua 
series to the higher sembers* As would be expected, anoi»alles occnr, 
bat in soBie of the apparent aamalies a chenge in the conditions of th« 
i^etlon removes limitations which have prevented its application to 
hi^er hoi^legs* In the letter possibility lies a means of aligning 
fartfeer reactions with those already in accord with the extension of 
hismXegf, but do^bt reoaains that this is e Justifiable means of doing 
so. 
III. P^siolegieal Iff sets of Loag-Chained Compounds. 
A natursl consequence of the i^vival of interest in aliphatic 
empounis, particuXarly the long^chained coHpoundSt is the growing 
iWQ) Brieae and Ke£lvain, J,. M. Ohm. Soc., 1697 (1933), 
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j^TOj^rtioB of organie research doToted to the iBTestlgation of the 
ph^siologioeX effects of ea^potmds coutalBing loxig aXlphatle chaizis* 
Siaee th^s field is iiither aew, few reports of auoh investigations have 
appeared is the literature to date* Howerer, there is a sufficient nta-
her to i&ow that wdrt: aloi^ several lines ia in progreae, and in the 
following diacttseion, easssplee are given to indicate some of the trends 
of the reseaaxh being TOndueted, 
Among the investigations idiich have been reported are several con-
e4med with the pharsacologieal properties of long-chained eoapounds*. 
A st^^ of a series of K-aethyl amides of the aliphatic acids frcm fonale 
to stearic was oondoeted by B'Alelio and Beid (101}« in which it was 
show® that the eight-, nine-, and ten^-carboned laembers possessed local 
anesthetic properties, and that all the meinbers higher than S-®ethyi-
ba^raaide had a bursting peppexy teste which reached a maximm at the 
t^-e&z%osed eoaide* 
I<OBg-0talaed baibiturio acids also heve been investigated to some 
extent, particularly the l-jg;»alkyl~5-ethyl-5-isobutyl-barbiturie acids« 
BJort, Ide, and de Beer (lOS) prepared a series of barbiturates 
of tM» type, in which the alkyl radical varied frcm a-es^l to ja-docosyl 
and foiffld that the jrai^l homolog showed more rapid action than 
kaz^ital* %pnotic action ime clearly jsarked in the n-octyl expound 
(101) C»Aiello and Keid, J. Citm* Soe., ^  110 (13S7), 
ClOS) &aek, H^ort, Ide, ^d de Beer, J, Chaa* Soc>, 60, 461 (1938^ 
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aad was questiosably stlXl present in tb.« ^-dsesrl hmoXog* fhe low 
solubilii^ b«foM this latter co»po\md z>eBd«recl th« pbeimeeologieal 
tests mea&ingldss, Imt for the lower eompounds it w&s ahowx that the 
iBi&iiauB h^pnotie dose vae fatal in all c&ses* 
In. addition to isubatituted midea acd barbitiaratee, loxig-chalned 
aulfanilsaide deriratives also have bee& prepared* Among these is a 
series of 4>ae3rii^iaobe£2e&esulfo&emides (103) in which the aeyl «imiso 
grsup inel^es those of ea eren nmber of e&i^ns frtm Cg to 
Utefortunately, ao reports of pharsnacological teste tipon this series have 
afpeered. BsweYer* Tery recently. Crossly, Northey, and ailtquist 
(104) reported the preperations and testing of seyeral ^-aliphatic 
V 
«ttlfasils8d.d©s fflaoag which were K^-j|^odeoyl-,-n-octadeeyl-', and 
'•C®*oo"^®'^0®e^f3.)"SUlfanilamlde, and g-sulfaailsKidoetiyl dodecenoate# 
• 
In geaieral the N3-»Qlkylsulfenilamides were decidedly inferior to the 
corresponding Sp'-e^lsalfanilsmides on experimental streptococcal infeo*-
tions in alee* S^-^dodecanoylstalfanilasiide was reported to ha-vm 
"praising pha.raaeologie6l properties** but as a cl&ss the long-chained 
ooiapomids iwre inferior to sulfanil^de itself# 
Certain ^clio compotmds have been round to show 
anesthetio sction* Ruzieka (106) prepared a series of polymethylane-
(lOSj Ireneh Patent 820,546 (1937) /C.A,, 29® {193ej7« 
(104) CrosBl«(y, Korthey, and H^tquist, J, jto, Ch^» Joe., JS, 532 
(1940)» 
(10$) RTissieka. Helv. Chiia. Acta. JO, 109 (1957), 
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i»is«s tr&m p^stadveaaetlsQrleaeiaine to oetadeeametby-lenelmiiie and fouad 
tMt the fift«<»rcarboaed had strong persistent local aaeethetie 
aetioa. fhis effect was still eTident to a slighter exteot with the 
sixtMS^oarboaed s^ber, but disappeared in the eereateeo* and eighteea* 
earboaed ambers, 
ffiie pbifsiologleal aetioa of the long-ehained priiaaiy aitine, 
hapta&0eylmiU9i, was stxidied by Flasehentz^i^er aad Laeteaan (106]f« It 
WIS femd that iajectioa of the amine Igrdrochloride into the Tentral 
iymph sae of the frog fatal, aad that intravenous injeetion in pigs 
aad mbblts was fatal also* ^bcutaaeoue injection in the latter 
«ai»als eaused local aeorosis. 
la eoaneetion with a study of lipophilie ohmotherapeutiealSf 
aad Ba^elberg {107) prepared some loag-eheia-substituted 
areenieals such as 4»ee'tiyl8mla0azobenzeae-4*-arsonic acid aad g-stearoyl-
aniao*l«{4-ersoaobenzeaea:ra}oaaphthalenei the fomer W3:s found to be of 
surprisinglj low toxicitgr* Arsaailic acid also was condensed with 
palmitoyl or stearoyl chloride to fom the corresponding substituted 
aaides of the loagrchained acids. Other than the mention of the low 
toxicity of one of the deriyatives^ no report of the physiological pro­
perties of these ccsBpouads has appeared* 
(10£) flaschentrager and Lachaannt Z, phy8iol» Ch«B«» 192. 268 (1330)* 
(107) BerigmaBnaad Bsskelberg^ J, Ch^ Soc«. 1 (1939) • 
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Another type of lojag-chained ooiapounas wMch 1ms shoim plianMCologr 
leal aetiTitx is the lo&g«>oh&iiittd qtiatemaiy anaonium salts* It was 
fosBd Bliihaugh aad his co-workers (108) that eetylpyridiiaiuR chloride 
was highly baeterieidal for rLr^ent organlssns to vitro, and coapared 
fayormbly with well knowa gexmioides of the mereurisl ead fhenolie 
types. 
AmoBg other studies coscerned with the bactericidal action of 
loog-ehained corapouuds is that of Eiohardson and Beid (109) on a aeries 
of of^-di-jg-lgrdroatypheEgrl alkanes having two, three, four, five, six, 
aad tea aetl^leae groups between the phenyl groups* The lower members 
of the gro^ hsd decided bactericitel properties; but low solubilities, 
especially In the higher mei^ers, made extenBive testing iiapossible. 
Another investigation of bactericidal properties was made by Adams and 
his co-woricers {110) in regard to synthetic substitutes for the 
ehaulaoogra oils lised in lep3:vsy therapy. Some of the ecmpounds found 
to be »ost effective vitro were a series of dialkyl acetic ecide, 
whose potent reached e maximum at the fifteen- and sixteen-eerboned 
m^d^ers, and cyelehexyl-aubstituted long-chained acids hsTing eleven and 
twelve carbon &t<^ in the t^ein* 
la addition to phaimaeologieal effects, the effects of some long-
(IdS) El^augh, ]^tts, and Oerwe, £• Bect». 39. 51 (1940). 
(109) Richardson and Eeid, Ch«a» Soo». 62. 413 (1940). 
(110) Stanley, Colman, 6reer, Seeks, and Adams, 7, Pharmacol., 45, 
14f (1932). 
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eMiaed oompomis tipon the seasea of teste and amell have bean studied 
to aime extent* The exiatence of a bunting taste in the sembers of the 
allphatle l^astjt^l&midee has been cited {101}• A pungent taste 
fomd by Kelson {lH) in a series of loBg^oheined TaniUylamicles. 
TaBiUylsBin® was acylatefi with the &cic chlorlfiee from acetyl to 
S^Aecc^l to f03» the corresponding aaides* All of the eompotmds were 
]p<img^t, e maximm being reached at the nonoyl derimtire* In & study 
of l&e effect of chain length upon taste, Kichn and Sirel (112) prepared 
betaiaes of s(^ long>chained amino acids* acids which in themeelres 
were tasteless. The betaine of w-aiainopentedecanoic acid ms found to 
haT0 « bitter taste, while the betaine of the higher homolog, w-aaino-
heptadeeanoic acid, was tasteless* 
With r^ard to the odor of long-chained coapotmds, the charecter­
istic pleasant odor of dodecanol and tetradecanol should be recalled, 
and likewise the sweet odor of the long-chained ester, ethyl stearate. 
A odor is found present in the cyclic long-chained iiaines prepared 
by Ruzieka {lOS}* and is also characteristic of many other types of 
large ring compoimds such as lactones, ketones, and anhydrides (113). 
In such series a camphor-like odor appears at the nine-carboned lumber^ 
(mj Helaon, J. M, Chea. Soc., il# £121 (1919). 
(112) Kicha and Oiral, Z.ghyBlol> CbeE>. £51. 208 (1935), 
(113) BeU, Synthetic Organic CheiaicaU. IS, No, S (March, 1940); Ziegler, 
I&erle, and Ohlinger, Ann.. 504. 94 (19S3)} Ruzicka, Stoll, Hi^ser, 
and Bofidcenoogen, Helv. Ghim. Acta. 13. 1152 (19^)), 
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tiea at about the tMrtaen-oarboned member a csdar-lik® fragracce, ©Bfi 
at or sixteea earbosi etoms the musk quality approaches a 
madam* eighteen or aineteeja carbons, the odor prscticaliy 
tisappears in sll the series* 
111 the course of the inrestigatioxis described i& this thesis, e 
jB^ber of hl^er haaol<^s of short-chained coapoimds kBown to be 
phfsiologically active were prepared. It was lioped that the lengthened 
eliplmtio ehaia might ceuse a recurrence of roaxiaxffii potency, such 
oaxim having been observed uith inereeslBg chain length In mny aeries, 
end that the long chains might also aid solubility in body fluids* To 
ladieate eoae of the types of eorapounds in which physiological effect 
iacreases with iaoreasing chain length, Bometimes exhibiting s. laaadraw®, 
several examples are cited* 
la a series of urethans in which the alkyl groig) 
varied from ethyl to n-oetyl. Home, Cox and Shriner (114) found th&t 
the anesthesia eeused by the compounds mrais proportional to the length of 
the aUgrl radical and reached a maximum at the five^csirboned member* 
Duration of injection anesthesia rose frcrn butyl to a maximuffi at n-heptyl, 
while toxicity reeehed a aaximua ©t the jc^heayl derivative* 
As a result of the study of a series of N-aUiyl-N'-phenylureas 
hevi% elkyl groups frcaa laetlyl to n-eusyl, HJort and his co-workers (US) 
(114) Hbme, Cox, and Shriner, £. Am* Cheat. Soc*. 55, M35 (1953}* 
(115) HJort, de Beer, Buck, end Ide, J,* Phana&eol»« 55, 152 (1935)* 
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eo£Ol'ad«d that the hypnotic potenoiea iaoreased two~foXd for each 
u&it edded to the aliphatic portion of the moleeia.e« but they reported 
m saxistai poten«7, 
Another illustration of the occurrence of a maximw in ph^rsiological 
action is the series comprising the lover jj^^alkozy acetanilides of which 
Phenaeetin is the jg;-ethosy memher# Gtoing from methoxy to butojy, the 
entipsrretic action increased to a maximuia at ethosty, and the blood 
toxicity dropped to a minimum at the ssiae member (116). 
A well Icsown ease of m&ximm bacterioid&l properties is that found 
in the series of 4-a-alkyl resorcinols, where the n-hexyl homolog has 
the g3?eetest antiseptic action, and incidsaatally, greater action than 
Cg bi>aiicb-ch8ined m«Bber (117}. 
Oth«r pt9^Biological effects such as taste and odor also exhibit 
mBxima. in pot^e^ in certain series of eompo\mds. A group of piperidides 
of the fatt^ acids of frcna eight to fourteen carbon atoms was prepared 
by Asano and Eanffliatsu (US), and the pungency was fomd to reach a 
maxima at the nine^eaxboned meaber and then to decrease until at the 
fourteefi-^cax^ned mesGiber, absolutely no taste was obserred* 
la the sweet tasting eompound, Dtilcia (g^'ethoxyphenylurea), 8ia>sti» 
(116) May and Dyson, "May's Chesistiy of Synthetic Drugs,* 4th M,, 
Longpans, Sreen, and Co., New York (1939). pp 82, 83, 
(11?) IJohsae, CJox, and Miller, £. An, Chem. Soo., 1688 (1926)* 
(lis) Asano and Kaawsatau, J. Pharm* Soc« Jepgrn^ Ho. 531, S?5 (1926) 
39.* li9Z6j/ 
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tutiott of a ji-propyl or jg-butyl group for the ©tijyi gioup caused an 
ebrcift elsusoige from a sweet taste to a very bitter tastet witli & great 
i&eresse in toziei*^ (119}* A similar change from s«eet to bitter mia 
observed in a series of dihydrazifies of a-moBoalkyisialonie ecids {120)^ 
for the methyl, ethyl, and a-propyl hamologs were sweet, while the 
j|-bu'^l aember was vexy bitter, A siaxliam mreetneas was obserred with 
the j^hezyl member of en homologous seriea of alicyl chloromalonaoides 
which cmprtsed the deri-ratives of the malonic acids from methyl to 
hexyl UbI), 
The aaximm in the odor of the large ringed eoapounds alrea^ has 
been m«ationed (112)« Another series which exhibits a maximtza in odor 
is ttot of th® 8-biphei3ylyl aliqrl ethers. In the series methyl, ethyl, 
propyl, th© ethyl aeaber was found to have the greatest fragrance {1E£)» 
In view of the eases which have been cited above, it seesas liJcely 
that desirable physiological properties may appear again in some of the 
series as the aliphatic chain is Iwigthened, However, there remains 
still the difficulty of the low solubility in water, a characteristic 
of most of the long-chained meitbers of these series# One solution of 
the probl«a is to introduce solubilizisg giroups into the long-chained 
(119) Xiorang, Bee, tr«v» ehia., 47. 179 (19£8)« 
(120) Biaaksaa and d® fflfaf, lbid.> 57. S (1938), 
(ISl) Cox and Houston, Jm Am* Chea* Soc«. 46. l£7d (19M)« 
(ISS) Brewster and Putnam, ibid.. 61. 3CB3 (1939)* 
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nolee^es, but it is knosm that in some eases, introduction of csrbo^yl 
or 8«Ifoaie gioups timds to dogtroy the pJ^siologicsl activity {116}. 
A better out of the difficulty would be a means of testing i^ieb 
wotdLS give ecittparable results for both soluble and insoluble homologe. 
Doubtless, this will be fortheoaiBg, though ps yet none has been re­
ported. 
IT, Wq^ ,A^ag Lines Studied in These InTestiigettona. 
l^riTfetives of I.0Bg"Gbained Mines. Coaparatirely few fieri-rotiTes 
of long-ehftined «Bliphs!tie amines have been described in the literature, 
and aany of those which have been described sre unsetisfactoiy bee&use 
©f difficulties involved in their preparations, or because of indefinite 
melting points, furthermore, e number of the derivatives reported in 
recent years heve appeared in patent citetions, et best «e unreliable 
source of dete, Efenee there exists a need for authentic derivstives of 
lOBf-etoined aliphatic ©nines. 
farpla {123), one of the first ?^o studied lor^chained aisinee, 
described sever&l derivatives of n-heptadecylairdrie. He fouaci that carbon 
disulfide and ^ heptadecylsmine idien heated at 100® gave B,N*-di-n-
heptade<^lthiourea uSiich melted at 94®, and that cxldetioc cf the latter 
with aercurle eatide gsve the corresponding urea, which eelted at ?g®* 
(123) Turpin, Jl, £486 (1888). 
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Fnai g»lieptafi6^1aain® snd phosgene, Turpin prepared ^ heptadeoyl 
Isocyas&tet and treatment of the latter with anilims gave K-pheiyl-N*-
^heptadeeyltirea, which melted at 99°« The corresponding thioiirea, 
which aelted at 79°, resulted from the reaction of the ajaine with waia 
cerhoa disulfide, followed Xry treatment with aniline. Benzoyl chloride 
end j^heptedeeylaffiine yielded N-'n-heptadecylbenzamide, which melted at 
91^1 and by the action of potassim cyanate upon the asine hydrochloride, 
!^pia obtained fflono»n-'heptade<ylurea, which melted at 109®» 
Jeffr«(ya {XS4}, another of the early investigators of the pjro-
pertiec of long>ehaiaed aiaines, reported a amber of derivatives of 
j^peatade^laaiae, prepared in genex«l by Turpin* s methods, Jeffreys 
described mono-B-pwatadecylurea, H.S'-di-n-pentadecylthiourea, and 
H,5*-di-J|-p(^tadecylurea» These coapounds melted respectively at 109°, 
88.5°, and 113®, Also reported were H-tt-pentadecylbenzamide, which 
melted at 78®| liF-phe^l-li*-j^-pentadecylurea, which melted at 94®i end 
ll"Ph«®Qrl-S*-^peatadecylthiourea, which melted at 79°» The latter was 
pr^ared also by the reaction of the amine with phenyl isothiocyanate. 
Smm derivatives of unsaturated long-chained amines were prepared 
by Krafft and Tritschler (DBS), Mong the derivatives of lO-undecenyl-
amine were the i»»no~benzoyl derivative, which melted at 41-42®, and 
S-pha^l-M»«(10-UBdeceByl)-urea, which melted at 43°, and was prepared 
n 
(124) Jeffreys, ite. Cheat, J., 2S, g£ (1399J. 
(IBS) Krafft and Tritschler, Ber,t 33« 3581 (1900), 
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^ the eetioa of pbwogrX Isoejenate upon the amine. 9«^ctadecmylasi2ie 
fomed a srano-benaoyl deriTatiTe which melted at 65-64®, aad with 
phes^l iiK}tfaloeyaxiate, the mine gave lf->phei^l-H'-(9-octedec®BylJ'«' 
thiourea, which melted at 65®. Ifith carbon disulfide at elevated tem­
perature, the araiae formed N,S»-di-(9-octadeeeiiylJ-thiour®a, which 
ffielted at 730» IS-BoooseJoylamiae foimed a raono-beazoyl derivative which 
melted at 74-75®. 
More recently Adam (1£6) reported the preparation of mono-jtt;^cta-
decylurea, using potaasiuai cyanate, and gave the melting point of the 
tirea as in®, Ada® snd l)ycr (80) reported the preparation of mono-
eicoi^lurea, idiich melted at 111*5°, and H-^-octede<^lacetaiaide I using 
acetic anhydride}, which melted at 79.5-80°. 
Baegeli and co-workers {8£) described ji^undecylamine hydrochloride, 
Jlf-^pentadecylaaiae hydroohloride, and ^ heptade^lamine hydrochloride, 
fhese ©(mpoiaads melted respectively at 180°, 164-169°, and 188°» Th«y 
also reported H-jruadec^laeetamide wliich malted at 62°, and the corres* 
ponding acetyl derivatives of j^entadecylasaine and n-heptadecylaminei 
the seltlag points were respectively 72° and 6go. 
pr€^aratl©» of K-tt-heptadefiylbenzenesulfonaaide was described 
Jlaschentii^er aad Iiaclmana (106) end its melting point given as 
64»7®. B-&-Heiadeeyl-jgf;»tolu«aesulfonaffilde tos been reported (127) , The 
(126) Adam, Proc. Boy. Soe. (London), lOlA. 471 (1922). 
(187) Sej^an Patent 634,687 (1956) /thenu Zentr.. 3947 (1936^. 
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meltlBg point vaa glTen as 37-88°. Ttio other exaaples of sulfosaraidas 
deriTed tram, losg^chaiaed iminea were described in the preeediog seetlon 
(104), 
A recent patent (128) cited the preparfetion of aliphatic Isocyanates, 
such as n-octadecyl iaocyanate, end their eonveraion to substituted \areas 
by raaetion with the appropriate amines. For exeaple, aroctadecylamine 
and &-octedecyl iso(?yaaate gave Njlf-di-n-octadecylurea, which melted 
at 105*106°. %e preparation of oonoalkylureas. Including those frost 
to jrdocosylurea, by the action of nitiourea upon the corres­
ponding amines, has been described by Buck and co-woi^ers (102, 129). 
Long-chained aliphatic acid aMdes hsTlng a long-chained aliphatic 
Judical as a substituent on nitrogen are mentioned rery infrequently in 
the litewiture. N-n-BBptadecylstearamide was reported (82) as a by­
product of a Ourtios degradation; its melting point was 88°. Also 
reported (8S) was H-|fpentadecylpalniitamide, which melted at 93°. Th® 
N-80]^lead.de of eieosanoic acid was prepared by Furukawa {150} and its 
melting point reported to be 83,5-84°. Flaschentx^ger and Lachmenn 
(105) prepared the M-^heptadecylamide of mono-ethyl sebacate and re­
ported its melting point as 82°. 
As far as can be detenalned, pheigrl isooyanate and phenyl isothio-
(128) aiglish Patent 462,182 (1937) rChem. Zentr.. Ij 488g (1937)J. 
(129) Buck and Ferjy, J» Am. Chen. Soc.. 58. 854 (1936). 
(ISKJ) FurUiPMra- Scl, Papers Inst. Phys. Chaaa. Research (Tokyo), 39 
(19S2) /B£. li, 3902 (1932)J. 
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i^saate Have mot been oaployed as reagsnts for characterizing long-
chaiced sminaa, ©xcspt la the rsiy few caaes sited abovs* Also n&gr 
Isotsa, apparently, is the use of ^ -acataminobwaaenesuifoHyl eloloride 
to fora loag-chaiaed aulfonaaldea by reaction with the appropriet® . 
aiBises* Ibe use of other sulfonyl ehlorldes also has been mentioned 
rery infrequently with regard to dcriTatizing long-chained amines, 
fetraaliOflaMoniw salta. Tetraalkylaarasoniiaa salts generally are 
derived by addition of an alkyl halide to a tertiary smine (131}» Heat 
is applied to eajise the reaction to proceed, higher teaiperstures being 
required for the higher moleeulsr weight halides. The recent literatxire 
describes a great nmber of tetmalkylsmonim compounde hering one or 
aore lonf-chsdned alipteitlo radiorla in the »olecule» The coapounda 
are derived froa eliphatic amines, eromtio amines, or cyclic tertiaiy 
snines* Beeause so very saziy compounds of this type have been reported, 
eapeeially in the patent literature, no atttt^pt is made here to provide 
a ccaapreheaslv© review of the field* However, examples are given to 
indieete soiBe of the types which have received attention. 
CetylKFTidinluK. chloride, the pjroduct of the condensation of ^  
heaiHdeeyl chloride and pyridine, was mentioned earlier with regard to 
its baetericidal action (IC^)* Another quaternary compound which ms 
claimed to have bactericidal action is N,N-di0thyl-S-dodecylozymsthyl-
(131) Hiokinbott^a, "Eeactions of Organic Coapounda," Longaians, Green, 
and Co., New Yoik (1936) p» 300. 
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3*aetb03;srpjbLexu>33ret}}]rIa&monim chloride (13S}« 
K;a3ryer {133} prepared j^aodecyl-, jt-tetradecyl«, a-he*adecyl-, and 
j|>oetade4^1p7ridiaiua chlorides by heating pyridine and the appropriate 
sOJkyl chloride ia a sealed tobe for fifteen hoxirs at 110°* Doeo^ltri» 
met^l^imoBlttt brfflsdde ims prepared by r, Bratin &nd Buchman (134) by 
hating dooosyl brcmide with trimethylsBdne in benzene at 100^* 
As t&T as Qan be determined, the only reported lon^-^heined 
tetraalkylamoaitm halide having ell four long-chained j^dicals alike 
is tetra-tt-hexadeeylaaBsoaiun iodide* This salt was prepared by Girard 
and Foaraeau (135) by passing gaseous ammonia into molten j^heacadecyl 
iodide at 200®, 
The preparation of the n-octad©cyl homolog of the above compound 
Tims of interest in this investigation both from the standpoint of 
hffml&gf and a® a derivative for tri-aroct&decylamlae. It was desired 
also to eaaaine its properties for possible organometallic character, 
since certain substituted asifflonitsB eompounds, for example^ tripheayl» 
metl^Itetreaetlisrlamij^Bitm, exhibit resetions typical of the corresponding 
ori^i&oalkali e^|K>uads {136} • 
(ISg) Seasaa Patent 687,880 {1936) fS.'t** ^  (1936)J . 
(133) Karrer, Helv« ChiBU Acta. £23 {1938). 
{134} V, Braun end Buclman, Amu* *72« 121 (19E9}. 
{135} Olrard and Jtoumeau, BuU« soc. chia.. £'g 37, 1669 {1925). 
{136} ailffian, "Organic Ch^istiy,* John Wil^ and Sons, Kew roik {19^} 
loU I. p. 444. 
I^Ba*Chala«d Begblturle Acide« The prepBrtstion of long-chained 
barbituric acids has not been studied to any great extent. So barbi-
tttrie ecid having a loag»ohai&ed radical in tbe &-po8ltion has been 
described, and only one ptibllcation (102) relative to barbituric acids 
having long*ehained radicals in other position has appeared. 
In the present investigation, Interest nas centered upon higher 
hc»B0logs of Berbital, 5,5-dlethyl»barbituric acid. One ethyl radical 
was retained while the other was replaced by long-chained groups. The 
highest h<s0Mlog of this type yet reported is 5-ethyl-5-3^heptyl-barbl-
turle acid (137). 
Althou^ the loi^efa&ised barbiturie acids have not been investi­
gated extwasively, numerous long-chained malon5.c eaters have been 
prepared* Since these ere intemedlates in the ^jrnthesis of the barbl* 
turates, s»ae of the reseax^h concerned with the diethyl etiorl*;^ 
ftll^laalonates is described here. 
Eie preparation of diethyl etl^l-ji^odecylmalonate was reported Xny 
Stanletf, Jay, and Adams (138}. It wms prepared in the usual manner 
from the sodlo-»derivatlve of diethyl ethylmalonate and dodecyl bromide, 
^e same authors also reported the preparation of diethyl ©ti^rl-tt-
tetradec^rlffielonate* 7he ^ tetradecyl'-substituted ester wis prepared also 
{137J Carsot and Tiffen^u, Ompt. rend.. 175. 242 {19£g). 
(138) St8Bl«y, Jay, and Ad^tts, J. C!h«a. Soc.» 51, 1261 (1929). 
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by Br«BEm«r lle4«si&nsi (139) liy rsflxnlsg n-tetradec^l lodlie with 
tlse sodlo»derivatiTe of dletl^l et]3(y'XiBaloaate« Chargaff (140) prepared 
ths compound is essentially the esme Banner* except that a 
more eoaesntrated reaction mixture was raiployed* The higher homolog* 
dietl^l etl^l^j^odeeoayliBalosate was prei^red by Chargaff from ^ -docoayl 
iodide and the appropriate aalonic ester. 
StS-Malkyl-barbituric acids are prepared generally by condensing 
a svibstituted maloaio eater with urea (or a substituted urea} in the 
presence of »9diuia ethylate {141}« Usually the reaction is carried out 
iB a suitable pressure Tessel at a t^aperature of 100-110®. In some 
easesf the di-acid chloride of the appz^priately substituted malonie acid 
has bec^ used in place of the diethyl ester (141)» but the yields of 
baz^iturates are lower* Esichert end Wilke {14£} prepared barbiturates 
br heating a concentrated reaction miscto^ to about 150° under reflux, 
and Buck and his co-workers (102) prepared th© long-chained barbiturates 
by refluadng an alcoholic solution of th® reactants for several hotirs. 
ai^lQgs of ghenaeetin. Phenacetin, S-lg^ethoxypheaylJacetaffiide# 
(139) Brosiiier and Wiedoeann, Monatsh.. 66, 438 (193&). 
(140) Chargaff, Bar.. 745 (1938). 
(141) fischer end Bilthey, Ann». 335, 534 (1904); Box and Yoder, 
£• i&' J2£*» ii# 157811922)* 
(142) leichert and WiUce, Arch. PhaiBa.. £76. S96 (19^). 
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was p3fepar94 by Klasberg (143) fpcai ^ aceteminopheaol and ethyl iodide 
la thei presence of atron^ sodim li^droxide solutiozi, Hlnsberg also 
prepared the pi©pyl ®ad isoanyl analogs ia the same manner. ^isrJST 
8%03ypkei3qrX)aeetemide, the highest reported homolog of Fhemeetin, i«as 
prepared by Spiegel aad Sabbath (144} by acetylatioB of jg;»sBlnopheiayl 
^aayl ether, The js^sisyl ^ rnitTOpheayl ether tised ss starting material 
m.B prepared trom potassiia® jg;-nitrophenate and j^arayl bromide in en 
sutocla-re at 180°» and the nitro ether then was reduced with tin end 
hydroefeleric scid to the amino ether. Incidentally, n-amyl jg^-Ditrophenyl 
ether ts the highest refported ether of that serieti* 
Neither long-ehained-allcyl ^ -nitrophenyl ethers nor the eorres-
poadiag jg;-acetanBlnopheayl ethers have been described in the literatiire. 
However, some iong-ehained-slkyl phenyl ethers have been reported. 
Hjkmea (14S) prepared n-hezadecyl phenyl ether by heating n^hexadecyl 
iodide with potaaslm phenate in an eutoclave at 140°, \ising a mirttire of 
ligroin and absolute alcohol es the solvent* &-I)ecyl phenyl ether wae 
prepared by Kmppe and Talvitie (146) by boiling an Eilcoholic solution 
of sodiub phenate and n~deeyl iodide* 
Eto^jLogs of Pulela. I^oia, j^-ethosyphei^luree, was prepeured by 
(145) mnaberg. Ana.. 505. 278 (1899). 
(144) Spiegel and Sabbath, Ber., 34, 1942 (1901). 
(145) IljlQftaSt Ree. tray, ehim.. 12. 182 (1893}. 
(146) Koappa isad Telidtle, J. prakt. Chea». 135. 199 (1932), 
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]^rlimerbiau (147) from ^ piienetldia® ijyfirochloride and potaBaitw 
eya^t»* ®bi« ^ aajyl hoaolog, j;;-jBfSS03typIisaylurea, was prepared by 
8pi^«l and Sabbath. {loe» cit»)l by heating the corrosponding eaine 
hydroshlorid® with ^irea* The a-arayl ooapound is tha highest recorded 
l^Bolog ef Dulein, and was reported to be both bitter end toxic. 
The lOEg*0haii!ied-^lkyl ^ aitrophenyi ethers prepared in the 
present inveetigation served as starting aateriala for the higher home-
logs of Fhenseetin sad for those of Duloin. Direct preparation of 
hmologs of PhenacetiB by founing the long-chained ether of jj;-acetsa3im-
ph^ol was \msatisfactoxy* 
Diterdraatidea of LoajRoCheiaed-Alkyl lialonlc Adda. Curtlua (148) 
prepared the dil?ydra*lde of aalonlc ecid from diethyl malonate and 
hydrazine hydrata at ISO^ in a sealed tube. He did not in^eatigata tha 
taata of the darlTatlTo. Likewise Bulow (149)» who prepared tha 
diijydrazida of raethylmalonlc acldt did not obserre whether t&ata 
was presoBt, Some years later, Curtius (ISO) reported the preparation 
of tha dihydraaida of ji^proKrlmslonic acid by refl\ixing dietl^l ^ propyl-
mlcmate with hydrazine hydrate* but again no taste was reported* 
fhe sweet taste of the n-alkylmaIonic acid dibydrazldes 
(14?) Berllaeifelau, ibid.. 103 (1394). 
(148) Curtius, Ibid.. 187 (1895) 
(149) ^ o», 39, S37E (1900). 
(150) Curtius, J. prakt. Chain.> 1£5. 225 (1930), 
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WBS deacribed first by Blauksma and de Graef {l!80) wbo 
reported the preparstion of tlie dihydrazides of malonic acid and of 
fflethyi-, ethyl-, a-propyl-, and ^ -butylmalonie acids, and fovoid that the 
first fo\2r ocmpo\£ads possessed a sweet taste* The dibydrazides were 
prepared by heating a concentrated alcoholic solution of hydrazine 
hydjreite end the appropriate diethyl a-alkyla&lonate for seYoral hours 
at 100^ is a sealed tiabe. The j^butyl eompoimd is the highest homolog 
described in the literature. 
Steaerous »oiM>-loJ^ch8ini-aubstituted aalonic esters, the starting 
ttaterials for the long-ehained dibydrazides, have been prep&red by 
custmary procedures. litethyl jf-dodecylmalonate was prepared by Eoth-
stein {ISiJ from n-dodecyl bromide end the mono-sodio-deriT&te of diethyl 
maloaate. A series of mono-loag-ohadn-substituted maloBic esters was 
prepared Iqr Terteade and Coops {6£j. fhe substituted esters included 
those from ^ de<?yl to a-tetradecyl, and were prepared by condensing the 
allcyl broBildes vith diethyl sodionalonate in boiling alcohol, Brigl 
(ISB) prepared diethyl a-he:BBdecylfflelonate by esterifioation of j^heia-
deeylmelonie acid) and sereral woxjcers (80, 153) heve reported the pre* 
peratloa of dietiqrl a-octadeeylmalonate frcwt octadecyl iodide. However, 
this ester was aerer isolated, but iras converted direotly to the 
(m) Eothstein, Bull, soc. chim.. ^ 80 (19S5). 
{ISgJ Brigl, Z, Physiol. Chea.. 9|, 170 (1915). 
(153) Bl^burg and tJlrich, Ber., £504 (1931); Meyer, Brod, and Soyka, 
Monatsh.. USS (1913). 
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eerrespoEdiug acid. The preparation of diethyl a-docosylasloaate from 
B»docoisgrl iodide »ag deecribed by Meyer end co-worker# (153) and by 
Levene ead co-workera {154}* 
Leag-Cteiaed Azo Eyes* Few azo dyes contsining long-chained ali­
phatic radicals have been described in the literature* A patent (1S@} 
granted to Siilzberger reported the preparation of a series of long-
chained azo dyea from N-asyl-substituted aliphatic amides such es 
stearanilide# The enilides were nitrated (pare). reduced, end diesEOtiaedj 
end the resulting diasconivm salts were coupled with phenols or naphthols 
to gire products which varied in color from yellow to intense red. In 
addition to stearenllide, the anilides of palmitic, oleic, erucic, and 
brassidic acids were found suitable for use, Eiazotization tras ef­
fected by means of sodim nitrite &nd glncisl acetic acid, but detaila 
of the procedure and constants of the cosapotandB obtained were not 
reported# 
la CMJnection *4th their investigation of lipophilic cheaothers-' 
peuticals, Bergmena end Haekelberg (107) prepered some long-chained &zo 
<^es. Stearoyl chloride and benzeneazo^-nephthylamine when heated with 
potaesism carbonate yielded l-benzeneasso-g-stearoylsminoaephthalene, 
which melted at 88®. In the seme way, 4-benzenefiLsa5-l-stesroyl«min©-
(154) tevene, lest, Allen, and Tan der Scheer, Biol. Chea.» 28. 73 
(J.9XS)* 
(155) ©ermaa Patent 188»909 (1906) /"Chwa. Zentr.. I|,, 1668 (1907) J. 
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aaphth&le&e was prepared from stearoyl chloride and benaeneazo-d-naphthyl-
aaine# The dye melted at 140,5®. 
flertz-I^Tid and Kuster (166) pr^ared e aeries of l-aoylemino-?-
l*ydroaQmaphthslene8, in i^eh the acyl group varied from decsBoyl to 
Boaadeeaiu^l, aad coupled them with diaaotlzed aniline-a,S-di8ulfoni© 
acid to for® the corresponding azo dyes. For ezsEEple, by treatiaag a 
sold slksline solution of l-steera3rleHiino-7-hydroxynaphthalene with a 
cold acidic solution of diazotized anili&e'S*&-disulfonic acid, end then 
adding alkali, sodim g*-'J^?'droay»8*-steeroylaiaiBonaphthaleBe-l»-e®obeii-' 
2®e-g,5-di sulfonate was obtained. The sodium salts were very soluble 
in water, and einee they were used as such, no melting points of the 
acid forms of the were reported. 
®ie last two investigations did not involve the diassotization of 
comjjotffide containing long-chained aliphatic aredieals, and although 
Sulzberger*8 i«srk w»e concerned with diazotiaation of long-chsined 
cc^pomds, the procedure was not described. Therefore it was the pur­
pose of the presfsnt wo3^ to develop a aiethod for diazotizlng end coupling 
long-chaia-substituted aromatic srainee, such as ^ dodecoxyaziiline 
/i-Oi.sH£sOCsH4M^. It was hoped that the dyes might serve as deriva­
tives for the corresponding saaines and also that they might find applica­
tion as thempeutic agents or as coloring agents. 
Sulfoaation of l.ona-Chained Mines. Sulfonation of long-chained 
{!$$) fiertz-David and Kustert Helv. Chim. Acta. gg« 32 (1939). 
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unifies S»s h»t be«B described. i» tfee iiteratare, ftm rejjorts 
of sulfonatione of loB^ch&inefi compotmds of aiqr type have appeared. 
Apparently no attention has been gireE to the sulfoaatioE of wholly 
aliphatic long-chained coaipotmcs, snfi long-chelned eompotmds coutEining 
aromatic nuclei usually er® foi?sd to undergo sxilf©nation in the aixsmatie 
portion rather than in the aliphatic oh&in. . 
Erafft (1S7) ohteined s monosulfonic ecid fro® both ^ hsxadecyl-
and a-octsdecylbKizene. That sulfonation took place in the phenyl grotjg? 
W8S Bhoim by eonverting the sulfonic acids to phenols by mesne of alka­
line fusion# Maffl (15S) ent Seidel end Engelfried (159) repeated the 
sulfonation of a-octsdeeylfcenzene but did not prove the poeition of the 
sulfonic group, other than to ehoir it ims in the eroiaetic ilDg» McCtoaScl® 
|l&oy. In studies of the sulfonation of jg^pheoylateaTOphenone and ^  
phene^^phesylstearophenone, found that with sulfuric ecid 
etearophenose gave 4-ste»royl-4*-biphei3ylaulfonic acid, and ^th chloro-
eulfonic ecid, yielded a trisvdfonic ecid in which two of the sulfonic 
groups epi«arently were in the aliphfttic side chain. _g^Ph®no3gr8tee.ro-
phenone with salfttrio acid gave a aonosulfonic acid in which the 
sulfonic growpi me ahown to be in one of the eroaatic nuclei, althoTagh 
iim\ Kr&tftf Ber., 2984 (1886)» 
(153} Adaa, Pros. Sor« Soc. (London), lOaA. 684 (1923)* 
(159) Seidel and lagelfried, £er>. 2567 (19S6). 
(160) MeCorkle, Doctoral Dissertation, lotsa State College (1938) pp,98-
100. 
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th« ^ sltioa ims sot eatablislied. 
flie piarpoae of the ettenpts to sulfonate tri-a-octadecylamin© was 
to introduce ifeter-solubilizing groups into one or more of th© aliphatic 
ztidieels* If e satisfactory msthod were developed, then that method 
ad^t be applicable for introducing sulfonic groups into the aliphatic 
porfeioas of other long-chained ccaapounds, 
Tetjreki s(n-^elkyleminoaethyl laethanes* The prepai^tion of po^-
aeinee of this type teis been studied only with low moleoxilar weight 
amines, van Alphen (161) prepared tetrakisimethylaminometli^'ljmethane 
Igr pMting pentaerythHtyl bromide with an aqueous alcohol solution of 
aetl^flamin© at 150°, and Litherland and Hann (162) prepared tetarsiis-
{^tolMnesulfoEamidm©thyl)meth6ne Ijy heating pentaeiythrityl bromide 
with the S-sodiia» derivative of j|;»tolu©ne8ulfonaaidei, Sy^rolysia of the 
substituted methane with strong sulfuric acid gave totraki8(aainomethyl)-
methane, end the latter, upon treatment with dimethyl sulfate, gave 
tetreki sC dimethylaffiincmetl^l )me thane* 
The preparation of t©trakis(n«ootad©cyl8inino5i©thyl)®ethane was 
undertaken in order to obtain a completely syimaetrical long-chained 
aliphatic polyamine which would be usefxil for studies of the relation 
between viscosity and structure. In connection with such studies, 
(161) van Alphen, fiec. tmv. chia.. 57« 265 (19^). 
ClSg) Litherlend and Menn, J. Chea, Soc.. 1588 (1958), 
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Staudiuger (163) investigated c«2?tain lonf-chaiiMd fattiaea, including 
IHaetl^loetadecylemlne and others, 
Mgtalatton of Long-Chained C<aapoxind8» Ketalation of long-chained 
emapounds has not h6««i investigated «*t©nsiTely« Oilman and Bebb (164) 
reported that no m«talation of B-hexad«eane by n-butylsodi«a was ob­
served in benzene, petroleian ether, or n-hexadeCRne itself. However, 
Webb (1®5^) found that the long-chained ether, a-octadecyl phenyl ether» 
andervent metelation with ^ butyllithiwn to give (si^seta.ent to oarbond-
tioa) ^ ^ctadeeoaqrbenzoic acid. Metelation of another long-ci^aiB*^ ether 
was studied by Meals (166), idao sta>jeeted resorcinol di-^-octadecyl ether 
to the action of ^ butyllithiua, and upon cerbonation of the reaction 
ffiixttare, obtained a sffisll yield of acidic material, as yet imidentified. 
In the present investigations, the metaletion of long-chained 
ec^ponsds «&s us^ertaken primarily with r^ard to the extension of the 
phenomenon of hosaology to the higher mesnbers of certain series. Oilman 
and eo-noz^ere (167) reported the metalation of diphenylamine with sp» 
btttyllithiiaaj subsequont to eaj^jonetion, N-pheiqrlanthranilic acid was 
isolated* Beace it was of interest to study the metalation of H-sthyl«> 
(163) Staudinger, Ber.. f»9. 49 (1956). 
(164) Oilman and Bebb, J. Chea, 3oe.. 61, 109 (1959). 
(165) t. J* Webb, unpis^lished results, 
(166) B. N. Meals, unpublished results. 
(167) Silaan, Brown, Webb, end Spatz, J.. Chm. Soe.« 62, 978 (1940}. 
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dlphesgrlsffilBe and of the higher hosaolog, N-j^dod®eyldipheiqrlBffline. These 
eeoaipomds were also of l&terest la eoimeetion with the metaXationB 
previously observed with earbazole (I68j and I?-ethylcarbazole (169), 
both of which gave monoaetalation ortho to the nitrogen atom upon treat­
ment with a-butyllithitai, 
Ketalatlon of ^ -lot^chained-elkylbenzenes was intended to provide 
iafosmtioa on the structure of coapovoide obtained by the Friedel-
Crafts slkylation of benzene# Keteletlon In the eliptetie side chain 
sight sid In detemining whether rearrengment of the noimal long chain 
of the alkyl halld® had occurred during the course of the alkylstion 
reaction. 
Since metl^l pheaorl sulfide gave lateral metalation with ^  
butyllithlm, whereas ethyl phenyl sulfide geve aetalation in the ortho-
pesltlos of the phe^l group (170), it was of interest to investigate 
the met&letlon of a ^ long-cheined-alkyl phenyl sulfide, such as phenyl 
^tetrade^l sulfide* 
Cl^) M. Spatz, impublished resiU.t3« 
i im)  Oilaaa and Klrby, J. Org. Chea.. JL, 146 (1936), 
(170) Qllman and Webb, J. ^  Chea, Soc.. 6^ 987 (1940), 
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EXPHMESML 
!• Sriyetlvea of afOetadaoylaffiine. 
Am Prtperatioa of iH3etEaeeylaaine«, 
1. Wet reduetioB of Stearonitrlle. Tweoty-flir© graas {0.094 moXe) 
of (17X} «&8 dlasolTed in £7S oc* of pure buta&oX contained 
iB a one liter, three^seeked flask, fitted with a long reflux condenser 
and & 1£ am* glass tube al>out ten inches long for introduction of 
so&ltau fo this solution, 15.2 g» (0*66 g. atom) ef sodium, cut into 
email pieees, «&s edded fast enough to maintain refluxi^. After all 
the sediua had reacted, the miicture vas allowed to cool sosewhat, 275 ee. 
of water was added, and this mixture lois refluxed for 3.5 hours* ^tTing 
b«m cooled to rwm temperature, the reaction mixture w&s transferred 
to a separator^ fmmel asid the lower layer drawn off. The upper layer 
was stean distilled, leaving a gel-like solid et^ve the residual water, 
^e solid was dissolved in ee* of alcohol and the solution was 
settErated with lordrogen ehloxlde* Cooling in the refrigez«tor for two 
hours gave £1.8 g. of ^ -octadeeylemine tyfirochloriae, • HCl, 
fiio and three-tenths graas more was obtained froK the filtrate, making 
the total weight of produet S4.1 g» The yield was 33.0(» 
(171) SalstM, Harwood.aad Poole, J» Cham. Soc.. §9, 987 (1937)| 
IfeCoz^le, Doctoral DissertatTonT^®^ ^ (1938) p, 5$. 
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T& obtala the free aalse^ 18*S g, (0*059 mola) of the hpdreehloride 
isae mixed thoroughly with % g* of liiae« The mixtvire was placed in a 
ISS ee« ffiodlfied CXaisen flask end warned until It was molteoi* Then the 
asdne was distilled under carbon dioxide»free atnosphere, giving 11*3 g* 
of a»®etade<^flamiBe, b.p. 172-173®/8 nai.j the yield being 71S{ based on 
the faydroohloride* 
Cetalytie reduetion of Stearoaitrlle (17E)* Twenty-fiTe grams 
(0*044 mole) of steaKsnitrlle was placed in the bomb of a Parr Qsrdit>-
gen&tor with 5 g* of Ken^ nickel catalyst. The bomb was closed and 
aoBomie gas was introduced until the gauge pressure in the boab was 
IQQ lb8,/8q«ia» Then hydrog^ was Introduced until the total pressure 
was 22S lb8«/8<|»ln.i the boab was heated to 140*^» and was rocked at this 
tesperatere for 1.5 hours* The product was dissolved in alcohol^ the 
solution filtered, and the filtrate worked up in the sesie maimer as 
described for the alcohol solution above* The distilled product weighed 
£0 g»» representing a yield of 77«59( of the theoretical* 
B* PregepBtiOB of derivatives* 
1* Pref>aratioa of S-a-Octedecylbenzaaide* n-'C],8H37^C0Cg%, One 
graffi {0«00^ sole) of jQ--octadeeylamiBe was dissolved in 20 ce* of dxy 
b«azeae» and 0*543 g* (0*0039 mole} of bens&oyl chloride ma added* The 
(l?g) McCorkle* tmpt^lished results* 
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solutioa was rsfluxod for X hotjr, washed with scdim eerbofiate solutioa, 
dilute !^d:£oelilorie acid, and water* and dried with sodltan sulfate* 
IvaporatJoE of a mell eaouat of the solTent, followed by cooling gave 
trae«s of a-octad©<^lamiae hydrochloride, which were rosoved ly fil* 
tretion, further evaporation and cooling of the filtrst® gave 0»7 g» 
of the desired amid® es e idiite orystallln® solid, melting at 
8S«87®. 
Celcd, for CggH^aPH: K, S,76» Fotmd: K, 3.79, 3,8g. 
2* greparation of ll*a-Octadecyl-'i>»tolttea®sttlfenamid«. 
Fire grma {0*0186 mole) of a^octadec^lamine and 
3«X §• tO.OUS sole) of j^toluenesulfoxyl chloride were dissolved in 
XOO ce» of d3^ b«Qzene* To the solution was added £5 oc. of IC^ sodiUB 
l^dro3tide, and the resiiltant siixture was refluxed for 1 hour, The 
layers were separated while hot, the upper (heazene Isyer) was washed 
with wara dilute elkali and with water, and then was dried by reflvuring 
with 0Odim sulfate. Th® diy filtered solution was cooled in the 
refrigerator overnight, yielding 5«1 g. of colorless solid, melting at 
S3-90»5°» This was reeiystall!zed from e 2sl alzttare of pet# ether 
(b»p, S0-68®J ®nd benzen®, to yield S»0 g, {7£.^) of colorless plttee 
©f the ffiffiide, aeltini5 et 39-91^* 
Atole Celcd. for 1£. Woxmdi N, 5,3, 4.1. 
30 -
Solubilitri ethanol < 0.5 g»/lOO cc« 
SO^ etbeisol <0.5 g./lOO ec, 
olive oil 0.8 g./lOO ec» la the hot 
3* greparatioa of li»{o«-aoetaBilBobeazenaaulfoiarl)-it'^ctadeCT'leffliBc. 
jg»C%O0fi®C6E^S5gKHCiQ%7-jQ., Two graias (O.OOSIS mole) of jg-acetaainobso-
ZCTiAsulfomgrl ohloride (173) was diesolred ic 40 ee» of dzy eti^leB* 
chlorifi®, sad 2.50 g. {0.009£8 mole) of n-octadecylaHlne were added to 
the solution* Thea IS ee. of 10^ sodlues added* scd tlM 
mixture was reflnxed for 2 houre. The mixtxire was then, cooled to room 
temparature smd. filtered, leavii^ a residue of 4*0 g» of white solid 
aelting at 187-131®* The latter mis dissolved in alcohol, the solutioa 
boiled with Sorit, filtared and cooled, whereupon g deposit of £.6 g» 
of white plates appeared. The crystals welted at 130-131® and repre­
sented gg.Tjl of the theoretical jield. 
totl. Galcd. for CggH4g0sNgSs 3, S.85. Foundt 0, 6.86, 6.99. 
i^l^illtyg SOjJ ethanol < 0.5 g«/100 cc* 
olive oil O.b g./lOO ce. 
4. Pansparation of )il-(ia-aainobeBzene3\xlfonyl)-B-octaflecyl£Rine. 
je_-H#CgH4S0£KHCi8E37-a. 
Test run. One-half grsm (0.011 mole) of the jg;»acetaffiino 
comfowad (previous preparation) was dissolved in a hot raixtxire of 10 cc. 
(173) Oilasa, "Organic Syntheses," Coll. Vol, I., JohnlSiley and Sons, 
New Yoik (1932) p. 8. 
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of acstone, 15 cc, of alcohol, end 10 co, of Isl l^droehloric acid, Th® 
alxtiUT® was heated to refluxing, and after about 15 mlDutes, s white 
floeculent solid began to sepsrate# Refluxi^ was continued for 3, 
hour, th«n the aixtur© was cooled and filtered, leaTing tha insoluble 
satdrial^ wlilch was washed seir®!^ times with ether* The irtiite ciystal-
line product (0»43 g.) melted at g00-!B15® (IJ and apparently wea the 
hydrochloride of the desired jg^aminobenzenesulfoi^jrl-derivative. There­
fore, ll) was treated with the cslculated amount of sodium carbnnate in 
a water-alcohol mixture such that all the reactents were In solution at 
the boilln,<5 point* After having been heated thus for about 1 hour, 
the ffiixfetire was cooled, and deposited a white solid. The latter was 
extiBCted several times with hot alcohol, and fro® the combined extrac­
tions there was obtsined & white ciystmlline solid, Ei,p, 117-119® (II)« 
A portion of (II) wis treated with hydrogen chloi-ide gee, yielding a 
preoipitete melting at 800-210^, and when this p3?oduet was treated with 
eiffiionia gas in benzene, (11) wes regenerated as evidenced by a mixed 
melting point. Another portion of (II) was acetylated by refluiing 
with acetyl chloride in dry benzeaae for 2 hours. After recxystall!za-
tion from alcohol, the product melted at 128-130°, and a laixed melting 
point with the original j^acetamino-derivative showed no depression# 
H^ee it was concluded that the hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid had 
r^oved only the acetyl group and that the desired jf-aaiino-compound had 
been obtained, Seversl variations of procedure were investigated in 
order that the compoufid might be prepared in good yield. The best 
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proe^diire fotaad is fiesoribea in the following •xperiment, 
b. Procedure flOToloped from sergral 3nms» One gram (O.OOSS 
mole| of »-{j;»aeetamim)benz®aeaulfoi^l)-a-octad»cyl8ffiin® was dissolved 
in a mixture of EO cc, of Itl hydioohlorio acid, 30 eo. of elcohol, end 
SO ee» of acetone. The solution ims refluxed gently for 1 hour, eooled, 
and filtered, yielding 0«9 g« of the hydrochloride of B-{£»^ino» 
b«i2enestilfoayl)-n-octadecylemine, or 9336 of the theoretical. Mth-
ottt further treatment, the hydrochloride was suspended in a Mxtiire of 
SO ec. of b^zene and 40 ec. of absolute alcohol, end amonia gas was 
introduced, causing evolution of heat and gradual solution of the solid. 
Finally the mixture was warned gently until solution was complete, then 
the solution was cooled to about 10®. The white solid which separated 
was filtered off and washed with ether, then recrystallized from ecetonet 
giving 0.91 g. (73,656) of lf-(jg;»aBiinobenzenes\ilfo^yl|-ffl-octedooyleaine, 
melting at 119-121°. 
Anftl. CaXcd. for B, 7*54. PouBdt S, 7,64, 7,56. 
Solubllityt BQ$ alcohol •< 1 part/100 
olive oil <• 1 pert/lOO 
S. Preparation of S~B»Octadeeylste&raialde. Br®i8%7^^®^17%5* 
a. Preparation of stearoyl chloride (174). fifty g^as (0*176 
sole) of stearic acid (175) was placed in a SOO ce. round-bottomed, 
(174) Di3feetions kindly provided by Dr. A. W. Ralston of the Research 
Laboratories of Aimour end Co., Chicago. 
(175) Washed with hot 111 hydrochloric acid, then crystallized frcaa acetone. 
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tl3re«-aeck®a fitted with a condenser, stirrer, and dropping 
fmnel, and the flask was heated in ea oil bath held at 80-90°. Then 
with stirring, g4»5 g« (O.SOl mole) of purified thionyl chloride (176) 
•me added dropwise to the molten acid during about 40 minutefi* At the 
end of the addition, the reaction aixture was held at 9^ for 2 hoars 
with continuoiis stirring, 
The ffli3cture ms transferred to a (SLaisen flaisk with benzene, and the 
bimzene and excess thionyl chloride were rwaoved under aepirstor TBcutBt, 
the bath being held at 100®. The taanperature of the bath was gradually 
seised to 16&*1?0®# where it was held until no further distillation 
Gceurred. !!Qie residual sateri&l ims distilled at S »»•, and the frac" 
tl<m boiling at 186-191° taken tta pjssduct, Kiis weighed 43.3 g«, repre­
senting 81^ of the theoretical yield. 
b. Freaaration of H^a-Ootadecylstearaaide. One and one-helf 
grams {0.00S mole) of stearoyl chloride end 1.S5 g. (0*005 mole + 0.05 
g. excess) of j|-octadeeylaalne were dissolved in 20 cc. of etlgrlene 
chloride,. 0.40 g. of i^ridine was added, and the solution was refluxed 
for 4 tK»urs. A irtiite solid, melting et 9S-97° was obtained by 
eoell%. This was boiled for 10-15 minutes with SO ce^ of ethyl acetate. 
In liMch it was slightly soluble. The mixture was filtered rapidly; the 
insoluble isaterial left on the filter melted at 93-98®. This material 
WAS almost coiapletely disTOlred by 75 cc. of boiling ethyl acetate, m 
{1?S) Heser, "Knperiaents in Organic Ch^stry,* Heath and Co., Boston 
(1935) p. 339. 
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the fflBftll Baomit of inisoluble solid -was filtered out and wished twie® 
with hot athyl seet&te. The filti??t6 wss evaporated to 30 ce», and upoa 
eoolii^» deposited wliite crystals, meltisg st 94-97°, The same pro-
cedar© Mth etlyl acetate nfss applied to tMs product, facd tlxm was 
obtaiaed i.X g. of N-B-oct«a«cylsteeraHiide, m*p» 96-97®, 
Aml» Celcd. for CggBpgOK* N, 2,6g, Foundl H, 3.04, 3,0. 
6. Pr8t>eT&tioB of K-Pheayl-K^-n-octadacylxarea. CgI^KBCOK^2.8^37'£« 
Oae grE» {0.0037 mole) of a.-ootadeeylejeaiae urns dis&olved in BO ec« of 
4iy pet* eth«r (b.p. 60-68°) and 1.0 g. (0.0084 mole) of phenyl iso-
oyanatd Tms addedf oausisg the immediete appeare&ee of a whit® precipi* 
tat«» Tern, cubic centimeters of benzeae waa added to meke a solution^ 
aad the reaction mixtwe TWSS refluxed for © half-hoisr. At the ead of 
this ti»®, eoeliag under the tap caused the sep&ration of a bulky white 
solid, which mie filtered off end waahed irith cold pet, ether (b.p» 
gO-^®) aad with dietlyl ether. I^e crude product weighed 1.56 g. end 
melted at 97-100°. It ws recrystallized from r> mixture of £0 cc» of 
pet. ether {b.p. 60-68°) aad 5 ee. of dry benzene, w&shed with ether, 
aM daried in a Taouua deeieeetor. The puprified prodiiet melted at 99-100°, 
weighed 1»^ g*, «ad represented a yield of 92.696 of the theoretical, 
Aaal, Calcd. for S, 7,?.l, Fouadt N, 7,44, 7.40, 
7, grepars^tioa of ll-Pheayl-H*-a-octadeeylthiourea. Cgli^lNHCSHHCj^g-
H^a, Oae gram (0.0074 mole) of pheayl isothiocyaaete was dissolved ia 
16 ce» of d:iy pet, ether (b.p. 60-68°), aad £.0 g. (0.0074 mole) of 
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fi-oetBeedylemlae was added* The solution was refluzed for 1.25 hours, 
thea cooled to zooffi tesaperatiare, whereupon a white czystalline solid me 
deposited# TJh© latter was ramored by filtration, and washed aerroraX 
times with pet# ether (b.p. $0-68®), then with diethyl ether. After 
two erystallizatiofis from pet* ether (h*p* 6Qr$8^)p there wqs obtained 
2*46 g» (80} of the desired thiourea, m.p« 86»S->88^» 
Anal# Caled* for S, 7.92. Foundi S, 8.21, 8,2.5. 
II. Derivatiyes of I)l*a-K)etade<nrl8mine« 
Am Preparation of Di-n~oetadecrlamiae (177). 
Se-rentyfiTe grass {O.SSE mole) of stearonitrile was placed in a 
Farr l|rdiog«iator boaa> {capacitgr, KK) cc.J with 15 g. of S7 KAt catalyst 
(173), and hydreg^ was spitted until the pressure was 1650 Ibs./st.ln* 
The b(SEA> Has heated to £10° and then rocked at that tmpeiutnre for 2«5 
hours. The cooled eontcaits of the boisb were extracted with hot alcohol, 
sttd the resultis^ mixture filtered while hot to rtoioTe the catalyst* 
fo the filtrate was added enough hot alcohol to m&ike the total volume 
of solution about one liter. The solution was thoroughly cooled, and 
the di-n-octade^lamine filtered off. The product weighed 57.4 g. 
{TSjt of the theoretical yield), and melted at 70*7go. 
(177) HcCozkle, Etoetoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (19J®) p. 69. 
(178) Adkins, folker, and Conner, £, Cham. Soc., M, 1138 {193S). 
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B* grep&ratloB of PeilTetlTeg. 
1* PreoayatloB of M-(o-'toluepogtiIfoigrI)'-di'-p-octa6»eylaMiEe> 
Two and two-tentha grama (0.00421 sole} of 
di«-jg^etadeoylaaiae a»d 0»7S8 g* {0»00S85 mole) of j^toluenesxilfoayi 
eUoTide were dlssolTed la 40 ee* of l>6&2aaie and 10 oe» of 10$ sodlw 
lifdioxide wae added. The mixture was refltuced for 5 hours, then# while 
still the himsese layer was separated, washed *fith (Nsdiufa ear-
bosate sol^icm {^} aad with water, ead dried over sodimi sulf&te* 
Oae-fourth of the beazese was HOW reaaoTed by distillation, aad hydrogen 
ehloride was iatrednAed iato the rmaiaing solutioa, esusiag preeipita* 
tioa of 0«§7 g. of the «ilae Iqrdroehloride (»«p» 175-179®) , which waa 
r^^Ted ^  filtratioa* The filtrate was coneeatrated sramewhat and 
eaough oethaaol was added to produce a slight turbidity while hot. When 
eooledt the j^lutioa deposited a mass of glistening white pistes, which 
were filtered &ff, rediesolTed ia b«Dzeae*^tlmaol mixture, treated with 
^rit, aad repreeipit&ted by eooliag# produet thus obtaioed selted 
at 59-61® aad weighed 0»SS g#» a yield of 23,^ 
Aa«l> Calcd. for C;^%iOgSS» S, 4,74, Found! S, 4.56, 4.54, 
Solubility? 8^ aleohol -i 1 g*/100 ee. 
©llTe oil l.S g./lOO c«. 
g, Atteagpt to prepare S.akI)i-B"oetede<afl8tesr8a6ide« Ci7Hg5C0H(a;» 
gi^sae {0,00384 sole) of di-jf-octadecylaiaine sad 1.3 g» 
{0«004S stole) of steaxoyl ehloilde were dissolved in EO ce, of hot 
« 8? 
isyridlae. llie solution was refluxed for £ hours, then cooled in an ic« 
bath, idiereis^oa a mss of alii^st colorless plates separated* These were 
filteir^ off, aad washed seTeral times with ether, after which the weight 
was i»89 g., the zaeltiag range, 135-169^, The solid product was re-
erystallissed from SO ec. of alcohol, and thereby, 1,71 g, of ai-j^octe-
fiecylaaine hydrochloride, ja,p, 167-171®, was obtained# 
fhe original filtrate, after reaaoval of ether, was poured into 
50 ee* of 50j( alcohol, the mixture was heated for a short tiaie on the 
eteam bath, then cooled ia ice water. The brown wsay solid which 
rsai^ined on the surface was skismed off and precipitated fi^ etbylen* 
ehloride, giriag a white powder, K.,p, 68-70®« Since this mlue was close 
t© the salting point of the amine {70-7H°), a portion of the solid was 
dissol-reS in alcohol and treated ^th hydrogen chloride in an attempt 
to precipitate the eaiae hydrochloride. However, instead of the eae-
pected J^droohloride, ethyl stearste (ia»p. and mixed la.p. 33-340) was 
obtained cooling the solution# Therefore, the solid which melted «t 
68-700 was probably stearic acid# It was identified as stearic acid by 
preparation of stesiianilide (a,p, and mixed Ei,p. 92S-94'^)# Several other 
rws with variation in procedure gave none of the desired amide# 
3# Atteapt to prepare K-(p-aoetamlnobeaaeneaulfonyl^-di-n-oeta-
degrlaaiaw# £-C%(X>MCg%^gIf(j|h^33Hg7)g, One and sixty-five hiindredths 
grams C0#00314 mole) of di-o,-octsdecylamin® and 0#446 g* (0»00317 molo) 
of ^ aeetaminobenzenesulfoiQrl chloride were dissolved in SO ee* of 
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etiiyleis® chlorid®; 6 oc# of IO56 sodim liydroxide was added, end the 
mixture was refluzed for 4 houra. Upon cooling, the reaction mixture 
yielded a white solid, i^ich was cjyatallized from alcohol and melted 
et 68-71°, A jaixed-iaeltiag point determination with di-g-octadecylsanine 
showed no depression* However, when s portion was treated with gaseous 
hydrogen chloride in benzene, it a product which melted at 70-80®, 
while di-a-ootadecylamine, under the same conditions, gaTe a solid 
melting et 170-17SO, 
Therefore the solid which melted at $8-71° was recrystallized fr<ai 
Ell alcohol-aeetone, yielding e product melting at 71®, This was 
analysed for sulfur# 
Anal. Calcd. for C44H820gKgS; S, 4.44, Foundt S, 3,70, 3,71. 
Apparently, then, the solid wes a mixture of di-j^ctedecylamine, the 
ssiiBe hydrochloride, end the desired product, so another run was Made to 
se^ a better method of working up the reaction mixture. However, this, 
and several subsequent runs, in which variation in time of refliacii^, 
35sanner of wosfeing up, etc., were employed, gave only products which 
melted over a rang® between 58® and 71®, and could not be brought to o 
sharp »eltii^ point, 
4. Attmnt to prepare SHPhenyl-K*-dl-n-ootadeeylure&, CgHgHECOH-
^J£^18%7Jj|* 8"'^ (0,00192 mole) of di-»-octadecylamine end 0,95 g, 
(0.007 iMle} of phenyl isocyanate were dissolved in 11 cc, of pet, ether 
(b.p. 60-68°) and the solutioB was refluxed for one-half hoxir, then 
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eoQX9& in iee mter, A smell amoiiat of fflfeterlel meltlag at 71-95° 
8epax«ted« This was s^aioved by flltratioa, aad the filtr&te was 
flveporated to a pale brown oil* Tbe latt«r whs takea up iB 90^ alcohol, 
tb.® solution was eoolefi, sad a saall fifflocat of solid, melting et 44-48®, 
was obtained* fhis was crystallized fro» mettoaol - Blochol ffiiiture» 
but still melted 0T«r a resge. Crystallization from several other 
solvents ^ nre no sharply melting profewt* Repetitions of the ejperi-
sisst idth variations gave only traces of product melting over about the 
sisme range, and no solvent or alxtur* of solvents waB found ighloh 
yielded a sharply aalti^ ccnapound. 
Att^^t to Prepare Tetra-n-oetaieeylaaaaonivaB Iodide* 
Preparotioa of fri«'ni"oetgd>cylaai3»» 
1. greparatioB of nnOctadeoyl Chloride* 
a* fregaratien of £thyl Stgarate (179). One hundred thirteen 
and sis-tenthfi pmui id*4 mole) of stearic acid was dissolved in 140 ce* 
Clio 2*4 mole) of wars absolute aleohol contained in & 1 liter three* 
neeket flask* The fla& was fitted with a reflux condenser and an 
islet t^iSbm {8 issu) which reached almost to the bottom of the flask. Cry 
isgrdrofi^ ehlorida was passed into the inlet tube until the solution was 
satwmtet* This req.uirad about S hours* Th« warm reaction raixture then 
{179) Prepared acoording to directions obtained from Dr. A, W, Ralston of 
the Kesearch I»aboratorlee of Amour and Co*, Chicago* 
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was potired iBt© 200 ec« of imm water and the lower (aqueous) layer was 
draws off. fhe letter was cooled, and th«B was extracted with ether^ 
aad the ether extx^ct was added to the origpinel upper layer* flio result-
lag e^er solution was washed sere^ times with ^  sodiua hydroxide, 
then with water, imd ma dried oTor sodioa sulfate. The ether was 
raaored frtaa the diy solution and the oresidue was distilled under 
to give 107*3 g* (86J6) of ethyl stearate, b»p« 180-18S®/2.5 ast* 
^ Freyajj^ttott of a-Octadeoaaol (180). yorty-seren bM eight-
tenths grass (0»1SS aole} of ethyl stearate and 4,5 g« of 57KAF catalyst 
were placed in the bosb of a Parr Qsrdrogeaator and hydrogen was admitted 
until the piressure within the bomb was le-W Ibs./sq^^in, The twaperatxare 
was i^sed to 260®, and the b(Mb was ro^ed at that tsapereture for S 
hours^r Mter the bomb had cooled, the contents were extz^etsd with 
about 400 ce» of hot aoetone, and the acetone solution was filtered to 
reiGbOTe the catalyst* The filtrate was cooled in the refrigerator and 
deposited 33»8 g« (8X«^) of j^oetadeoanol, m»p, 56-58® (131), 
©• Preparation of n-Octadegrl Chloride* nrOctadecyl chloride 
was pr«^red from j^ootadecanol and thionyl chloride according to direc­
tions giT®n W KcCoxIcle (ISS), In a typical run, 27,1 g. {0*1 mole) of 
(180) F* Pont2s, unpublished results; procedure based on general di­
rections giren by Micins, "fieaetions of li^ydrogen,* tJniyersity of 
Wisconsin Press, iiadison (1937)* 
(181) fieeently N. Heals found (unpublished results) that ^ octsdecanol 
prepared in this way usmlly ^ntains an appreeiable amount of 
octadeeyl stearate, from which the octadeeanol can be aeperatedlbgr 
imetxcai distillation* 
(182) llcCorkle, Doctoral Dissertation, Iowa State College (19S8) p* 70* 
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gave 25 g« (86«S^) of jroctadecyl chloride, b»p» 176-
179^/3.5 m» 
£• Pregaratloc of Trl-'a-ootadecrlaiaine» Ofteatiaes the preTiouslT' 
reported method {183J for the preparation of tri-j^octade<^yleiaia8 gives 
a produet i^ieh aelts over s eossiderable range and vhieh oacaot be 
ptirified by repeated or^rstellizatiose* fhe present method ie essentially 
like the pareYioxis one, bat differs in the manner of voicing up the 
reaetion mixture. 
T«rc^t7<»six graas (0«0498 sole) of di-n-octadeeylsanine and 8«0 g« 
{0«QB76 ttole} of n»oetadeoyl chloride vere mixed in a SSO ee. Irlemesrer 
flesdc fitted nith an air eondwaeer, and the mixture vas heated at 1?&» 
189® for 3 hours* ^e solid obtained b7 cooling was crushed thoroughly 
«yader absolute ether, end 1£«1 g. of di-^g-octadeeylamine hjrdrochloride 
was filtered frras the ethereal mixture. The ether was remored frc«a the 
filtrate and the xvsidual solid was treated for 1 hour with 250 ce« of 
boilii^ Ijl potaesim hardxoxide (in 5091^ alcohol)* The mixture was 
cooled^ the lituid las poured off, and the residue was treated twice 
sore in the scoae ws^* fhe crude ajsine thus obtained was crystallized 
fr«« ethfl acetate to give 16.9 g. of product which aelted at 52-6^. 
This was suirp^sded in SOO oe« of hot absolute alcohol and dry hydrogen 
chloride was introduced* causing the solid to dissolTe. freatraent with 
Sorit, followed by cooling, gave 16.S g. of crude tri-^-octadecylmine 
{183) KcCome, ibid., p. 71. 
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h|r*^ro«hIo3rld«« aup, 93-"95°. laiis profluet was treet«d again i?ith Korit la 
aleoboli s^seq^ttent to filti^tion and cooliz^, there was obtained 1& g« 
of trl^s^otadeeylaKine l^drochloride, aup. 94-95°. To obtain 
the free base, the hydrochloride was treated with tw 100 co» portione 
of boiling Sjl potassim iQrdroxide (in SC9i^ alcohol}, and the residual. 
solid was eryetalHzed twioe from ethyl acetate to give 15*1 g, {78»^) 
of tn-^oet&de<^lmine» 53-54®. 
B* Pregaratloa of n^ctadeoyl Iodide* a-Octadeeyl iodide was prepared 
by the method of Bl^bui^ and Ulrioh (133), One gran (0*0312 mole} of 
red ph08plK>rus and 7.8 g« (0»0307 oiole} of iodine were mixed in a 1<':5 ce. 
Irlenatyer flaisk and heated to lOOO under an air oond«aser* Then 15*6 g. 
{0«05?$ sole} of j|<-oot&deeanol was added and the tmperatura was raised 
to ITS^IQS®, where it iras mlntained for 1 hour. The reaction mixture 
was cooled, then SO ee* of hot pet. ether (b.p« 60-68°} was added, and 
the hot mixture was filtered through glees wool. While still warm the 
filtx^te was washed with sodiw bisulfite and with water, and th«i 
was dried over sodiun sulfate* fhe dry solution was boiled with Korit 
and filtered, most of the solvent was rwaoved, and the raasainiug solutioa 
was cooled t^er the tap, whereiq»on a-octade^l iodide was deposited as 
a white ciystalline solid* Th® yield of a-octadocyl iodide was 13,9 g* 
{86*3|t}} s.p. 33-34°. 
C, AttsBiBt te Freoare Tetra-a-oetadeeylaMMonim Iodide, fwo graass 
(0.90B6 iwale) of tri-j^otade<^lamiae and 1.0 g* (0»00£64 sole} of 
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a«>octa4«cyl Iodide TB®r« Kiaed in a 50 eo, Irletsaeyer flaitic fitted leitli aa 
air eoBd«B8er, smd th« mixtiire was held at 185-195® for 7,5 hours^ Th« 
T«aetiOB aixttir© ms c«ol«d end the resulting brittle eolid was crushed 
uader SO eo, of ahsolute ether until finely powdered, fhe powdered solid 
was filtered off and washed with eold ether, after which it weighed 1,88 
g» aM aelted at 76->80®. Crystallization from absolute alcohol iKoritJ 
gare 1«8 g* of white solid, »i»p» 79-81®, A qualitative snalysia showed 
the presenee of nitrogen and iodine* Upon standing exposed to the etaos-
phere for a short time, the solid assmed a pele yellow colorj therefore 
it ms recrystallized frosa absolut® alcohol, road dried in a vacwai 
pistol (weight, 1,76 g,i 79,5-81®) (l)« 
Aaal, Caled. for (01^37)41311 I, 10.99. Founds I, 13*41, 13.34. 
It urauB i^tieed that the per cent of iodine found was close to that eal-
et^ated for tri-«;^cta,deeylamine hydrolodide (Calcd. for (CigH37)gpSI • His 
I, 14«£^); therefore the possibility that (I) might bo the hydrolodide of 
the tertiary amine wes investigated. 
fwo-teaths of a grra of (I) was boiled with 0.1 g. of potassio# 
hjrdroxid© in 15 ee. of eloohol for about 1 hour. Then dry hydrogen 
chloride was introduced and the resulting solution was filtered, giving 
a clear filtrate which was deep anber in color. Subsequent to oooling in 
the refrigerator, the filtrate deposited 0,15 g. of pale yellow solid 
v^ieh melted at 91.5-94® {II). This was treated with fiorit in boiling 
absolute alcohol and gave 0*12 g. of n^te solid which melted at 93-98°. 
A mixed melting point showed the solid to be tri-j^octadecylaiaine 
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iQrSroeMexi&e* 
aleoholie filtrste from (II) waa deeolorizefi by evtlfur dioxifle 
imtert therefore free iodine was thought to be present, k test on 
potaesim iodide ia vam slightly diluted eloohol showed that addition 
of hydrogen chloride caused liberation of iodine* Therefore it vas con* 
eluded that the addition of ^drogen chloride to the alkaline suspension 
of hetd liberetted iodine tvm pot&asiun iodide, is turn produeed by 
the action of potassiUBft iqrdroxide upon tri-jg-oetadecylamine hydroiodide* 
She presence of iqrdrogMi iodide, neeeesazy for the formation of the 
amine hydroiodide, ms believed to be the result of deoomposition of 
£»octedeeyl iodide into octadeeaQe end hydiog^ iodide* Howe-rer, no 
evid^ee of unaattiration coiild be fouod in the original ether filtrstee 
of the reaction mixture# Hevertheless, the iodine analysis of (I) and ' 
the eoaveraion of (I) t© the hydrochloride were good evidence that (1) 
was tri»nHsetada^laralne hydroiodide* 
I^aag-CbBiaed Barbituric Adda. 
A* Preparation of Dietarrl Ithyl-ar^alicylnalonateB. 
1, Pregaretion of nrAlisyl Broatides. 
a. Preparation of a^Itodecyl Bromide |l84j. To a mixture of 
?E#S g« (0.576 ^ le} of 4^ hydrobroiaic acid and B6 g» of concentiated 
{184} Direetions from SHaen, "Organic Syntheses,® Goll» Tol. I, John 
filey end Sons, Hew Yoit: (1932) p» 27# 
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sulfuzle £toid eoataiaeS 1b a SOO eo* rouad*bottoaed flask ima added 
S?*S g. {0«2 mole) of jg-dod»eeiiol* fh« ffiixtmr® wes refltated for 6<,5 
i»«rs, poxtred into 6l)out 200 ec, of water* The oiljr layer wna 
0ep«ret®d aad washed oace with IS-SO ec. of cold coBcentrated sulfuric 
acid( then with water. The residual oil was dissolved in about iCK) cc, 
of etherf the solution was irashed with Sjfi sodiua carbonate, and then wee 
dried over calcim ehloride# After the ether had been reaoved, the 
x«sldue was distilled mder VRCtttm to give 4? g* (85»^} of a«dodeeyi 
broDiide, b,p« 120-123O/S 
b. Preparation of p-Tetradecyl Bromide (18S)» On© hxmdred 
and twent^-eix gxms {0«74? mole) of cold 4S$ bydrobrosiic acid was added 
to 40 g. of ice-cold concentrated sulfuric acid in a 500 ec» romd-
bott<med flaiSc. To the acid mixture ims added 8S«2 g» (0*4 mole) of 
a-tetsredeeaool, and the mixture was boiled for 7 hours. The product 
ims wozked up in the eeme manner as a-dodecyl bromide. The yield of 
»-tetra6«cyl bwmide wee 85 g* (77^)} b.p, 175-1790/19 nmu 
e# greyaratios of n-'Sexadecyl Brroailde (186) . Eighty-eight 
sad four-teathe garaa® {0.5g3 mole) of 4^ ijydrobromic acid, 32 g« of COB» 
eeatrated sulfuric acid, aad 6£*0 g* (0»SM mole) of j^hexedecanol were 
(133) jg^etradecyl bromide has beea prepared from &»tetredBcanol and day 
^drogea brcmide# Held, Ruhoff, aad BuraettT Org, Syatheses. 15. 
2A C19SS). 
(186) ^ Sexadeoyl bromide has beea prepared frea a-heaadecaaol aad phos-
5torug peatebroaaide by Haschentrager and Weaascbaff, Ber»» 67. IISI 
(19M), and froa ^ hexadecanol ead bydrobroroic acid by Horrls, 
Watt, aad ThOffias,"j. A&* Cfa«a» Soc». 28* 1077 {1916)* 
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mii®4 88 ia {bj, and tM aiztur® isas boiled for 6.5 hours. The reaction 
sixture ima poured into 4Q0 ee. of warn imter in a aeparatorjr funnel aad 
the a^eoud layer was d3ra*n off. To the oily layer was added BO cc, of 
eo&e^trated sulfuric aeid, and the fixture m&a cooled and shaken* The 
l0wer (@eid) layer was drawn off and the trea1®ent with acid was re-
feeted. Then SOO co. of ether vas added, the solution is&s washed with 
S$ sodiun hsrdroxidet and was dried over ealcitm chloride, Eeraoval of the 
ether, followed by yaeuun distillation g&fe 48«8 g. {61»3$() of n-hexa-
decyl brtHRide, b.p. IM-lSlV^ am, 
gregai^tion of n-Octadeoyl Braaide (137), Twenty-aeven 
grass (0*10 mole} of &>oot«deeanol, 36 g. (0,186 mole) of 4S56 hydrobromic 
acid, and IS g, of coneentreted sulfuric acid were mixed as in (b) and 
the ffllxture was refluxed for 9 hoiars. The reaction Kixture was worked up 
like that of (ej except that a larger portion of sulf\iric acid was used 
in washing the oily layer. The yield of ^ -octadecyl broaide was £3 g, 
(69?!) i b.p, 165-165®/2 rm, 
2, greparetion of Piethrl Ethyl-a^alkylmalonates, 
a, Preimratloa of Diethyl Ethyl-a-dodecylmlonate. {Cg%) {a-
Cxg%g)C(C(X)Cg%)2 (188), The method used was based upon that employed 
(187) ^ -Octadecyl bromide has been prepared from B^ctadeoanol and dry 
l^dr^ea brtad.de, Reid, Ruhoff, and Burnett, Ory, Syntheses, 15, 
U (19S&), 
(188) %is ester has been prepared preTio\;isly. See ref, (138), 
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bjr Char^ff {i40) to prepare diethyl ethyl-^doco^lmalonate. Two and 
three»tenth8 grsma (0*10 g. atom) of sodim was dissolYed in 40 eo* of 
absolute aleohol in a £00 oe* round-bottoaed, three^neeked flask fitted 
with a stirrer, a dropping fmmel, and a reflux condenser carrying a 
ealcitn cbloride tube« With stirring, 28.2 g* (0*15 mole) of dietlqrl 
etiorlaialonatft was added dropwise to the sodium ethylate solution, and 
then 12«& g. {O.OS mole) of ^ ••dodecyl bromide in SO ce, of warm absolute 
alcohol was added In the same nanner* The solution was stirred and 
refluxed for 9,75 hours, during which time soditm bromide separated* To 
the warn reaction mixture was added dropwise (stirring) 60 cc. of warn 
water, the mixtxxre was acidified with hydrochloric acid, and then 
extracted with ether* The ether solution was washed with water and daried 
orer sodim sulfate, the ether was distilled, and the residue was 
Yacum^-distilled, glTing 13.3 g. (78.S9() of dietlyl ethyl-n-dode^l* 
aalo'nate, b.p. 170-l74®/2 laa.J 0.91S2j 1.4432. Calcd. for 
Cg^B^O^i Jffoleo. refiiaetioB, 102.5. Foundr Molec. refraction, 103.2 
(189}. 
b» gretmration of Piethrl Sthsrl-n-tetradecylmalonate (190). 
The mett«}d used ims the same as in (a). Two and three^tenths grasis 
(0.10 g« atm) of sodltm was dissolTed in £0 cc. of absolute alcohol, 
(189) KDlecular refractions were calculated fz^^m data by the Lorenz-
XiormtK equation, Ck»tman and Paniels, "Outlines of Theoretical ChcK-
istzy," 6th Id., John Wiley end Sons, New York (1937) p. 85. 
(190) This ester has been prepared previously. See ref. (1%). 
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g« (O.I§ mole) of diethyl etliylta^losate was added^ then 13«8S g* 
(0*05 aola) of ^ tetradecyl broBdde in SO ec. of imrsi absoltite aleohoX 
ims addedt and the soliition was refluxed and stirrsd for 6 hours. f%t« 
r^etion miitua?# wea w>rSt«a up in the seaae Kaaner as in (a|» The yield 
of diethyl etljyl'^tetrsdeqrla&loaate «»s 16.S g. (8S«8^); b*p« 17S-
1770/i Ml, I d^ 0,9g52i 1,4428, Calod. for Cg^^O^t Molec. r«-
fraetica, 1X1*7. Founds Mol«o. refraction, 110,5, 
e* greparatioa of DiettorX Ethrl*B->he3CRdeeyla&lomto (191)» 
Dhis preparetion was ran in the same wey as the preceding. One and 
sereaty-three huadredtha grams (0,075 g, atc«) of sodim was dissolved 
la 30 cc. of abaolate alcohol, 18,8 g. (0,10 inole) of dietlayl ethylaslonate 
and 15,25 g, (0»05 siole) of ^ hearadeeyX broraide (in 15 cc. of war® abso­
lute aleohol) were added, suad the solution was stir3?ed at reflux for 9 
hours, reaction mixture was woiied up as in (b), and the yield of 
dietlyl et^l-^hexadecylBialonate wee 11,0 g» (53,^){ b.p, 198»£04°/2 
£0 gQ 
a®,I dj^ 0,9978; n^, 1,4478, Calcd, for CjggE^O^t Solec, refraction, 
1^,9, Foundt Molee, refraction, 1S1,6« 
Anal, Galcd, for Cg^H^gO^t C, 7S.8j H, 11,38, Founds C, 72,X, 72,4i 
H, 11,08, U,24. 
4, greoajmtioaa of Eiethyl Etbyl~B-^etadecylmalong.te (19S)» 
1* Frtai a-Octsdecyl Iodide, The same spp&ratus as in 
(191) This eater has not been reported in the literatxire, 
(198) this ester has not been reported in the literature. 
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(&) ffiaployed here* One aod tii»o«*tentlis grms (0»05 g* atom) of sodim 
•ma &i»«9lTet is S& oe» of absolute a}.eohoX, ana 14.I1 g« (0*075 mole} 
0f dletisfl etlgrlmalomte (with 5 cc* of absolute alcohol) was added 
drofwise to ibs sti3?red solution* Thes a solution of 9«5 g« (0,3£5 »ole) 
of »-oetadecyl iodide ia ^  cc* of wana absolute alcolK*! was added in 
tiw saat© wsgr end the solution was stirred and refluxed for 7*3 hours* 
Fifty e«ibie oentiaetere of SSt hydrochloric acid was added sjid the k13d» 
ture wae extracted with ether* The ether eolutioa was washed with 0 
isodlm biesi^oEiate, g?6 sodium thiosalfate, and water, then ms dried orer 
eaJLeiutt chloride* Th® ether ims reraoTed, leaving an oil which was taken 
up in iK> ce* of absolute alcohol* Upon cooling, the elcohol solution 
deposited a aaas of white crystals, which were filtered off end washed 
with ©eld alcohol* !Rie product melted at 37-39° and weighed 7.X g* It 
was recrystsllized from absolute alcohol, giving 7»0 g» (63*^} of solid 
wSilch melted at 38-39°« This solid T®as ciystallised three times frea 
alcoholi the melting point reaained practically the same; a Beilstein test 
tor halog^ was negetire* 
C&lcd* for C, 73*6i Ht 11 iPcunds C, 69*4, 70»3j 
?0*4i H, 11,1, 11.13, 11.50. 
fhe solid w®s crystallized frcaa alcohol three times aorej the welting 
point wae then 38.5->40® (1). 
AnaX. Calcd.: same as above* Found: C, 63«8, 69«S, 70.8; H, 1^52, 10.98, 
U.S7. 
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B« froffi B''0cta6aeyl Bromlfle* The method used was a 
aodlfleetioo of that employed by Mama and Kais® (193} to prepare dietiyl 
j^bmtyl TOlonet®. One ejid thir*^«-elght huadredths grma (0.06 g. ©tora) 
of eodiuEK wss disselred ia 38 ee* of absolute alcoI»>l in a SQQ ee« roujod* 
three-necked fla^, fitted vith a reflux condenser (closed to 
aoistiire by a caleim chloride tube}* The sodim ethyl&te solution ires 
heated alaost to boiling and 11»3 g, (0.06 BU>le} of diethyl ethylaalonate 
W8S added dropwise* Bien SO.O g* (0,06 mole) of n-©ctadecyl bromide 
was added likewise, end the mixttcfe was refluied for 15 hours. The 
insoluble material mis filtered off, washed with sloohol &nd ether, and 
shoviii to be sodim bromide (weight, 3«4 g»)» The filtrate was cooled in 
ice with Tlgozt»us stirriag, giving 1S«S g* of wa^gr white solid, m.p« 
SO-Ja,®. Tim solid was sis&Jeeted to vaewro dietilletion and gave 7,5 g* 
(S8«4^} ©f the desired ester, b»p« 193-S06®/2 Bfflu The distillate 
exystaXlized on cooling, and melted at EW-38.5®# A mixed melting point 
with (1, I) showed no depression* 
3# yrott n-Oetedecyl Chloride. The procedure for this 
preparation was the same as that used in (S) except where otherwise 
noted. Two end three-teaths grai&s (0*10 g. atom) of sodiuR was dis* 
sol^red la 40 ee« of absolute sloohol, end to the hot solution {30®} wers 
added g* (0.15 mole} of dietliyl ethylisaloiuite and 14»a g» (0.05 
»oXe} of s^etadeeyl chloride. The mixture was refluxed for 11 hours, 
(193} SilBsn, "Ori^nic Syntheses," Coll. Tol. I., John Wley and Sons» 
Hew Yoii (1938) p. 245. 
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seidified, and estraeted with ether* The ether solution was waahed "With 
•waterf dried over eelciaa ehlorid®, and distilled to resiove the solvent, 
fhe residual liqiild was distilled under vacum, giving 17•! g» of BBterial 
which boiled at 187-£12®/i»5 ssu This was redistilled, giving lO^O g, 
{4§«4$l} ©f the desired eater, b»p« S0S"20S®/2 noa. fhe product eryetel-
lized vs^u e©oli3%, aM aslted at 37-39,5®* A aixed melting point with 
{1^ I) shinred no depression, 
B» greparmtloa of I<OBar»ehained Bartiturle Acids* 
!• gre^ration of 5-Ethyl-5-a-dodeeyl Barbituric Acid. (CgHgXj^ 
02^2^3! ^COSHMyo. fhe method used in this preparation was derived 
fro» those of Fischer and Dilthey (141) snd Dox end Yoder (141), who 
preimred loiter hoaologs. One and thirty-eight hundiredths grwrns (0,06 g. 
&toa) of sodim was dissolved in SO ee, of absolute alcohol in a 125 ce# 
Irlsasn^er fla^ fitted with a calcim chloride tube. Seven and twelve-
hundredths grams iQ»Q2 raole) of diethyl etl^l-^dodecyljnelonftte was 
added, the mixture 'ms wazmed sometrhat, and poured rapidly into a Carius 
tu^«« Th«Q 1.8 g* {0*03 mole) of powdered urea was added to the mixture 
la the tube, and the walls of the tube were washed down with 15-20 eo, of 
absolute alcohol* The seaded tube was heated in the furnace at 120-122® 
for IS hours* tube was opened and the contents (partially solid) 
weire rinsed out with alcohol* M equal -volume of water wes added and 
the mixture ims acidified with Ijgrdrochlorie acid* The oil which sepa­
rated was extracted with ether, the ether solution was washed with water» 
4? 
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ajttd «e0 drt«d over sodium sulfate. E«»oval of the sther, followed by piw 
eipitatioa of the residue froa 15 co, of pet. ether (h,p, 60-68°) gare 
5,9 gt, of white solid^ a»p» 10£»106°« This product was crystallized 
twle# aore from the same solyent to yield 3.76 g. l57,Sfi) of S-etlgrl-S-
a-dodecyl-berhituric acid, ia,p, 106-107«6O. 
Aeal. Celcd. for Cj^B^gSgS N, 3.64, yound: K, 8.71, 8.64. 
Soluhilltyt 6<^ etheqaol 2,5 g./lOO oc, 
8056 ethanol (waza) 10.0 g./lOO ce. 
olive oil g.O g./lOO cc. 
2. Preparatioa of S-B^gl-S-n-tetradeeyl Barbituric Acid. On® and 
thirty*eight hundredths ^rams (0.06 g. atom} of sodim was dissolved is 
^ ee. of absolute alcohol in a Ct;rius tube fitted with a calciw chloride 
tube* the solution was added 7.68 g. (0.0£ iBOle) of dietl^rl ethyl-3-
tetsradeeylaialoxiate, thea 1.8 g. (0*03 mole) of powdered virea was added^ 
and the tub® walls were washed down with 10->15 cc» of absolute alcohol. 
The tube ims sealed and heated at 115° for 9.5 hours. After cooling, the 
eont^ts were iwiked up as before. The cirude product was ciystallized 
three tima from pet. ether {b.p. e0-68O) to yield 3.4 g. (47.^) of 
S-etag'l-S^tetjredeeyl-barbitxinc acid, m.p. 104.5-106.5°. 
Ansl. Calcd. for C^^ggOgKfiS K, 7.95. Toundt N, 7,76, 7.65. 
Solubilityt 609^ ethanol (warm) at least 1 g./lOO cc. 
8Qjt ethanol at least 1 g./lOO cc. 
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§• greparatloa of 5"EthyI"5~a»h<8azidgeyl Beybltmle Aeid. On© and 
thli^-eight liiyffldredtiis grams (0.06 g* atom) of sodim was dissolTed in 
27 ec, of absolute alcohol in a Carlus tube, and 8,24 g» (0»0g mole) of 
dietijyl 0tbyl-n-he3cad«eylffialonat6 end 1.8 g« (0«03 mole) of powdered 
urea were added as described in (2). The tube was sealed and heated at 
llB-115® for 10 hours, end the product was worked up in the asiae manner 
as that of (2), Three crystallizations frcm pet. ether (b.p, 60-68°) 
gave 4,4 g, (58J(} of S-ethyl-S-^hemdecyl-barbituri e acid, 103-'104O# 
Anal^ Caled, for CggH^OgNgt N, Foundt N, 7,30, 7*34, 
Solubilityt 65^ ethanol < 1 g,/lOO cc, 
80J6 ethanol 1*6 g./lOO cc* 
olive oil (warm) 1.6 g*/lOO ec, 
4» Preparation of S-'2ttorl-5-a*octadeeyl Bsrbiturle Acid« 
ft* Attempted Preparation* The method of Buck and co-workers 
(log) for the preparation of l-^alkyl-S-ethyl-S-isobutyl-barbituric 
acids was employed in this run. Sixty-three hundredths of a gram {0.023 
g, atom) of sodium was dissolred in £0 cc. of absolute alcohol in a 
m ee. romd-bottomed fla^ fitted with e reflus condenser closed to 
moisture lEgr a ealcim chloride tube* Three grsas (0.007 mole) of diethyl 
ethyl^tt-ootadeoylmelonate was added, and was diseolred by gentle warming. 
To this solution was added a solution of 1.42 g, of urea (0.007 mole) 
in 10 CO. of absolute alcohol and the resulting solution was refluxed for 
8 hours in aa oil bsth held at 120°. The reaction mixtxire was acidified 
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witj^ dilute ^droohlorie acid asd extracted witli ether. Tbe ether solu^ 
tios ims washed with water* hydrochloric acid, and again with mater, 
thea was dried. The ether wes rmoreA^ the residual oil waa t&ken up iu 
pet. ether (b»p« 60-68°), and the resulting solution wt4S cooled to give 
1»1 g» of white solid melting at 90-96°* Recxystallization froa the 
seme solveat gave 1*0 g« of solid which softened at 92® and melted at 
104-1£^° (!)• Eeerystallization from acetone gave 0,98 g, of aolid melt» 
ing (aiero) at 88-109° {II). Partial evaporation of the filtrate fro* 
(Ij, followed by cooling gave about 60 rog, of white powder, m.p. 80-100°} 
this was reciystaHized from benzene, yielding a aolid which softened 
at 81° and melted at 98-102°. A portion of {IX) was crystallized fro® 
ethyl«ae dichloride to give a aolid melting at 84-99°} this was reciystal-
lized frots isopropgrl alcohol (989(), giving a solid melting at 86-105°. 
All the various solids were coEbined and reerystalllzed from alcohol, 
giving 8 product melti% at 88-106°» This was heated on a eteaa bath for 
20 mis. with 10 CO, of lOji hydrochloric acid, the isixture wes cooled im& 
filtered, the residue on the filter was ciystallized fro® acetone, 
IfiviBg 0*43 g. of white solid, a.p* 89.S-10S°. ftirther crystellizations 
gave ao sharply aelting product. 
b. Attwapted Payeparetion. The method used la (3) was used 
here, Sixty-nise hundredths of e gram {0.03 g. atom) of sodiTSE was 
dis«»lved in 13 ee» of absolute alcohol in a Carius tube, 4,4 g» (0.01 
EOle) of diethyl ethyl-^^octadecylmalonete in 10 ce. of absolute alcohol 
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•mn tben 0*30 g* (0*015 laole) of powdered uresi was added ^ and the 
tuhm wes sealed. The aixtyir© was heated at 112° for 10 hours, the con-
tests were rlased out with alcohol, and ISO cc, of water and 5 cc, of 
eo]ieemt:mted ^drochloric acid were added to the mixture. The latter 
ms extracted with ether, the ether solution wae mished with water and 
dried OTer sodlw sulfate, and the ether was rsKioved# Ciyatallization 
of the residiM from 30 cc. of pet, ether {b.p. 60-68*^) geve a white 
solid, a.p» 90.5»93.5®, After four more crystslllsaations from the ssise 
solT©nt, the product weighed l.?£ g. and malted at 9£*5-950» Thre» 
cryetalli^setlons from 90:10 pet. ether (b.p. 60-68°)-absolute alcohol 
raisM the melting wazige to 10S-105®j the weight at this point was 0,97 
g* This solid was dissolved in 35 cc. of ^  potesslw hydreadLde (7^ 
alcohol solution), 5 cc. of weter was added, and the slightly turbid solu­
tion ims cooled in an ice bath, giTing a small eraount of precipitete. 
fhls wBs filtered off and 10 ec. of 795^ alcohol was added to the fil-
ti«ite. Cooling in ice gave a tjrace of precipitate which was filtered 
off. fo the filtrate yii&s added 35t hydrochloric acid (in 50^ alcohol) 
until preeipitetion began# The mixtiare was cooled, <ind 0.51 g. of solid 
melting et 8S-90° (I) wss filtered out. This was rediseolvsd in 10 cc. 
of 4$ potBSSiiw hfdroxide (in SSjS alcohol), and ^ scueous hydrochloric 
acid wag edded to the end point of phenolphthalein. The resulting 
precipitate was treated ^Eith hot hydrochloric -.cifi (in alcohol), 
ti» mixtura was cooled, and the solid was filtered off and washed Yfith 
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al^holf the solid weighed 0.38 g, and melted at 98-101°# Further 
fj^etioaal precipitation of the filtrate from (!) by addition of dilute 
hfdi^hleric acid (in 68!^ alcohol) gave potassium chloride and two laaall 
fisactiona of or^^nic mterial melting respectively at 100-106° ^ nd 92-
98°, 
ration. The method used by Eeichert and Wilke (14£) 
is the preparation of baitoituratea having acid side ehnins was «aployed 
here, Thirty-five hundredths of a gram (0,015 g. atom) of aoditaa was 
dissolved in SO cc» of absolute alcohol in a 200 cc. round-bottomed flesk, 
^ this solution 2,2 g, (0,005 sole) of diethyl ethyl-n-octadecylmalonate 
was added, the mixture was wanaed gently to bring the ester into solu­
tion, sad 0«4S G* (0,0075 mole) of powdered urea WHS added. The flask 
was fitted with a reflux condaaser carrying e drying tube and was heeted 
to 1!^° in en oil bath. The temperature was held at 150® for 0,5 hours, 
then raised to 160® during the next houri and was held at 160° for 2 
hours more. The reaction mixture was cooled, Isl hydrochloric acid was 
added until a slight excess wes present, md the mixtiire waa extracted 
with ether, The resulting ether solution was washed with water erd dried 
over sodiw sulfste. Air was bubbled through the dry solution to 
r«aove the ether, the residual iiSiite solid was dissolved in 10 cc, of 
alcohol, and the solution was cooled, giving 0,98 g, of white powder^ 
melting et 9£-101o, Crystallization fro# 9031 alcohol raised the melting 
point to 102-10?°, and two more crystallizations frora the seme solvent 
gave 0,4.3 g, (21,11^) of 5-ethyl-5-n-octadecyl-barbituric acid, m,p. 
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i08-109»5®. 
Aaal» Caled* for N, 6«86* ?o\Mdt N, 6.96« 6*9&. 
Solttbllltyt 6O56 ethafiol -c 1 g«/lOO co» 
80^ etimol 1 g*/lOG ce« 
oliTa oil 1 g./lOO ec, 
8« Mixed Melting Points of tiie Barbitttrie Aclde. The melting 
points glyen ape those for 1*1 mixtures. The bath temperature was 80*^ 
when the awaple ms immersed, and the twaperature was raised at approx. 
l®/8 se«s. 
IClxturet Alkrl z^diealt aret Soften Melt Clear 
Cig and Ci4 90° 9gO 102® 
Ci4 and Cig 91 9E.5 103 
^16 *^18 95 96 lOS 
Cig and e^g 87 89.5 101.5 
IRie melting points of the pure acids aret Cj^g, 106-107,501 Ci4. 104.5-
lOe.SOi C16, 103-1040} Ci8, 108-109,5O, 
HMBoloas of PheaacetiB. 
A* Preparation of Alkyl g^Kltrophegyl Ethera« 
1» Preparation of B-Podegyl p-SltropheiBrl Ether, »;''C2^g%50CgH^ll02» 
four sad ainety^eight hundredths grams (O.OE mole} of dodecyl bromide. 
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5«5g g* CO.OSIS mole) of sodiiaa jg;-nitrophexiate (194) , £0 ec» of 
aMolute alcohol wer® heated In a sealed tube for 11 hotrrs at 1£5°* The 
eonteats of the tube irer® riased out with aleohol, the resvilting mi*-
tvaem nas diluted with three tolvssi^s of weter, end the mixture was ex-
ts^eted with ether. The ether solution was washed thoroiaghly with ^  
BodiOB hydroxide, then with dilute hydrochloric acid end with water, 
and was dried with ealeiun chloride. The ether was reanoved and the 
residue was e:^stalli2ed three times frcm alcohol, giving 3,85 g. (62,7^) 
of j^dode«^yl j^aitrophetyl ether, iB#p, 48-49.5°« 
Celed* for Cig^gOgNt R, 4.56. Foundt H, 4,68 , 4,73, 
g, Praparatlon of tHSitroiaheiarl n-fetrfidecyl Ether, Serenty-eix 
h^mSredths of A gram {0.05 g. stoei) of sodim WBS dissolved i& BO ce« 
of absolute alcohol is s SOO ce. round-hottoraed, three-necked flaS3c 
fitted with a stirrer, dropping funnel, reflux condenser, and drying 
tidje. To the stirred solution was added dropwis© 4»51 g, (0,031 mole) 
of j^aitropheaol la IS co» of absolute tdcohol. Then 8,51 g, (0,03 
mole) of &»t9t3E«deeyl bromide was added dropwise, end the mixture was 
stirred vigorously at reflux for 10,5 hours. At the end of this tiae 
the resctioa miximre me cooled and filtered, and the residue on the 
filter was washed with alcohol end ether, after ^ hich it weighed 3.7 g, 
(I)« When this solid was heated with dilute hydrochloric ecid, an oil 
(194) Prepared by adding s hot alcoholic solution of jg;-nltrophenoi to a 
hot alcoholic solution of sodium ethylate enfi cooling the mixt\;xe. 
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saparsitefi oa the surfaoe of the mixtm-a; upo& ooolinig the oil solidified, 
giTisg i»7 g, of solid melting at SO-63® {IIJ. The filtrate from {I) 
was cooled a®d gave l.g g, of pale yellow solid melting at 50-6S°» fhis 
was treated with dilute slkali, water, and dilute acid, &nd then washed 
with dilute alcohol, learing 1,1 g, of solid melting &t 56-60° (1II)» 
Further emporation and cooling of the filtrates gare more solid, which 
was washed In the eame way to give 0,96 g, of m&terial melting at 57-60® 
ir?J» (II), (III), and (IV) were combined and dissolved in ether, and 
the ether solution was washed with dilute alkali, dilute acid, and 
water, fhe washed solutioa was dried over calcim chloride, the ether 
ms removed* and the residue was czystallized from pet, ether (b.p, 60-
68®), giving £.46 g, of pale hrowa crystals, ra.p. 58-61°. Ciystallizs-
tion frott alcohol gave 2,39 g. (23.8gt) of £;-nitrophenyl n-tetradecyl 
ether as flat, pale green needles which melted et ^,5-61°, 
Acri* Calod, for N, 4,18. ?oundi K, 4,27, 4.30, 
grepar&tion of n-Sexadecvl p-Mtrouhenyl Ether, Three end 
fif-^-two hundredths grem® (0«0E18 mole) of Eodiim ^ r^^^^ophenate, 6*06 
g. (0.0£ sole) of n-hexedecyl brosdde, and 20 ec, of ebsolute alcohol 
were heated in a sealed tube for 11 houre et l£5o. The reaction mixture 
was worked up in the same iB&Bner as th0t of (1) and the i^roduct wee? 
ciystEllized three times froa alcohol. The yield of jrhexfsuecyl ^  
aitropheisyi ether was 4,56 g, (64,l?6)j m»p, 63-65°# 
Aj^l, Cslcd, for CggHg^OgSt H, 3,36, Found! N, 3,97, 4,0* 
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** yy^Paratlon of p*Hitroph«nyl a->Octedecyl Ether. Three anS. 
flf^two hundredths grams (0,0818 mole) of sodim ^ -nitrophenate, 5,8 
g* (O.OS laole) of a-octadeoyl chloride, and 27 ec, of absolute alcohol 
were heated in & sealed tube for 8,5 hours at 130®, The reaction mix­
ture waa woxiced up in the manner described for {Ij. The product was 
cs^steUized three times fro3Ji alcohol to give 5 g» (6^) of jj»nitro— 
pheESjrl »-©ctadeoyl ether, ffi,p, 68-71°, 
Anal, Calcd, for C24H4i0gHt H, 3,57, founds N, 3.71, 3.67. 
B, Frei^ratton of aeaaologs of Phenacetin. 
!• Preparation of p-Acetaminophwayl n-Dodecyl Ether, 
Cj^^ggOCgH^liiCOCHg, Three and eleven-huadredths grems (0,018 mole) of 
sodiwi ^ acet«ffiiaophenate (195), 3,74 g, (0,015 mole) of n.-dodecyl 
br^de, and W ee, of absolute alcohol were heated in a sealed tube 
for 10 hours at 125-127®, The contents of the tube were rinsed out with 
alcohol and the resulting mixture was diluted with three -volumes of 
imter, acidified with liQrdrochloric acid, and extracted with ether, A 
crystalline solid separated in the ether layer and was filtered off, 
giTi^ 0,71 g, of Beterial melting at 91-94° (I), The ether filtrate 
fxoa (I) ims washed suecessively with lOjl sodiuK hydroxide, 109^ hydro-
ehleric acid* and with water* then was dried over soditaa sulfate. The 
ether was :peieoTeA, and the residue ims taken up in SO cc, of alcohol 
(19S) Prepared by adding a hot alcoholic solution of jg-aeetaminophenol to 
a hot alcoholic solution of KJdium ethylate and precipitating the 
product with acetone. 
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aM boiled with Horit» Subsequent to filtration and cooling, the solu­
tion d^oBited 1.01 g. of white crystals melting at 91.S-93° (II)» 
Further eooling of the filtrate gave 0«27 g* (III) more of the same 
product. (I), (II), and (III) were combined, dissolved in slcohol, and 
boiled with Norit. The solution was filtered and cooled, ishereupos it 
deposited 1.4 (£9.2#) of jf-acetaainophenyl ^ dodecyl ether, m.p. 
9g-930, 
Oalod. for CgO%302»* 4«33. Founds N, 4.36, 4.39. 
Solubllityi; ethanol 1 g./lOO ec. 
2, greparation of x>-Aeetsnlnopheayl n-^etradeeyl Ether. Two and 
thirty-Bine hundredths grams (0.0071 mole) of jg;-nitrophei5rl n-tetradecyl 
ether wes reduced to the corresponding amino compo\md by refluxing for 
£ hours with 4 g. of tin, £0 cc. of concentrated hydrochloric acid, and 
25 cc. of alcohol. The excess tin was filtered from the solution# and 
the filtrate was cooled, giving 2.04 g« of glistening white plates of the 
amine Igrdroohloride, aeltiag from 130-160°» The iiydrochloride was 
treated twice with 1 g. of potassim hyd3x>xide in 60 cc. of elcohol« 
giving 1. 74 g» of the eaine, sup. 67-700* The amine was acetyl&ted by 
refluscing for S.5 hours with 12 cc* of a Itl Mxture of glacial acetic 
acid and acetic anhydride in 15 cc. of dry benzene. The cjrude product 
obtained by cooling was boiled with Darco in absolute alcohol^ and gave 
1.52 g. (Sl.ijK} of jj»acetaffiinophei^yl ^ tetradecyl ether, m.p. 95.5-97°. 
Anal. Calcd. for 4.04# Sounds 1^, 4.14, 4.19. 
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80J8 ©thenol 1,1 g,/100 oe, 
olire oil l»4 g./lOO ee. 
3. greparatlon of p-Acetamlaoptienyl n-Hexadiecyl lther« Thre« end 
fiT«**t«ntiiB garams (0*00964 mole) of n-hexadecyl jg;-nltroph®iqrl ©thar 
waa refit3M»e4 by refliixlng for g,S hours with 4,S g, of tin, 25 cc. of 
eoneeatrated hyaroehlorie aeid, and 35 cc» of alcohol. The excess tia 
was filtered off aad the filtrate was cooled, giving g.61 g. of white 
solid, fhia was treated with alkali as described in (2)» and the 
predmet was ecetylated by refluxlng with a mixture of 15 cc, of acetic 
anl^dride, 5 ce. of glacial acetic acid* and 10 cc. of b«Qz«&e for 4*5 
h«urs« fhe solution was cooled and gave 1,7 g, of solid. The cr^ide 
pTOduct ims boiled with Horit in alcohol for 1 hour, and the alcohol 
solution was filtered and cooled, giving 1.2S g, (SS,35t) of ^ ^ecetamlno^ 
ph«^i a-hexade^l ether, 96-98°, 
Anal. Calcd, for eg4H^0gKj K, 5.73, found: K, 3,81, 5.78, 
Bolubllityt 8Q§6 ethaaol < 1 g,/100 cc, 
olive oil 1 g,/i00 cc, 
4» Freparation of p-Acetamlnopheayl n'Ootadecarl Ither, Two and 
flTft-teaths grans {0,0064 mole) of jjKnitrophenyl ja-octsdecyl ether was 
reduced by refluxlng for S hours with 4,0 g* of tin, 20 cc, of coneen-
tiBted hydrochloric aeld» asnd JK> cc, of alcohol. The excess tin was 
filtered off, end the amine was obtained as in (3), The amine was 
acetylated by refluxlng for 5 hc\irs in a mixture of 1£,5 cc, of glacial 
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aeetie aeidt 12*5 ee. of aeetie aohydrlde* and £0 ee« of b«nzeii«« TJpo& 
eooliag, the solution deposited 1«49 g. of erode product, a.p. 97-100O, 
me ptarified Iqr refluxing with Korit in alcohol and gave 1.16 g« 
(43,a^) of jg;;»ec«tBffiiiiopli«ai3rl a-octadecyl ether, m.p, 100.5-10S®, 
Anal. Caled, for CggHigOgNj H, 5*48. Foundi N, 3,^, 3.60. 
SolaMlityt 60$ ©thenol < 1 g./iOO cc, 
1.1 g./lOO cc. 
-< 1 g./lOO ec. 
80J& ethanol 
olive oil 
Mixed Heltiag Points. 
Itl Mixture oft Soften Melt Clear 
83.5® 88.5° 91® 
87.S 90.0 94»5 
94.0 95 98 
fhe melting points of the pure compounds sre : Ci£, 92-93®j €2^4, 
95.S-97®i C3^g, 96-98°J C^g, 100*5-108®. 
®14 
^14 ^16 
he ^18 
BsaMalOj^s of Eolein. 
A* Preparatioa of i>»13odecoxrphnyluree. n-Cj^gHggOCgH^KHCOfa^. The 
hydrochloride of ^dodecyl ether was prepared by reducing 
3.0 g» C0#00^76 sole) of a-dode^l ^ g-nitrophenyl ether with 4.0 g, of 
tin in a mixture of £5 cc. of concentrated hydrochloric «cid und 65 cc. 
of alcohol. After 2.5 hotn?a of refluxing, the mixt\»re wes filtered, and 
the filtrate me cooled to give S.44 g. of the amine hydrochloride. This 
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was ciystallized twice frm alcohol (Norit), giving 1.36 g. (43.-^) 
of jjT-efflinopheayl aniodecyl ether Igrdix)chloride which melted in the range 
IIS^ISSO, Itarther crystallization gave no sharper melting point. 
One gram (9»003g mole) of the above ether hydrochloride was mixed 
with 0»33 g. (0«004L laole) of potassium cyanate, X5 cc, of alcohol was 
added, and the mixture was refluxed for 1 hour. Th«ai 10 cc. of alcohol 
was added and the mixture was heated and filtered, leeviag 0.26 g. of 
iasolt&le material. ?he filtrate was cooled, giving a precipitate of 
the original hydrochloride, fhis was iredissolved in the filtrate and 
warm weter wss added until the solution was turbid. Nineiy-three 
hundredths of a gram (0.013 mole) of potassium cyanate wss added, and 
the mixture wes refluxed for 2 hours, then cooled, whereupon e pale pink 
solid separated. !Hiis was crystallized from acetone (Sorit), giving 
0.34 g. of white solid, m.p. 1^9-152°. The solid was crystallized freaa 
905t ©thanol to give 0.3i g. of product melting at lSO-132®; and the 
latter was eryetal|.lzed from acetone, giving O.g? g. (S6.4^} of £• 
dod©co3Qppheaylm'ea, m,p, 131-133°. 
Anal. Caied. for Cj^gl^gOgNgt N, 8.75. foundJ S, 8.89, 8.93. 
jfestet five different observers pronounced the e<aRpound tasteless. 
yreparation of p-Tetradeooaypheaarlurea. The hydrochloride of 
araiaophmgrl ST^tetradecyl ether was prepared as described in the prepare-
tioa of jg^acetaiainopheayl jg-tetradeoyl ether {IV, B, 2). Two and three-
tenths speam (0.00686 mole) of jjj^nitrophei^l ^ tetradecyl ether gave 
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1.73 g« of crude amine igrdrochlorid®, which was cxystallizad twlo® froa 
BS$ aleohol. The yield of pure hydrochloride was 1.08 g. the 
meltiBg point was indefinite. 
On® grsa (0.00S93 laole) of ^-aminophenyl n-tetrsdecyl ether hydro* 
chloride was dissolved in 20 o«. of hot alcohol, and 28 «e. of warn 
water and 1.0 g. (0«01££ mole) of potassium oyanate were added* fhe 
mixture was refliixed for 1.5 hours, then 10 cc. of elcohol and a amell 
a^tmt of Bforit were added, end the mixture wae refluxed 20 aiBUtee, 
At the end of this time, the mixture ima filtered and the insoluble 
material left on the filter was washed four times with hot alcohol, 
^e eoalained filtrete and washings were evaporated to about one-half 
volume end cooled, giving Q»2? g. of white crystalline solid, m*p. 1^,5* 
1^®. !IM8 solid was crystallized from 90j6 elcohol to give a product 
melting at 1^-130®, and the latter was crystallized frcsa acetone, 
givii^ 0.15 g. (14«7^} of p-tetradecoxypheoylurea, 130-1S1.5®* 
Agfel* Calcd* for Cgx^gOgKgt S, 8.05. Foundt H, 8.16. 
jfostes Four observers found the compotmd to be tasteless, 
Sixed Melting Points Isl Mixture of the preceding two compotrndst 
softens, 122.5®} melts, 1&8®; clears, 131*^. 
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SlifaBr4raziao» of Long-Cliained Maloidc Acida* 
A. greparation of Diethyl a-Alkyliaalopatea» 
!• Prepareislon of Pletlxyl a-Podecylmalonat#, b- G^gHggCIJ( COOCgHg) g 
(196} • TMs prej^aratloQ was hassdi o& the laethod used by Adma and Kama 
(184) fer preparisg diethyl a-butylmalonate. One and fifteen-h\mdrsdths 
gTanus (O*0S g* &tGaa) of sodim was dissolved in 40 cc. of absolute 
alcohol in s. EOO cc» round-bottome-d# three-naeksd flask fitted with a 
stirrer, a dropping funnel, and a r&flur condenser carrying a drying 
ttthe* light and seyenteen-hundredths grams (0.051 mole) of diethyl 
aaloaat# was add#d dropwise to the stirred solution; then i£*5 {0«05 
mole) of jg-dodeeyl bromide with 10 co« of alcohol was added likewise, 
?h© solution was siirsred at reflux for 4.5 hours, 50 cc, of 256 hydro-
ohloric acid w«s added, and the mixture was extracted with ether. The 
ether solution was washed with water snd dried over calciua chloride# 
BsBOTal of the ether, followed by Tacuian distillsticn of the residual 
oil gsTS 7,6 g* (46»£^} of diethyl n-dodeeylmalonate, b.p, 193-161°/2 
irai*} Q»9£38} 1,4394» Celcd, for Cj^9Hgg04i Molec, refraction, 
9g,97, Foundt lolee. refraction, 9S,8* 
2, Preparation of Diethyl a^Tetradecylgialonate (197), This ester 
(196) This ester has been prepared by Sothstein, See ref, (151), 
(197) ®ie preparation of this ester hse been reported but no constants 
were givra, Terkade end Coops, Rec, tray, chim.. ^  747 (1953), 
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was prepared in the samo way as the preceding, except thit the reaction 
mixture was heated 1.6 hours longer. One and fifteen-himdredths grsms 
(0.05 g, atom) of sodium, 8,17 g. (0,051 inole) of diethyl malonate, and 
13.85 g* (0.05 mole) of B;»tetradeoyl bTOBiide gave 10,0 g« (5^) of 
diethyl ^ tetredecyliaalonate, b.p, 168-175®/2 hi».j d^ 0.9189} 
l,44g3, Calcd. for Cgj^H^QO^: Holec, refraction, 102.18, i'oundi Molec# 
refraction, 10£,8, 
3. Preparation of Diethyl a^gexadeeylatalonate (198)« The prepare-
tion was carried out in the seme mcy as the preceding. One and fifteei:^-^ 
hmdredths grsas (O.OS g. atom) of aodixim, 8.33 g. (0.058 mole) of 
dietl^srl maloaate, and 16.77 g. (0.055 mole) of ^ heaaadecyl bromide 
gare 11,7 g. (60.9^) of diethyl jg-h®xade<qrlaalonate, b.p* lBS-l^o/2 saa.j 
go 20 
dgQ 0.9091} ajj 1.4449. Calcd. for 02^44,04? Molec. refraction, 111,38. 
Fousdt Holee. refraction, 11S.5. 
B. Att«aptg to Prepare Plhydrazidea. 
1. Attmpted Preparation of the Dlhydrazide of nrCodeeyl Malonie 
Aeld. 3g^3^gHgg<®(C50NHNHg)g. 
a. The method used by Blanksma and de Graf (ISO) for the 
pi^paration of lower homologs was onployed. A mixture of 3.23 g. (O.Ol 
i:»>le) of diethyl a-dodecylmaloBate, 1.20 g. (0.024 mole) of lOOJt 
hrdraziae hydirate, and 10 oc. of absolute alcohol wae ^le&ted in a sealed 
(198) fhis eater has bews prepared by Brigl. See ref* (15£)« 
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tube for 8 hours at llE-115*^. The reaction mixture was filtered, 
leaviag a mass of fine, short, colorless meedles on the filter* This 
solid UBS washed with alcohol, after which it weighed 2,5 g, end melted 
from 146° to about 190®(dec*), A qualitHtive enalysis showed nitrogen 
to be present* fhe solid was crystallized frcaa 95 ce. of elcolwl, 
giving 2*0 g* of product (I) which melted over approximately th© same 
rar^s as before* It was thought that part of (I) might be the mono-
hydrazide. Aeoordingly, 0,5 g« of |I) was refluxed for 3 hours with a 
solution of 0*5 g. of lOOjS liydrezine hydrate in £6 co* of absolute 
alcohol* Upon cooling, the solution gave 0*49 g, of solid, melting at 
148-184° (dee*)* This was crystallized from 40 ec, of 80j6 alcohol but 
the melting point r^ained unchanged* Therefore,^ 0*5 g, of (1), 1*0 g. 
of 100)6 l^diwzine hydrate, and 10 ce* of absolute alcohol were heated 
in a sealed tube for 4 hours at 108°* The solid product was filtered out 
^d washed with alirohoi} it melted at 146-189^ (dee*). 
In an att«iipt to purify th® product through the dil^drazide 
dihgrdrochloride, 0*5 g, of (I) was dissolved in 45 cc* of warm alcolusl 
and 5 ce* of Isl hydrochloric acid was added* Upon cooling, the solution 
gave 0*47 g* of white plates, melting at 138-190° (dec*)* The solid 
was dissolved in 25 ce, of alcohol, 5 ec. of concentrated arauoniim 
hydroxide was added, the solution was filtered, and the solvent was 
reiK>ved by drawing air through the solution* The solid residue was 
washed with dilute alcohol which left 0*2» g« of solid, melting at 
130-184° (dec*)* 
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®ie effect of diy fegrdrogefi chloride upon (I) was iavestigated by 
l^^dTOges chloride i&to a stjspejision of 0«S g« of (I) la ^  cc. 
of aleohol. Most of the solid dissolved, then a bulky precipitate of 
white plates begeu to separete. The mixture was cooled and filtered, 
giving 0.S4 g« of white solid. This viae dissolved in BQ oq» ct hot 
slcohol, and the sclxition ises cooled, givii^ 0«16 g. of long colorless 
aeedlee, m,p» f2»93® (II), fhis product contaiiied nitrogen aad chlorine, 
and exhibited a sour, bumixjg taste* However, the solid -was shown to 
be l^dr&ziae hydrochloride, rather than the desired dihydrazide, 
The filt^te from (H) wes evaporated to half-volme and then 
cooled, giving about 50 rag* of the aame product, 
b* In this run, milder conditions were used. Thrae snd 
twen"ty»eigjit hundredths gjretms (0.01 mole) of dietl^l n-dodecylraalonate 
and £»0 g» (0.04 mole) of lOOjl hydrazine l^drate were refltixed with 
10 ce» of absolute alcohol. At the end of en hour, a white solid sepa­
rated, so 45 ee. of alcohol was added, and refluxing was continued for 
another hour, eeusing most of the solid to redissolve. The mixture was 
edoled end filtered, giving 2.0 g. of tiny whits needles, m,p, 143-182° 
(dec,) (1). The filtrate from (I) upon further cooling geve 0.11 g, of 
white solid, a,p, 136-170° (dec.)* 
One-tenth of a gram of {1} was heated to 185® in s mall test tube 
and the escaping gas was led into line water, giving traces of white 
precipitate. The gas turned moist litsius blue; possibly it was 
hydrazine vapor. The residue of the heating was crystallized fron 
180 -
aethanol, givisg 0.06 g. of white powder, which melted at 166-192° (dec.) 
and eontalaed nitrc^^. 
Oae aoad screa^teatho grams of (1) was suaperuted ia 120 ee. of 
alcohol and l^droges chloride was intrDduced^ whereupoa part of the solid 
dissolTed, then reprecipltated. The mixture was cooled and filtered, 
glTlsg 2,1 g, of i^ite solid, m.p. 130-165® (dec.). The solid h»d a 
sotar, bur&lsg taste. It was dissolved in 165 cc* of belling alcohol and 
the solution ims cooled, giiring a small amount of l^drazine hydz*o-
chloride, m.p. 92-93®. One-third of the solvent wss rranoTed and the 
rfnalal!^ solution wss cooled in the refrigerator for 48 hours} no 
crystals were obtained. Concentration to about SO cc. gave 0.14 g. more 
of Igrdraziae l^rdrochloride. E«Boval of asost of the remaining solvent 
gave 1,£ g. of soft, gmssf solid, which wes extracted with ether, leaving 
0.05 g. of bydraslne Ijsrdrochlorlde. The ether extract was washed with 
IS$ potassioa hydroxide and with water, end wes dried over sodiUE 
sulfate. R«B,oval of the ether and crystedlization of the reeidue froB 
alcohol gave 0*94 g. of liSiite solid, m.p* 130-162^ {dec.}. 
g. Attaapted Prepsration of the Dihvdrezlde of a-fetradecyl 
Kalenle Acid. 
e. One and two-tenths greims (0»0£4 mole) of 100J& hydrazine 
hydrate, 3.86 g. (0,01 mole) of diethyl n-tetradecylmalonate, and 10 cc. 
of absolute alcohol were heated in a sealed tube. The product was 
washed with alcohol, giviz^ 2.5 g. of small needles, iii,p. 144-190® (dec.). 
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SeT«ral crystallizations from alcohol and from methanol-alcohol mixture 
gETe BO sh&rply melting product, 
b, A mixture of 1.2 g, (0.0E4 Mole) of lOOjS hydraziae 
Ijyteite, S.56 g* (O.Ol aole) of diethyl ^ -tetradecylmalonate, end 11 cc. 
of absolut® alcohol was r«fluxed for 1 hour* The solution was cooled, 
fivijag 0.4S g, of wiiite solid, m.p, 136-16S° (dec*) {!)• The fil-
t3mte fr«a (I) was refluxed for 8 hours, end, upon cooling, gave 1,1 g» 
of wMte solid, lS8-ie4° (dec#} (11)• Th« filtrate from {II) was 
reflttxed for 4 hours, then cooled, giring 0.24 g. of white solid, m,p, 
155-16SO (dec.) (HI). Several csy^tallizationa of (1), (11), end (III) 
froja alcohol, dilute alcohol, find sethanol failed to yield any product 
hayiag a sharp melting point, 
3» At^pted Preparation of the Dihydrazide of n-Hexadftcyl 
HaXenic Aeid, 
e. One smd two-tenths grams {0,024 mole) of lOOjt l:Qrdrszine 
iQrdrate, 3,34 g, (0,01 mole) of diethyl n»hexadecylmalonate, and 15 ec, 
of absolute alcohol were heated in a sealed tube for 10,5 hours at 116®, 
^e crude pmdmt w&e washed with alcohol, giving E,& g, of white 
pewdar, a,p, 137-170® (deo,), fiepested crystallizations from several 
solvents did not bring the product to b ah&rp melting point, 
b. One end five-tenths grams (0,03 mole) of lOOJI hydrazine 
hydrate and 5 cc, of alcohol were heated to boiling in a EOO ce, round-
bott(»u»d, three-necked flask fitted with a dropping fiinnel and reflux 
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eo&denssr. A solution of 3*84 g» (0*01 mole) of distill s;»hexad«e7X-
salomstd t& 10 oe. of absolute aloobol was added dro|^«ise durisg £0 
ffilmitea, aad the ffllxture was refluxed for 3»5 hours* The sslxttire was 
eeoled sad filtered, glTi&g 3,0 g» of white solid, trtiich, after being 
washed with eleohol and ether, weighed S.O g« aad melted et 136-1780 
Cdee«|« fhe product eould not be brought to a sharp melting point by 
repeated exystelllzation frt«H alcohol or alcohol-acetone mixtures# 
Tastel Ko taste ma observed in any of the fractions obtained In the 
preeediBg atteaptcd preparations except in the two instances noted 
{1, a end 1, b), 
ITOBA-Chained Aaa JBres, 
A» Iroa Loag-Chelaed Alkoxyeailines^ BOCgH^HHg. 
1„ Preparation of l*(p»dodeco3cyphenylazoy-a-'aaphthol« 
Cjgl^ljOCgH^}iNCj^QHgOH-/3» Seventy-two htmdredths of a grsm {0,0023 mole) 
of ^ dodeeoayeniline hydrochloride (n-Cj^^gi^CglC^KBg'HCl) was suspended 
ia 1^ ec» of water and the mixture was heated, with vigorous stirring, 
to the boiling point* Stirring wms continued end the mixture wes cooled 
to 3®, Having e suepenaion of the amine hydrochloride in a finely 
divided state* fwo cubic centimeters of concentrated bydrochlorie acid 
was added, th^oi a solution of 0«17 g* (0*0025 mole) of sodim nitrite in 
13 ce« of water mis added dTOpwise during; SO minutes* To the mixt\ire 
was added 10 ce. of lOji sodim hydroxide, followed by dropwise addition 
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Of 0.4 g. (0.00278 mold) of/^-auphthol in 15 oc. of ^  sodim hyd^oad-de, 
A bxi^t red orejQge color developed In the mixture as the allcelin® solU!«» 
tion im0 added* The cooling h&th ims removed, »nd atirriag was continued 
for 1»5 hours# fhe red solid m.B filtered off and dissolved in ether, 
and the ether solution was is^shed ^th dilute alkali and with imter* 
Introduction of chloride caused separation of g. of 
dodeeoxsreniline hydjpoohloride, v^ieh was filtered off. The filti^te 
was washed idth water and dried over calcium chloride, the solvent was 
removed, and the residiMal dai^c red solid yms taken up in hot alcohol, 
%on cooling, the solution deposited 0,23 g. (43.£9^} of l-i^dodeooay-
pheaylezoJ-S-naphthol as tiny red needles, m.p. 80-92®. The dye was 
^uite soltdsle is ether, alcohol, pet. ether (60«6S^)|, ecetone, and 
olive oilJ it wee slightly soluble in methanol. 
Anal. Caled. for CggHggO^g* S^vmdt K, 6.S9, 6.61. 
Preperetlon Of l-(p»tetr8decozyphegrla2c)~&»D8phthol. 
Ci4pg^Cg^4^CioH60&-/5l One ?nd seventy-three himfiredths grssss (0.005 
aole) of j;;-t©trsdeco2yeailia© lydrochlorid® ws eoaverted to a fine 
Buepension in BOO ec. of water as described in {1}« To the cold (0®) 
stirred suspension was added 7 cc. of concsntrsited hydrochloric acid, 
foUewed by dropisise addition of a solution of 0.552 g. (0.0051 laole) 
of sodim nitrite in IS c«» of water. Stirring was continued at 0-5© 
for 1.'^ hours, then 45 ce. of sodiua aydrozxde was Jidded dropwise 
during ^  minutes. A solution of 0.79S g. (0.0055 sole) of i^-naphthol 
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is 4& dd* of 9^ sodim taydroxide -was added dropirise during SO mioutes, 
asd the r«8\3Xtia{; deep red mixttire was stirred for ose-balf hour. "Fhe 
mixture ma extracted ulth ether> the ether solution -ms imshed with 
dilute alkali asd with water, asd wee dried* latroduetion of gaseous 
ehloride gare e precipitate of 0.10 g« of ji-tetradeeoaQraniliae 
hgrdroehloride* The filtrate from the latter was washed with water asd 
dried OTor e&lelm ehloride and the ether was r<»ioTed* The residual 
©il was takea up ia about £00 oo# of 3t2 methenol-absolute alcohol laijr 
ture aad the solution was filtered and cooled, glTlBg a deposit of 1.43 
g, of tiiQr red needles. This was recrystallized (Norit) froia the same 
80lT®Bt to give 1.3 g* {S6.S$£) of l-'(£-tetradeeo3Qrphemrle2o)'*'8-aaphthol, 
lt.p, 31.5^3^. The cmpouad exhibited about the ssme solubility as the 
l^dedeeyl honolog. 
Anal. Oalcd* for C3o94(^#g» H, 6.C». foundi N, 6.07, 6.10. 
S. Freoeratloa of l''tip~hexadeeoxyph9Pyl&3B»1-a*naphthol. jrJ£" 
?iTe-t^ths of a gmm (0,00135 mole) of ^ -hexe-
deeo3^asill]ie hydrochloride was suspended in ^ ce. of water as de­
scribed ia (1|. To the cold (0®) stirred suspeneion wes added 2*,2 cc. 
of oonoentrsted l??^droeblorlc add, followed by dropwise eddltion of a 
solution of 0.097 g. (0.0014 »ole) of sodium nitrite In 10 ce, of 
water. The ffilxture was stirred for 1 hour, 15 cc. of S.S^ sodium 
hydroxide was edded, then a solution of 0.238 g. (O.OOE molej of/3-naph-' 
ia 15 ee« of ^  sodluta hydroxide was added dropwise, and stirring 
ims continued at 0-5° for 1.5 hours. The crude product was obtained 
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from the oixt^e aa deseribed la the preceding preparation^ ^nd th«B 
was errstallized (Iforit) froa 300 ce, of aleohol*^ gi^iog 0.1 g» 
©f l-»(j^he3mdeeoxyphe83rlazo)''S~i3iaphthoI as a red-orange poi^er^ m«p» 
82-64®, fh® solubility i»as approximately the same as that of the 
j^tetradeeyl homology 
Acml, Cfelet# for *• 5,73, Foundt N, 5,66, S«5£, 
Mixed Keltitte Points> 
111 Mixturet Micyla aret Seftea Melt 
C^g and 0^4 70® 72-74° 
and 69.S 71-75 
The melting points of the pure craapotaads ares C^g# 80-Sgoj C14, 
81,5-8S0t Cig, 0S-84®, 
B, Froa Loag-Ciiained Salfaailaaides, HgJTGg^^SOgKBS* 
!• Freparatioa of l-/^{H-a-dode^lsalfoaamido)-phei3grla»^-&» 
£-£^ls%sKa80sC,a4»Kl0%0H-/a One and eighty-five htauiredths 
grm» (0«005 smlel of jg^(lff»&-dodeoyl8ulfonamido)-aniline hydrochloride 
(199) was suspended ia £00 oe» of hoilisg aeetie acid with Tigorous 
stirring* Six ctibie eentimeters of conewtrated tordroehlorie aoid ims 
added £ad the aixtsre was cooled to 0°. A solution of 3,79 g. (0«00f^ 
sol^e) of sQdim nitrite is £0 oo« of water was added dropwise and the 
{199j This oompoynd was prepared in the manner descrihed mder K-Cp-
BBt^ iieha^a«as8ulfoarl} n-ogtadeeylamiae. Mr. L* £• j^ppersoa kindly 
piQTided an autheatie sample for a mixed melting point determina­
tion* 
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mixture ims stirred for 40 minutosj then 50 ee, of sodiwt l^droxld* 
m« added, followed "bj th® addition of 0*95 g. (0«0064 iK^le) of/?-ne.ph* 
thol la ee. of ^  soditm lgrdroxld», ?he mixture was stirred for E 
honors at 5-10®, then for 1 hour at room tmporattire. fhe solid ims 
filtered off and extiraeted with hot benzeae, the bsasene solution was 
treatad with lydTOgwa chloride and filtered, then was mished with water 
asd dried oirer ealoitm ehloride« ?!» benzene was reraored, aad the 
residml red-pui^le solid was eztraeted with 100 oe* of ]tot aeetofie, 
lesviBg 0.60 g« (gO.l^) of l-^/S-{BHi-flofleoyIsulfoBtmldo)-pheayla!eo7*2* 
saphthol as tisy, bri^t red plates, m*p« 163-164*^« The dsre was quite 
soluble 1& waztn aloohol, warm olire oil» warm beaseae, aad petrolem 
ether; it w^s sparisgly soluble Izi ether asd !u>t acetoae* 
Aaal* Caled* for CgeHgTOgl^sSi N, 6«48. fotindi K, S«36, 8«41. 
£• greparetioa of l-^|[j»{li*jjg;*ootadeeyleulfo3aamido)'>phepylag^-S» 
a&phthol. jK|^^g%7llB80gCgH^31!Cxo%OH-^. One and sizteeB-hundredths 
grams (OyOOIgS mole) of j|^(H*»&-oetadecr/lsulfoaaaide)-aniline hydro-
ehloride was susp«etded in 200 oo* of hot water with yigorous stirring, 
a little soap harlsg been added to aid the dispersion* With continued 
stirring, the mixture was cooled to 0°, 2 cc. of concentrated hydro-
ehloric acid was added, and a solution of 0«186 g« (0«00£7 laole) of 
sodim nitrite was added dropwise* Stirring was continxied for 1 hour 
at 0-S^, th^ 30 ee, of sodim hydroxide was added, followed by 
dropwlse addition of a solution of 0»4S£ g, (0.003 mole) of/5-naphthol 
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IB SO ee* ©f ^ sodlm l^droilde, Tlie cooling bs^ th was rmore^ snd the 
mixture use etirred for 2 bours, th«a was extractefi with benzeue. Treat-
m«at of the b«a%ese solution with hydrogen chloride geve O.g g» of 
Starting aaterialj which was filtered off, fhe filtrate was washed with 
dilute alkali, and dried with oaleiutt chloride. Most of the benzene 
was resaoved, « little aethenol was edded» and the resttlting bright red 
preeipitate was filtered off. The solid wes crystallized froa e mixture 
of sethesol and aeetone» giring 0,18 g. of l-/i-{ir->yoetadeeyl-
8ulfosamido)-pheE7laz^*S«Qaphtl»l fts a red micro-crystellise powder, 
m.pi* IS&^X'59*5°^ The solubility of the product was about the same as 
ttot of the j|^odecyl hoawlog with the exception of e greeter solubill-ty 
in acetone* 
Anel, Caled* for H, 7«g5» i'ounds H, 7.10, 7,16» 
Mixed Melting Point of the Preoeding Two Deri-ratires, 
A 111 aixture softens et 151® and melts at 158-160°, 
Attaapts to Sulfonate 1?rl-a*oetadeeyl&miEe, 
1» With Aeetio Anhydride and Coneeatrated Sulfurle Acid {S00)« 
Flire gj^s (O.^SS mole} of tri-»-oet«deoyleaine ws.a pieced in & SOO ee, 
round>bott<^ed, -Muree-ned^ed flask fitted with a stixTer« dropping 
f^cB&al, and dzylng ttibe, Itth gentle stirring, 50 ce» |5S*7 g,; 0*5£5 
^le) of aeetie anhydride wea added dropwise, forming s ereaay siuspension, 
(SOO) Sulfoxuatlon aixtura deseribed by Treibs, Ber,, 70, 85 (1937), 
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fiui Stt0p«a«ioa was cooled to 0O» 15 co. (27,2 g»i <1*23 mole) of eold 
{®®), eoseeatrated srulfwlc acid was added dropwise with stirrisg^ and 
atirrii% was eontia^d at Q® for 1,8 hotirs, and at for 2 hoars. The 
eooliflil bath was r«toTed asd atirzlsg was eontisusd at rooa taBiperature 
for 18 hoars, Ifa ohaag® in the appearance of the mixture waa noted# 
The t«Bip«j®ture was raised to S5® aad the warm mixfcure waa stirred for 
IS hows, during i&ieh time the amine disaolvad, forming a clear, browiit 
Tether Tissoua solution. No eToltition of gas was noted* The solution 
was cooled, the resulting suspension wets poured into water, the 
solid ms filtered off and crushed on a porous piste, HsTiag dried^ 
the solid tl) weighed §,8 g, snd aelted at 63-78®, One gr^ of (IJ waa 
heated with 1 g* of potaasiuai hydroxide in SO ee* of 50jl alcohol for 4Q 
ffiinutes. The fixture was cooled, the liquid was poured off, and the 
residual solid wub treated twice more in the sewe manner. The product 
was crystelliaed from ethyl acetete, giving 0,S6 g, of solid which 
melted at The solid wea identified as tri-n-octedecylsmine 
through the hydrochloride (m.p, and laiied 93-95*^}* Another 1 g* 
portion of ClJ was treated with Jforit in 15 oc, of boiling ehsoluta 
alcohol and the solution was filtered and cooled, giving 0#61 g» of 
white petrder, iB,p, 70-66®. This was treated with alkali as described 
Bb©T« and the residual solid was crystallized from ethyl acetate, giving 
0,48 g, of tri-j^oatadeeyl4smine. The saaa procedure was applied to the 
r®aaindar of (I), giving 3,1 g. of tri-n-octadecylamine. The total 
amount of amine recovered unchanged was 4.13 g,, or 82.ejt, If (I) was 
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eoBsldsr»d as being entirely araine s-ulfate, the reooveiy «as approxlaiete-
ly XOO^. liraiporation of the aq^ueous filtrate froia (I) gave 0,09 g, of 
blaek solid which was not worked vp, 
2. With Aeetie Aahrdrlde and ymtiag Sttlfurlc Aeid» Five graHte 
{0*00^ mole) of tri-E-octadecyla»ine was suspended in 60 ce» {53,7 g»| 
0«S^ mole) ©f acetic anhydride, the suspension was cooled to 0^° 
(stiTTiiig}, and 15 ec. (0.068 mole) of 20^ oletsa (cooled to 0^) wes 
added dropwtse. Stirring was continued at 0° for 1 hour, then the 
temperature was allowed to rise to 10® during 3 hours, and was held 
at 10^ for 10 hours. Ifo change of color or darkening was noted* ?he 
aixture stood at room temperatxire for 36 hotira, after which it was 
daiJc red-brown in color* The mixture was stirred at 50° for 3*5 hours, 
tium was poured into crushed ice, and the agueotis mixture was filtered# 
fhe residtud solid was washed with 509^ alcohol and dried in a Tacum 
desiecator. It th«i weighed 5,3 g, end melted at 76-80° (!)• This 
product was treated with 3 g> of potassiast hydroxide in 100 cc« of 
boili% SOjl alcohol. Th« residual solid waa washed with dilute alcohoX 
and was oxystallized from ettqrl acetate, giving 4.1 g« of tri-^ 
octade<^l^ine, a reeovexy of 
fhe aqueous filtrate from (I) was evaporated to 200 cc., diluted 
to 500 ec., then concentrated to 200 cc. to r^ove acetic acid. The 
solution was neutralized with barium carbonate, the precipitate was fil­
tered off and washed with warm water, and the combined filtJ^te and 
washings were concentrated to 175 cc. Cooling caused separation of a 
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flaric solid (11) whicli was filtered off and redlSBolred in 600 cc» 
of boill&g irater. The solution was boiled with Sorit, filtered, aad 
evaporated to dxyssas, leaving 4*05 g, of pale yellow* eiyatalllne solid 
Cm), ifeich was veiy difficultly soluble in boiling water* Treataeat 
with ooscentrated Isydrochloric acid gare no eTolution of gas, therefore 
Un) was not baritm carbonate. A suspension of (III) in cold witer 
gaire a i^ite precipitate upon addition of sulfuric acid, and the sara© 
result was obaerrad with a solution of (HI) in slightly diluted hydro­
chloric acid. Hence bariiai pi^sumably was present. Ignition of (III) 
gave a ifeite residue which was sosRiewhat soluble in water, forming a 
basic solution, Trea-faaent of the ignition residue with IO56 hydrochloric 
acid gave hydrogen sulfide (lead acetate test)} hence sulfur was 
present, ^alysis of (IH) showed 45,9?6 bariiaa present, 
fhe aqueous filtrate froa (II) was evaporated to dryness lesrlng 
a da:^ brown solid, fhis was dissolved in hot water end the solution 
was boiled with Soirit, filtered, and evaporated to dryness, giving 
?,26 g. of redr-browa, crystalline residue (IV). Ignition of (IV) gave 
a white residue, soluble in 105^ l^drochloiie acid with evolution of 
hyd:3^«a sulfide. The acidic solution gave a positive test for bariw 
ioa and for acetate ioa. Apparently (IV) was a mixture of bariua 
acetate and a barim salt of a aulfur-coataining acid. (IV) was insol­
uble in, and gave no color to (cold or hot) the following eolventst 
ether, ethaaol, absolute •thsnol, laethaaol, chloroform, ethyl acetate, 
benzene, glacial acetic acid, pet. ether (b,p, 60-68°), toluene, xylene. 
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aoetoiie» end dioxane* Analysis of (IT) showed 40.236 beritaa present. 
3» With 8016 Oleiau Fire greae {0.0066 mole) of trl-^-octadecyl-
anine was mixed irlth 40 ce, (0.I8I sole) of eold £0^ olexaa, and the 
alxture v&s stirred at 0® for S hottrs, then at £6° for 5,5 hours* 
reaet&oa mixture stood at To<m t«aperetm>e for 10 hotirs, then was 
potired into or&eked iee. The odor of sulfur dioxide «as noted. The 
mixture was diluted to 600 oo. with water, and the brown insolidile 
BaterlaX was filtered off, washed with water, and dried on a porous 
plate* The weight of product was 3.8 g* (X). Two granus of {l) was 
treated with alicall in hot, dilute alcohol and the residue was crsrstal* 
llzed fro» ethyl aeetate, giving 1.1 g. of tri-n-ootedeeylamine. The 
remainder of (I) was treated in the seme way and gave 1#3 g, of tri-a-
oetadeoylaaine. The total reeoveiy was 2.4 g., or 46jl« 
l&e aqueous filtz«te fraa (IJ was evaporated to SOO cc. and ex­
tracted with ether. No eolor was reeioved by the ether, and a similar 
result was obtained with pet. ether (b.p. 60-68°), Evaporation of both 
extracts to dryness left no residue. The aqueous layer was diluted to 
500 ee., and was neuti^lized with barium carbonate. The precipitate mM 
filtered off, and the filtrate yi&B evaporated to SO ce. and cooled, 
giving about 0*5 g. of brown solid {II) which effervesced upon t«at» 
m®st with ^droehlorl© acid, and gasadaally dissolved. The solution gave 
a white precipitate with sxilfuric acid. Therefore (11) probably was 
bariUB carbosfflite. 
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IX» AttwRPt to Freoer# Tetraklatn-ootaflceylaMinoaetlirDgiethaa*. 
end fortythr^e hundredths grams (0»006S mole) 
&t pemtaaiythrltgrl bromide (SOl), 14,82 g» {0,035 mole) of a-octadscyl-
8«ic#, aad 40 ee, of absolute alcohol were heeted in a sealed tub© for 
9 b&'ara et 179-185®* fhe iwactioa mixtiare -bes trsEsferred to a fla^, 
200 oe* of 8leoh£>l wss added, a»d the niiittire ws® heated to boiling, 
giTiag a deer eolution. Cooling ceused deposlticn of 1«92 g, of »Mte 
soli4» m.p, 92-97® (I), This was eryat&lllzed twice from besizene, 
ginag 1.83 g, of solid, a.p, 93-100.8° (11). 
fhe filtrate from (I) was eT&porated to a browa oil, -shich was 
subjected to eublimetlon under aspirator vacuum- The temperature waa 
held at 110® and the following fraetioits of white crystalliixe solid 
were tatfeeas after 1.25 hours, O.IS g., m»p» 35-1410} after 6,5 hours, 
0.64 g., Bup, 85-142°i after 11 hours, 0,35 g,, m.p, 105-140°. Th® 
three fraetioss vere combined and refluxed with ^ potassius ^ ^droxidc 
(i» SOJI al^toX) and the mixtuxe was cooled, giTiog a ssiall an^ouct of 
oil end 0,64 g, of peataerythrityl bromide (m.p* £ad iidxei .Ti.p, 157,5-
1§9°), 
A (ii;»litative analysis of (II) showed Ditrogen and bromine to be 
present, treatment of 0.1 g, of (II) with hot alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide (Sjl), follofwed \fy ecidific&tion with nitric acid and edditioa 
(801) Prepared eeoording to the directions of Shurink, Org, Syntheses. 
73 (1937). 
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of aleoliolie silver nitrate gave a precipitate of silver broside. This 
iadleated tlie preswsee of an amine salt. Aeeordingly, 0*64 g* of (II) 
vas heated for 1 hotir ifith 1 g* of potassium faydrozide in S5 ce. of 
8deolK>l» the mixture vas cooled, and the liquid was poured off. 
fhe residual solid was treated three times with hot 50Sf alcohol, leaving 
0«56 g* of *Mte solid, m.p, 63-64,6° (XIIK This was treated with 
hfdwigen chloride in a mixture of pet, ether (b,p. 60-68®J and benzene, 
and the resulting solid was oiystallized from benzene^methanol mixture, 
giving 0.52 g« of white powder, m.p, 100-165°. The latter was treated 
with alkali in hot dilute elcohol end washed as described above, leaving 
0»4? g, of solid, a.p« 63-64°, A mixed melting point with (III) showed 
no depression* 
One-tenth gram of (III) was treated with 3,5 cc, of 40!t hydro-
brosde acid in 7 co. of alcohol, giving a solid melting at 90-150°, 
Several crystallizations from benzene and from pet, ether (b.p» 60-68°) 
did not taring the solid to a sharp melting point, 
Coapomd ill) was analyzed for nitrog«i, 
foimdt H, 4,49, 4,44, 
This result was closest to agreMient with the per cent of nitrogen in the 
tm possible reaction products, (Cj^gHgi^HHCHgjgCCHgBr (a), and 
{C]^37lf^%)4C*BBr (b), the calculated per cents of nitrog«B being 
4,42 and 4,57 respectively. Therefore a molecular weight determination 
was naa on (II) the East method after a determination on a known 
high molecular weij^t ccniipound had been made. 
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Molecular Weight* frl-B.-octade<!yl«iiilne H^droehlorids, 
Calcd. for (a-C2^g^i7)gS*BCli Mol. -rfc., 310.4. foutjd: Mol, wt<j 
Ifoleeular Weight* Gcmpound {II)« 
Celcd* for (a) «boT«: Mol, wt,, 980,4} Caled, for (b) aboves Mol, 
wt., 1&&4*9« fouad for {U}$ Mol* «t,, §94» $££• 
Therefore {II) did aot correspond to these possible products. 
The residue of the vacuutt sublimation previously described iras 
8uhJested to vaetm distillation and gave 4.5 g. of material boiling 
at 150-160®/3 The distillate solidifisd on cooling, and was identi* 
fied as B-octadecylaaine by conversion to K-phenyl-H*~nroctadecylnrea, 
rnmp, and mixed ®.p, 99-100®. The residtie of the distillation was 
esy»talll2ed froM alcohol, giving a pale yellow solid, m,p. 96-1500 
(IT)» This was treated with potassium hydroxide in 50§C elcohol, and the 
residtwil solid was crystallized from alcohol (Horit) to give 0.71 g. of 
white solid, M,p, 68-70® (Y)» This was crystallised from alcohol, 
giTiae a solid laelting &t 70»7£®, end treataent of the latter with 
kQrdrog^ chloride in alcohol gave glistening plates, ja.p» 172-176°, The 
letter product was shown to be di-^-octadecylamine l^^drociiloride by 
conversion to ii.K —di-^octadecylures, a,p. and mixed w.p, 63~65® (gO£i^, 
©lersfore (V) was di-a-octadecyleaine. 
The filtrate from (IT) wes treated with hydrogen chloride, giving 
(202) Mr# W. I, Barber kindly provided an authentic sample. 
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a Bolid meltiag st U53-177®, Evaporation of the filtrate gave a brown 
•olid wMch was treated with. Merit in eleohol to give white crystals, 
ffi.p, 145-17S0, Tiia two fr&ctions were combiaed {l.Ol g.) and refluzed 
with potaBsiw l^droxlde i» SOJt alcohol for 2.5 hours. The product was 
washed with hot dilute alcohol, and was crystallized from alcohol to 
give 0*6 g, of di-a-oetadecylamiiie, identified as descilbed for (VK 
X* Metalatloaa of Loag-Chaiaed Oomoounda. 
A* Preparation of Coaoounds* 
1« Freparatton of K-EthyldipheaylBmine (203), Thirty-three mi. 
©ight-teaths grsas (0,8 mole) of diphenylamine and 46,2 g, (0«3 mole) of 
dietJjyl sulfate were heated on a ateaa bath for 20 houra tmder reflux. 
The -mm, laixture waa poured slowly with stirring into 20Q ce, of 
last sodixm carbonate und the mixture was stirred at 50-60° for 2 hours. 
The mixture wea extracted with benzene, the benzene layer waa washed 
with water, and then ms shaken with 100 cc, of concentrated hydro­
chloric acid and left in contact with the acid oTsralght, A crystal* 
line solid separated at the interface, and was reejoved by filtration on 
a Sooch exiiclble, giving 2»3 g, of dipheaylemine hydrochloride. The 
benzene l^er was sepai^ted from the filtrates r;nd dried over sodium 
salfats. B«aoval of the benzene followed by vecutm distillation of the 
(SOS) Prejpsred according to directions given Slbson and Tining, 
J. Chea. Soo., 340 (19S2). 
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residual oil gare 18.8 g* of browE liiitild» b.p« 145-148®/® sm. This 
product *as redistilled* giring 16.7 g« (42,^) of N-ethyldiphenylsffline, 
b.p* 141-14g°/8 wa. 
PreoaratioB of K-a-^dodeeyldiDheaaylaaaine* TMrty-three and 
»i^t-t®aths grma {0,2 mole) of diphenylamiae and £4.8 g, (0.1 sol®) 
of j;~dod®cyl brjssid® were mixed in a 200 cc» roimd-bottoiEed flaak, and 
the ffiixtur* was haated (under an air condenser) at ISS-'l^S® for 10*5 
hours. "The rsBCfeion laixtxire was extracted with dry sther, leaving 12,3 
g» of diphenyl&sine i^fdrochloride. The ether solutioa was saturated 
with hydrogen chloride, causing precipitation of 11.3 g. of diphenyi-
emia® Jjydroehlorid®, which was removed by filtration. The filtrate wa® 
washed with 10^ potasaium hydroxide and with water* and waa dried over 
ealeim chloride. The ether was r^ioved tjid the residue was distilled 
ttnder vecuos^ giving 14»1 g. of pale yellow liquid, b.p# 175»21g®/3 sua. 
fhie waa redistilled to give IS.O g« (35»^) of K-n-dodeeyldiphenylsmine, 
b.f, im^nOZVB iBm.j n|^ 1.543£. 
^sal. Caled. for Cg4H32^t K, 4*16« founds K, 4.32, 4*30. 
3* greparetion of ?herarl it-Tetradeeyl Sulfide* This coapound was 
prepered by the method used by Ipetieff and co-workers (£04) for the 
preparation of ^ aayl phenyl sulfide. A solution of 11.0 g« (0*10 mole) 
of tMophenol and 8,6 g. (0.10 mole) of potassitsR bgrdroxide in 25 ee» of 
(£04) Ip&tieff, Pines, and Friedmann, £. M. Gheei. Sac., 6g^ 2732 (1938}* 
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aleohoX ms heated to 80° on a water bath, and 27»7 g, (0»10 mole) of 
»-tet2«de^l broaide tma added dropwlse during 40 minutes. The mixture 
was refluxed for S hoiirs» diluted with water to dissolve the precipitate 
of potassiuffi brcwide» and extx^^oted with ether. The ether solution was 
w&shed sueeessiTely with water, potaesium hjrdroxide, and water, and 
was dried orer calcium chloride. The ether was refoaoved, leeTlug en oil 
which solidified on standing* The crude solid was crystallized twice 
from an alcohol-acetone mixture to gi^e 18.£ g. (59.^) of phenyl n-
tetrsde^l sulfide as glistening white plates, m.p. 39*5->41*5^« 
Anal. Calcd. for S, 10.4&. Founds S, 10.55, 10.!)9. 
B» Metalatlons {805). 
!• Attempts to Metalate IHBthyldiphegylamlne. 
a, A solution of 8.0 g. {0.0406 mole) of N-ethyldiphenylamine 
ia 20 cc» of ether was added dropwlae to a stirred solution of approxi-
3»ate2y 0.08g aole of n-butyllithiua (S06) in 80 cc. of ether end the 
olxttire was refluxed and stirred for 20 hours. The color test for an 
(gQ©J ^e aetalatlons were run under an atmosphere of pure dry nitrc^«i 
in the custonary apparatus, which consists of a round'-bottomed^i 
three-necked flask, fitted with s dropping funnel, a mercmy-
sealed stirrer, and a Hopkins condenser. 
(206) Prepared by adding £4.4 g, {0.178 mole) of n-butyl bromide to a 
sta^ension of S.50 g. (0.361 g. etam) of finely cut lithium in 
80 eo. of dry ether in the apparatus described above. The solu)» 
tion was filtered thro\agh glass wool prior to use-
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orgaBc®®tallic eoaapoTjad (207) ime positive at the sad of this period. 
•The areactloa mixttrre *ss caitonated by pouring it upon crushed solid 
cailsoii dioxide, aad was acidified irith dilute hy<^2S3chloric acid# The 
ether layer (I) was washed with 100 ce, of lOj^ lydroclilorio aeid, then 
with £00 CO. of 1055 potesaiuB hydroxide, and was dried orer sodiua 
sulfate* 
fhe alkaliBs aartract was acidified with dilute hydrochloric 8cid> 
giirix^ a turbid saixtUTQ irijieh was extracted with ether. The ether 
aolution was dried, the ether wag distilled, end the residual oil was 
takea up itt pet. ether (b.p. 60-S8°), Mo crystals were obtained fay long 
eooliags therefore, the mixture w&s dissolred in ether smd the ether 
solution was washed thoroughly with water. The solrent was removed, 
the residue was steam distilled to rmove valeric acid, and the residue 
of %h» steam distillation w&s taken up is ether, the solution was dried* 
and the ether was removed. The oily residue was dissolved in e mixture 
of pet. ether (b.p. 60-68°) and absolute alcohol, and the solution was 
boiled with Sbrit, filtered, and cooled in ice. No crystels were ob» 
taiaed. Ihe solvent was removed, leaving 0.7 g. of thick, orsnge-
yellow oil, »^eh was treated with 50 cc. of hot SfL sodium bicarbojiate, 
whereupoa part of the oil dissolved. The mixture was extracted with 
ether (II), acidified with hydrochloric acid, and again extracted with 
ether. !Ehe resulting ether solution was evaporated, leaving en oil which 
(207) ®llHan and Schulae, £. ^  Chm. Soc.. 2002 (I9g§). 
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waa dissolved in a mixture of pet. ether (b,p» 60-68°) and absolute 
aleobol* After standing for several days in the refrigerator, the 
solution deposited 5-10 ag. of N-phenylenthranilic aoid, m.p. «nd mixed 
m,p. 183-184° (E08}» Apparently this acid eame frc^ a small of 
diph^sylamine pres«it in the starting material* 
®io ether extraet |I1) of the mixture obtained by the hot bicar­
bonate treateaent was dried and the ether was eroporatedj leaving about 
0,5 oe. of thiek brown oil. This was dissolved in pet, ether Cb,p» SO­
BS®), »ad the ablution was cooled to give 5-5 mg« of S-phenylanthi^nilie 
adid» identified by a mixed melting; point. The filtrate from this acid 
was eooled in dry ice-acetone mixture to give sbout 0.1 g. cf pel© 
yellow solidy which, after having been imshed with pet, ether (b.p. 60-
68®), aelted at 115-130°« This was recrystellized froE pet» ether {b.p« 
60-68®) giving about 0,®S g« of alaost colorless crj'-stels, m.p* 112-
Th^ latter was crystallized several times from slightly diluted 
aeetic acid, giving 5-10 mg. of solid nelti^ at 108-112°, This solid 
hs.6 not been identified. 
The ether was rasoved from the original ether layer (I) end the 
residue was etib;;eeted to vacuu» distillation, giving 5.2 g. of K-
ethyldipheayleaine, a recovery of 6S^. 
b, A solution of 8,0 g* (0.0406 tiole) of S-ethyldiphei^luiaine 
ia ^  ee, of ether was added as in (a) to e solution of epproximately 
(£08) Authentic sample kindly provided by Mr. S. M. Spetz, 
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O.dSS Hiole of j|-btttyllitbiiai In 100 oc. of ether, ?jaia the mixture w*.a 
stirred aad reflured for £7,5 hours, The eolor teat wae positiTe at the 
end of this period. The reaction mixt\a»e was carbonated es in (e,)> 
aeldified with cold dilute hydTOchloric acid, and the ether leyer (I) 
W8B washed with 200 cc. of lOjt potassium hy<ii'OXide and with 200 cc» of 
VSft hydroehloric aeid {II)• The potaasim hydroxide extract was ined-
•«rt«fflitly lost, hence no infoxaation on the possible acidic products 
was obtained* 
fhe original ether layer (I) was dried over sodim sulfete, the 
ether was rmoved, and the residue wes vacuu® distilled, giving 4,6 g. 
of 5-'ethyldiphea:rl8aine, b.p. 137-144®/' and 1,0 g, of dark brown 
liquid, b,p, lSS-204®/'^ The recovery of If-ethyldiphanyl-amina ?fas 
S7.8SI. 
fhe aeid extract (II) was aede stoline with >>otraeslm ^droxide, 
then slightly acidic with «.cetie aeid, whereupon a small saount of brown 
preeipltate separated. "Siis was filtered off and crystallised froa pet, 
ether {b«p, 60-68°), giving about 5 sag, of N-phenylanthranilic acid, 
e, A solution of 8,0 g» (0,0406 mole) of K-ethyldipheBjl-
amine (g09) In 80 cc, of ether was added to a solution of approximately 
0,082 iwjie of n'-butyllithiwa in 100 cc. of ether and the mixture was 
refluxed for 29 hours, fhe color test was positive &t the end of this. 
tlBie, fhe reeetion nixture was carbonated as in (a) and acidified with 
(S09) ifeterlal recovered from previous runs. 
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l^droehlorlo a©id» mthov layer (I) wms washed with S50 ce, of IO56 
potagsioB hfdroxlde, th«Q with 200 ec, of lOjt hydfocliloric aeid (II), 
a&d with water, and was dried. 
The aUcaliae extract was acidified with hydroehlorie acid and the 
resultii^ t«itoid aliture was extracted with ether. The ether solution 
was washed with sodim bicarbonate (III) and dried OTer eodim sul* 
fate, and the ether was remoTed, leaving a thick oil. The oil was svib-
jeeted to steam distiUatioa to remore residual valeric acid and then 
was dissolved in 60 ec, pet, ether (b.p, 60-68°), Cooling gave no 
crystals, nor did evaporation to SO cc, followed by cooIIbk say 
precipitate. The solvent was removed, the residual oil w&s taken up in 
slightly diluted alcohol and the solution was boiled with Norit, fil­
tered, asd cooled. No solid separated, Ivaporation to a smaller volvme 
following Isy cooling ca\ised separation of an oil. The mixture was 
allowed to stand several days in the refrigerator, but m ciystallization 
occurred* Attmpts to crystallize the oil from diluted acetone, pet« 
ether (b,p, £8-380), methanol, and acetic acid were unswocessf\il. The 
oil was redissolved in 10j( potassium hydroxide, the solution was acidi­
fied sad extracted with ether, and the ether ojlution was evaporated to 
a viscous oil (2 g,). The latter was treated with Norit in absolute 
alcohol afid the solution was filtered and cooled, giving no solid. Most 
of the alcohol was rmorod and the residual thick liquid was cooled 
seves:^ hours im an ice-salt mixtiirej no solidification occurred. The 
remainder of the alcohol was removed under vacuum and the residual thick 
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oil ims allGwafl to stead ia the refrigerator for sereraX days* Ko 
erystellization w».a observed* Aa ettempt to •acut»-8t4>lime & product 
from tha oil was not sttoeossful# Loag oooliag in contact with a little 
pet* ether (b.p. 60-68°) ^ Te no crystals. 
fhe ether «a« reaovefi froa the original ether layer (I) end the 
residual oil ms distilled under vaeums givi% 4..3 g* (53.756 recovery) 
of »-etl^ldipheaylamine» b.p. 136~14S°/9 mo** snd 0.8 g, of brown 
liquid* b.p* l?SCy-l?8® {dec.)/lO twi. The recovery of 63.?5^ of the start-
iag meterisl in this run comperes well with the 57,9Jt recoveiy noted 
is the 87.5 hour nm described in ib). 
fhe soditsR bicarbonate extrect (HI) was acidified and extracted 
with ether» the ether solution was dried^ and the ether wes removed, 
leaTl% a i^&ll amoimt of oil havii^ a strong odor of valeric ecid. The 
oil was takKi up in pet. ether (b.p. 6Q-'&8°) snd the solution was cooled, 
giving so solid* 
fhe acid extract (11) was made allcaline with potassiun hydroxide, 
th«a faintly acid with acetic acid. The acidic solution was extracted 
with ether# the ether solution was dried, and the ether was removed, 
leavi% about 0*5 cc* of ^zfc oil n&ich was not further investigated. 
£. AttW^Pt to Prepare II-Ethyl.K.T>henvlfenth»snilic Aeld. (This »cid 
has ^ t been reported in the literature, The method used in this at-
twflpted preparstioE h«s been applied succesBfully to the preparation of 
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li-etl^lcarbazole-2,8-6icarbo2ylic acid (SIO), One gram (0,0047 wole) of 
B-pheijylsnthraailic acid (Sll) was dissolved in ?iO eo, of acetone, and 
£#88 g» (0*01868 fflole) of diethyl stilfete was added* The mixture was 
bested to refluxi% and a hot solution of 6 g« of potaasivaa Ig'droxlde 
in 5 cc# of water wxb added dropwiae with stirring. The resulting 
thicic aixture was stirred end refluxed for 2 hoiirs, SO ce, of acetone 
w&s added, and stirring end heating were continued for one-half hour 
longer# Tki saponify say ethyl esters, SO cc, of water wos added and the 
Mxture was boiled for 6 hours. The mixture wes extxt>ct8d with ether, 
the ether solution was ertracted thoroughly with 10j6 potaesiuB hydroxide, 
end the alkaline extract wae acidified, giving & precipitate of p«le 
yellow solid. This wss ciystallized froisi a mixture of pet, ether (b.p* 
60-68°) and alcohol, giving 0.03 g. of ciystelline solid, a.p. 13S-184®. 
The solid wsB identified es N-phenylanthranilic acid by & mixed s-elting 
point. Partial evaporstioa of the filtrates followed by cooling gave 
no product. 
3. Attempts to Metalate K^n^itodegyldipheHrlemine* 
&• Five grsims (0,0148 laole) of N-a-dodecyldiphenylaffiine wes 
dissolved in 15 oo« of ether and the solution was added with stirring to 
approxtaistely 0.03S mole of ^ -butyllitbiiBi in 80 co, of ether. The 
mixture was reflxixed for 24 hoursj a color test was i)08itive at the end 
(SIO) S. M. Spatz, unpublished results. 
(EU) Kindly provided by Mr. S. M. Bpetz. 
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Of this time. The reeetioa mixture was earbo&ated «poE solid eerboa 
dieacidet aixtur® was soidified with isl iydrochloric acid, end the 
ether layer Cl) was mshed with 8!K> ee, of 1(^6 potassim hydroside. 
The aUcaliae extract was acidified with hydrochloric acid and 
extracted with ether. The ether sclutioa was dried and the ether was 
reaoTed, learii^ about 2 ce, of brown oil haring s strong odor of valeric 
acid* The oil was subjected to steam distillatioa, leaving a clear 
residual aqueous layer (II) with no oil or solid admixed, even after 
strong eooling. 
The origiml ether layer (l) was dried and the ether was removed, 
leaving a brown oil. This was vacum distilled to give 4,76 g» of N-^ 
dodecyldipheiQrlaaine, b.p. 198-g04®/2 nm., a recovery of 99«39(* 
Tim residual a^eous layer (11) from the stesm distillation ims 
extracted with ether, the ether solution was dried, and the ether was 
removed, leaving only traces of an oil, 
b* To a solution of approximately 0«03E aole of a-butyl-
llthluft la 80 ee. of ether was added a solution of 5.0 g. (0*0148 mole} 
of HHi^dodeeyldlph^ylaaine la SO ee, of ether, and the mlxtixre was 
reflttxed for 51 hours. The color test was positive at the end of this 
tl»e. %e reaction mixture was carbonated es in (a) and then acidified 
with dilute hydrochloric acid. The ether layer was washed with 400 cc» 
of 1^ potassius Isydroxide (la 80 cc» portions), then with water, and 
was dried over ealeiua chloride. The ether was removed and the residual 
oil was distilled toider vacma, giving 4,69 g« of N-n-dodecyldiphenyl-
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eaiR®, a recoTojy of 9S»05S* 
'ShM aUcalin® extract was acidified with iydrocMorie acid and ex* 
tzmcted with ether, aad the ether solution iws wished with 200 ce, of 
S# sodinw bicar^jonate and dried, Eeraoral of the ether left traces of aa 
oil. fhe blearbomte extrect was acidified and extracted with ether» 
the ether solution dried, and the ether was r^ioved, leeTing only 
traces of a liquid haTing a strong odor of •rolerio acid* 
c. Jf%r9 grams (0*0148 mole) of B-je-dodecyldiphei^laiaine was 
added to a solution of appiroxlmately 0.03S laole of n-butyllithliaa in 80 
ce. of ether and the mixture wfis refluxed for 72 hoiirs* A color test 
at the end of this time was positive. The reaction mixture was car­
bonated In the usual menser and then acidified with dilute hydrochlorie 
aeid« ether- Isyer was extracted with 200 cc* of 10^ potessivB 
l^droxtde and with 1?.8 cc. of 2% hydrochloric acid (I)» then washed 
with water and dried. The ether was removed and the residue was dis* 
tilled \mder vacuusi, giving 4.80 g» of N-n-dodecyldiphei^laaine, a 
recovesy of 9^ 
fhe eUcEliae extinct was acidified with hydrochloric acid and ex­
tracted with etherf the ether solution was washed with water end driedj 
and the ether was r®soved, leaving about 0,85 co« of oil having a 
strong valeric ecid odor. TMs was taken up in ether, the solution was 
extracted with ^  soditm bicarbonate and dried, and the ether was 
r^ujved# leaving only traces of an oil* The bieaibonate extract was 
acidified and extracted with ether, the ether solution ^ ms dried, and 
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the ether -ma reaoTefi, leaving only traces of en cil. 
eeid extract (I) was made alksline with potassi«a hysiroalde, 
th®i slightly acia with a«etlc acid. Ko precipitation or turbidity 
was noted* 
3« iietaiatioa of HexaAecylbeaaeae* The sample of hexa4e<^lbes» 
sene (Slg) need in this run was prepared by Mr« £t* H. Meala by the 
Frledel-Crefts aliylation of benaene with ^ hea»decyl bromide, 
A saapensioa of approximately 0,033 iwle of jj-butylsodiua was pre-
pai^d fey stirring 5 g, of sodim wire with 5,23 g« (0*0166 3Bole) of 
dl"i|««feu1ylaeretiEy in SO ce» of imsatTarated-free pet» ether (b.p. 35-
10^} for 1 hour* ?en grams {0*032 mole) of hezadecylbenzene was added 
to the j^butylsodim suspension and the nizture was stirred at roc« 
tmperature for 7g hours# ®tie mixture becaae reiy Tiscous dxirli^ the 
first M hours of stirring so 50 ec. of solvent were added} a like amount 
was added after 48 hovtrs, and another 50 cc, portion was sdded just 
prior to eaitoonatlon. fhe color test was positive at the end of the 7t 
hours of stirring* ^e reaction mixture was carbonated i^n solid 
@arl>oB dioxide snd acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid. The sol­
vent layer was washed with 200 ec. of IC^ potessiwm ^ droxide, then with 
water, sad was dried over soditim stilfate. 
The alkallae extract was acidified with Iqrdrochlonc acid and 
{mj B.p. £ll-gE80/lS Ma.; 1,4730. 
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trseted *ith ether, aad the ether solution nes ufshed with retert then 
with 2,S^ sofiiuBi bieaxfeonate, end dried. The ether ifss rmoved SBd the 
residual derk oil {about 4 cc»} wes treated with Darco in acetone, Sub» 
sequent te cooling, the acetone solution deposited 0»07 g* of white 
powder, m«p» 85-86° (!)• To obtain sn indication as to whether (I) was 
the expected acid, a neutralization equivalent was run, giving a value 
of 285 as comp83?ed with 346 calctilated for e monoearbosyhexadecylbeBzene. 
Further eoncentrstion of the filtrate from (I) g&ve two crops of white 
solid, which were crystallized from alcohol, giving O.ll g* of micro-
erystalline solid melting at 77-82° and 0*09 g« of solid melting st 76-
80°«. (I) was crystallized from elcohol, giving 0»06 g, of ralcrocrye-
tslline solid, 8S-88®, As yet, these frections hsve not been 
investigated further. 
The crlgisal solvent layer wes evaporated, lesving en oil which 
wss distiUed under VSCUUE to give 6,7 g, of the starting lasteriel, 
b,p. 81g-2g70/l3 lESUi 1.4778. 
4. Att^^pts to Metalate Phearl n-Tetrsdecyl S\ilfide» 
8. To e solution of spproximately O.OS jaole of ji^butyllithlua 
la 80 oe, of ether WES added a solution of 9.18 g. (0.03 mole) of 
pbra^l n^tetradeoyl sulfide ia 30 co. of ether and the resulting mix­
ture was stirred and refluxed for S£ hours. Th© color test was negative 
at the end of this period. The reaction mixture was ceitionated ui)on 
solid carbon dioadde and acidified with hydrochloric acidi "tJi® acidified 
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stlxtar® had a strong aulfurous odor} BO valeric acid odor was detected. 
The ether layer was washed with 300 ec, of S$ potsasitoa Igrdroxide, thMi 
with water# and was dried over sodim sulfate, Reniovel of the ether 
left aa oil which was crystallized from elcohol-acetoiie mixture, giving 
5»9 g. of white piatea, cup. 36-40° (!)• This solid w&s recrystallized 
from alcohol to give 5»3 g, of phenyl j^tetradecyl sulfide, a,p» and 
mixed m.p» 38-41°. The filtrate from (I) was concentrated end cooled, 
glTifig 1»9 g* of pale brown solid. This was crystsllized twice fro® 
eieohol-acetone mixture to give 0,53 g, of phei^l j^tetr&decyl sxilfide, 
3a,p, and laixed m.g, 37,5-41° (the total recovery of phenyl ^ -tetrad^cyl 
sulfide was 64^}* The filtrate was evEporated to a brown oil (1,1 g.) 
which has not been worked up, 
alkaline extract was acidified with hydrochloric acid snd 
extracted with ether# and the ether solution was washed with water and 
dried, ResEovsl of the ether followed toy long cooling of the saall 
littiid residue g%ve 6»10 mg, of benzoic acid, m.p, and mixed m,p, 120-
lSg°» Ito other acidic m&teri&l wes isolsted, 
b. To s solution of approxiiBstely 0,03 racle of ^-butyllithim 
ia 90 cc, of uns&tijiated-free pet, ether (b.p, £8-38°) was added 3,9 g, 
(0,029 ®ole) of ph®iyl n^-tetradecyl sulfide in SO cc, of the s^iaie sol­
vent, The eolution was stirred and refluxed for 4B hours, st the end of 
which time the color test wes positive, Th® reaction mixture ws,s cjir-
bcnated in the •usual irignner end acidified v.lth hydrochloric tcid, giving 
R definite odor of valeric ecid. The solvent layer was washed with 
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SSO oe» of S$ potaesiw hydroxide, then with water, tmd was dried* The 
solyeBt was remored and the residual oil VQS crystallized frcsa alcohol^ 
giTing 8«® g* of phenyl j|-tetradecyl sulfide, m.p, end mixed m.p. 
41° (I), The filtrate from (I) was concentrated and cooled to give 
0»£ g» of phenyl artetradecyl sulfide, m.p. 38-40.5°* The total 
recorejy ©f starting a&terial waa 9£*1$(* 
'Hie alkaline extract was acidified and extracted with ether, and 
the ether solution was evaporated to a small amount of &n oil having 
a strong valeric acid odor. This was taken up in 3-5 cc* of pet* 
ether |b*p. 60-68°) but gave no crystals upon long cooling* 
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DISCUS5I0B 
It was stated la aa iatroduetoiy peongraph that tha piirposa of tha 
iaTastigatioaa dasei^had la this thaala ves to axamlae further the 
lialta of the applieatioa of the pheaomeaoa of hos^logr to loag-oh&iaed 
empoimda, aad at the aaae tise to prepare eompouads which might serre 
as derivatlTes or exhibit some other useful proper^. Therefore, this 
dlseuasloa of the experlmeataX results Is designed to poiat out where 
possible the sueeess or failure of that purpose, 
la the aajorlly of the eases studied* methods applicable to the 
prfl^^ax^tioa ef low molecular weight e<»ipouad8 were fouad to apply also to 
their loi^elmiaed he»tologs with ao naxiced changes ia the conditions of 
the reaetloa* MoreOTer, the physieal pxvperties of the loag-chaiaed 
OQSipoiiada prepared by such reaetioas were obserred to -vaxy regularly ia 
the seT^ntl series» aad to approodLaate values which would be predicted 
trem thos* of the lower structural homologs, Bowerer, in sone eases, 
exevptiotm to the preceding gtmeralities were noted. These will be con­
sidered more fully ia the followiag discussioa of the sevez^ phases of 
the esperiawatal wo3^. 
a-»Oetadeeyl£»lae uaderweat reaction with beazoyl chloride^ 
tolueaesulfoayl chloride, aad j^acetaminobeazeaesulfoEyl chloride tmder 
custcoBazy eoaditioas to giTe good yields of the correspoadiag loag-chaiaed 
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aaldes. These ai^ ciyatalliiie sollda with definite melting points and 
therefow seem suitable as deriTstiTes for characterizing the sjaine. It 
shoiald be noted that ll»(j;»aminobe&zenesulfoi^l)*n*octadeeylajDine was 
observed to atelt at 118#5-120.50, whereas Croaaley and co-workera (104) 
report the melting point of the seme compoimd as 127-130O. Their coa-
poimd was ezystallized from dilute alcohol rather than from aeetone} 
possibly this aoeomnta for the difference* Phenyl isocyanate and phenyl 
isothiocyaaate reacted ssnoothly with ^-oetadeeylaaine giving the corres* 
ponding ttrea aad thiourea in excellent yields. Since these are readily 
prepared in a pure st^te and exhibit comparatiTe:^ high melting points, 
they are the best of the derivatires reported here. The reaction of 
stearoyl chloride with a-octadecylamine, vdiile interesting from the 
standpoint of haaologjrt did not lead to a satisfactory deriTative 
because of great difficulty in purifying the product. 
Di'l^ctadeeylasiina foxmed the expected disubstituted amide by 
reaction with j-toluenesulfonyl chloride, though in lower yields than 
a-octade^lmine* fhe failure of the att«apts to prepare the j|;-acetamino«> 
benzeaesulfoasrl-'dorivatiTe of di-j|-ootadecylamine and the Hhdialkyl-H*-
phei^lurea and -thiourea was due perhaps to iiaproper conditions for the 
reaction of so large a molecule. Apparently, under conditions comparable 
to those applied to lower structural homologs, di-n-octadecylamine did 
not exhibit hi^logx^ of reactions in these cases. 
In attmpt to p3repare tetra-^-octadecyla«)sionivBa iodide was xinsuccess-
ful* Since triaethylamine and j^doco^l brcaaide have been 
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obserred to torn. xrdoeo^srltrimetb3rlaiffiBosi.utt brmldc (134) at a lower 
tospereture tHaa aaploydd here, the failure of this attmpted preparetioa 
secraa to indicate a limit of homology with teirtiaxy eaines* Apparently 
no quatemazy salt fomed, and the high twiperature only aided in the 
abstraction of hydrogen iodide frc» n;-octadecyl iodide by the action of 
the base, tri-j^octadeeylamioe, to fora the salt of the amine* This 
result ims rerified Iqt a cheek run, but still no indication of octa-
deeene was obserred. The obserred formation of the amine hydroiodide is 
diffietilt to align with the results of Qirard and Ibtimeau (135), who 
prepared tetra-n-hexadecylamoniura iodide by passing gaseous ammonia into 
molten a^hexadecyl iodide at 200°, a temperature 20® higher than that 
used here* It would seem that tri~]^hexade^lamine would be an inter* 
mediate stage in their preparation of the fuatemaiy salt, and that 
there would be an even greater tendency for the tertiary amine to ab­
stract IgrdrogMi iodide from the alkyl halide at the higher tc^peratture* 
Sven if any hydrogen iodide formed reacted preferentially with excess 
ammonia rather than the amine, it se«ms the product shotild have been the 
tertiaiy amine and not the qmteztiaTy salt* 
The preparations of the long-chained baitiituric acids and the inter­
mediate K&lonic esters were conducted without difficully vinder customazy 
conditions to give fair yields of products except with the j^octadeeyl 
members. The poor yields of dietl^l etlqrl-l^ctadecylmalonate may be 
attributed in part to the difficiilty in purification by crystallization 
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B&& to losses by deecmLpositiOB when purified by veeutim distillation. 
Ths boiling points of the four esters prepared, of which diettyl ethyl*" 
^•heacadecyliBalOBate end the n-oetadecyl homolog had not been reported 
preriously, rose regularly with increasing chain lengths. The boiling 
points observed weres 170-174°/2 m.} €3^4, 175~177°/1 Hira, j Cxq. 
198»204®/S £0S-2l0°/2 Stanley and co-woi^cers (136) 
reported the boiling point of diethyl ethyl-n-dodecylmalonate as lai-
183®/4 that of the n^tetredecyl houwlog as 172-177®/3 ®«» 
S-lthrl^S-fr-dodecyl-barbituric acid and its n-tetrade<^l» tmd 
j|-he»adec|rl homologs were fozmed in fair yield under the conditions 
used for tbe prspai^tion of lower homologs. However, for the a^cta-
de^l homology a higher teciperature w&s required* It is interesting 
to note that the metlwd «Bployed Iqr Buck and co-woricers (102) for the 
condensation of IH|.«octadecylurea with diethyl ethylisobutylmalonate to 
for» l»3^ctade<^l»5»0thsrl-5-lsobu1yl-bafbituric acid *».8 unsuccessful 
iriien applied to the condensation of urea with diethyl ethyl-n-octadecyl-
mlonate* 
©le melting points of the long-chained barbituric acids described 
here sls^wed a regular decrease from the j^dodeeyl to the n-»hexadecyl 
meabert melti^ point of the n-octadecyl homolog was higher than 
those of the other three* Since the melting points of the lower S-ethyl" 
S-&-al]^l«ba3rbituric acids decrease with increaslxtg chain length, the 
decrease observed with the above three homologs was expected* It may be» 
then, that the melting point curve of the even mcaabers reaches a 
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Bdalaim 1»etw««a ths ^ hezadeejrl and iv-octadecyl mmbers. Therefore, it 
would be interestiag to prepare the corresponding; ^ eicoeyl (Cgg) and 
&»dodo(^l (Cgg) empounda to determine whether their melting points &re 
higher yet than th&t of the j^^oetadecyl Biamber. The melting points of 
aixtiires of the barbitttrie acids with their next higher homologs ex­
hibited considerable depression. Sence these compounds might be used 
as deriTatiires for the corresponding malonic esters, or more indirectly, 
for the tt»alkyl halides* 
The preparetioxss of the homologs of Phenacetin and the intemediete 
ooapounds were effected saoothly by ciustomaiy procedxires. The n-long-
chained-aUcyl j^nitropheiQrl etheM were formed in good yields under 
conditions less drestic than those employed for lower homologs (144), 
and reduction to the coirresponding amines proceeded under ordinary con­
ditions, H^ice the phenoraenon of hmology may be said to spply here. 
Acetylation of the amines to give the homologs of Phenacetin {^-cicet-
aminopheiqrl s^alkyl ethers) also w«s effected by a customary procedure, 
Sawever, the yield of ecetylated product was scffliewhat lower than 
6X|>ecteS, A different method of acetylation, perhaps at higher tesipera-
ture, would doubtless remedy this difficulty. 
The melting points of the higher two long-oheined ethers ere suf­
ficiently high that the o<aspounds might be useful as derivatiTes for the 
long-cheined halides. The mixed Bielting points of the Phenacetia 
htmolegs exhibit considerable depression, a fact which should ma^e 
possible their use as deriTativee, As would be predicted upon the basis 
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of Jioaologf, tli9 melting points of both tixe alisyl jg-nitropheiorl ethers 
aM ths alkyl ^ scetemiBopheuyl ethers increass with increasing chain 
length* 
Th® roaetioa of potassium cyan&te with the long-chained j-alkoay-
anilines ^ ye laisatisfactoiy yislds of th® desired homologs of Euloin, 
Since jg^dodeooxypheissrlttrea and ^ tetradecoayphesgrlurea exhibited no 
sffect on the sense of taste^ perhaps because of great insolubility in 
the secr©tiojis of the mouth# the investigation was not carried further^ 
However, these two cojapotmds and higher homologs might be prepared in 
better yields by repl6Ci:i^ potassim cyanate with nitrouree, according 
to the method used by Biek and co-woricera 110£} for the preparation of 
l0Bgr<!h^i^d lireas such as B-j^hezadecylurea* It should be noted that 
the preparation of substituted ureas by the action of potassius cyanate 
upon wholly aliphatic long-chained amines has been effected with amines 
such as di-j|>oet£ideoylamine (£1S). 
The failure of the att«fflipts to prepare dihydrazides of iong-chain-
stibstituted aalonic acids epparently was due to the fomation of mixtures 
of compounds having appzoxiaate]^ the same solubilities* Since the 
preseaee of two like reactive groups in the long-chained nalonic esters 
enables both mono-' and disubstitution by hydrazine to form, the corres-
fonding mono* and dihyda^zides, it is likely thti.t under the conditions 
msed, this actually occurred* Other possible components of the mixtures 
(SIS) V* !• iBarber, ^published results* 
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ar« coolie ee^poxiRds foxsed by 3?eaetioa of one molecule of Igrdrezine 
with both ester groves of one molectile of long-obained ester, and pro^ 
d^ts resulting from the condensation of one ester group fr<»» e«ch of 
tiR> aoiecules of the malonic ester with one aoleeule of hydrazine. 
Apparently considerable atudy woxild be required to determine condition® 
under which the long-chained malonic esters would be converted largely 
to the desired dihydMzidea. These uneucceseful att«apts to prepare the 
dlhydrazides seem to be an example of tbe limitation of the application 
of hoiaolo^» since dietJ^l ethylrsalonate reacted smoothly with l^drezine 
under the same conditions to glTe good yields of the dihydrazide of 
ethylmalonic acid (1£0). HoweTsr, the preparation of the interaediate 
diethyl ^ alkylmalonstes n&a effected readily by eustoraaiy procedures, 
and the boiling points exhibited e regular increase with increasing chain 
length as would be expected. The boilii^ points observed at two fflllll» 
meters wereJ 158-161®; 168-178°j and 18E-188®. fhe 
boiling point of the n^^tetradecyl hcsmolog has not been reported previous­
ly# "SOT the 3|-dodecyl homo log Eothstein (ISlJ gsve the boiling i)oint 
as S01-g03®/lS ram», and Brigl (152) reported tbe boiling point of the 
n-hexadecyl member as £S8-g40®/l4 kb. 
The long-chBined azo dyes described in this thesis were prepared toy 
a method developed for {Jiazotizing water-insoluble lojEig-chain-substituted 
aniline l^drochloridea In the ctistora&iy aqueous medium. The yields of 
product were rather poor due to the difficul"^ of dispersing the solid 
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aai»e salt as particles saall enough to insure good contact with the 
dia»Jtizing agent* This difficulty might he overcome by the use of a 
different method for preparing the suspension, or by ^ ploying an 
solvent such as glacial acetic acid. An attempt to use the 
mixture of glacial acetic and phosphoric acids described by Schoutissen 
{214} was Tinsuccessful because of the fomation of intractable essiulsions. 
®he dyes prepared from the ^ g^-alkoxyanilines are not suitable 
derivatives since the mixed meltii^ points show veiy little depression# 
Because of their ccmparatively high melting points, the two dyes derived 
from lang~chained sulfanilamides might be used as derivatives, but 
again, a mixed malting point gives little depression* 
^e attempts to stdfonate tri-j^octadecylamine were unsuccessful* 
Only with twwaty per e«Qt oleun did any mailed affioimt of reaction occw 
and this apparently involved deecaaposition of approxiwately half of the 
amine rather than sulfoaation* In the run in which acetic anhydride 
and fn^i^ sulfuric acid were used, the crystalline products isolated 
seming^ were the resiilt of interaction of the components of the svil* 
fonati^ medi\&, for the anounts of these compounds are much too great 
la coaparisoa with the eigh-ty-two per cent recovery of tri-n-octadecyl-
amine to have Qome tTom. the amine itself. The action of chlorostilfonic 
aeid upon the long^chained aliphatic aiaines should be investigated, and 
likewise ths effect of oleua over a long period of time at temperatures 
{214) Sehoutissen, X* Chaai* Soc*. 5S» 4531 (1933|* 
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in the yamg® frcaR 0® to 5°. Perhaps violeat agitation of a sulfonating 
agent with a solution of the asiine in an inert solvent such as ^ tetTn-
cbloroetiiaiie (215) would lead to the desired sulfonation product* 
Tim atteapted preparation of tetrakistn-octade^lamincffliethjrl)-
aethane was tmraeoeasful probably beeauae of the formation of an inter-
mediate product under the conditions employed. The forsuition ox" the 
desired eoaapoimd might be expected to proceed in a steiwine the 
four b»^ne atoms of pentaer/thrit^l bz*omide/^etrakisCbromomethyl}*-
methan^ being sueeessi-rely 3replaoed by n-octadecylamino groups* Hence 
the product isolated sight well rep3resent one of the xntermediete stages, 
and doubtless it would be neeessazy to investigate a great nmber of dif* 
ferMit experimental conditions to discover a set which would give the 
desired esnpound as the major product* iEetii^lamine was reported to give 
^od yields of the lower homolog (161) under the conditions ueed in this 
att«fipti therefore, it seenis that the extension of the phenomenon of 
h^gsology to a»oetadecylsmine in this particxilar reaction is somewhat 
limited, in that special conditions apparently are necessary. Iven so, 
the dlfferenee in reaction is probably only one of rate and not of kind. 
The stu^ of the metaletion of long-chained coiopounds has not 
progressed sufficiently at this time to allow conclusions to be drawn. 
Bovever, the results obtained thus far are suODierlzed here. Xetalation 
®f H-ethyldipheayleiaine with j|-butylllthim in ether yielded a prodxast 
(£15) Polla^, Ifonatsh.. M. 90 (19S9). 
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which meqr be the eaq^eeted S-etlsyl-N-phei^flajathranilic acid, but which as 
yet has not be«a identified. In the light of the results previously 
obtained with dipheaylamixie (167) and N-etbylcarbazole (159), met&lation 
of R-etlgrldipheaylKaiine in the corresponding ortho-poaition woiild be 
expected* 
In all of the attempts to metalate N-_^dodecyldiphecylmine with 
butyllithiua in ether, most of the sttirting material was recovered un­
changed, end no acidic material other than veleric acid wes isoleted# If 
the product from If-ethyldiphenylaMne later is shown to be the expected 
acid, then it would seea that homology of reaction does not apply to the 
higher h<HBolog» H-s-dodecyldiphesylemine* Urith the latter, however, the 
long periods of refluxing in ether aay have lowered the concentration of 
the metalating i^ent (by ether cleavage} to a point below that required 
for aetaiation before the apparently slow metalation reaction could pro­
ceed to asy extent* A batter comparison of the two asiines from the 
hmoli^ standpoint could be isade by subjecting th^ to the action of 
jB-butyHithiUB in an inert solvent s«oh as light petrole\as ether. 
Metalation of hexadeeylbi^zene with ^ butylsodiim in petrolew etl^r 
(b.p. 85-100®) gave an acidic product i^ich as yet has not been identi­
fied. Oxidation of the product should show whether the acidic group is 
in the arcHsatic nucleus or the aliplmtic side chain, for the fomer possi­
bility would yield a phtlmlie acid, i&ereas the latter would yield only 
benssoie acid. It is proposed to react ja-butylsodium with hexadecyl-
hmzm9 prepared by reduction 4»f paliaitophenone (from palaitoyl chloride 
'i 
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ead b«Piz«ae by th© Sri ©del-Crafts reaetioa) and to coj^are the product 
with that obtaiaed from the abore reaction. This work is in progress. 
If the tnfO metalation products are the samet that faet vill be further 
eTid«nce that the hexadeeylbenzene prepared by loag-chained-alkylation of 
benzene by the I^edel-Crafts method has the same straoture as tbat pre­
pared by loBg-ehaiaed-aeylation. 
Fh^oyl-j^tetradeeyl sulfide gave ik> metalation product with a-
bu^llithiw in diethyl ether or in petroleum ether. The isolation of 
a siadl amount of benzoic acid from the ether run agrees with results 
obtaiiMd by Webb {@16)» who Isolated benzoic acid from similar runs with 
methyl, ethyl, and butyl phenyl sulfides* BoveTer, he also obtained 
aetaiation products} for eaample, ethyl phenyl sulfide gere Oj^ethyl-
mereaptob«nzoic acid (170}* On the basis of homolo^, phenyl jj^tetre-
deoyl sulfide should hare yielded _o»j|-tetradeoylmercaptobensEoie acid* 
Bere the large molecule may be too sluggish to react with n-butyllithi\m, 
end the effect of the more reactive agoit, ^ -butylsodim, should be 
InTestigated. Ks metalation product and no benzoic acid was isolated 
fr«m the petroletMi ether run. Webb (216) obtained a similar negative 
result in a forty-five hour rm of methyl phenyl sulfide and ^ -butyl-
lithititt in petrolem ether. 
The long-chained barbituric acids, the long-chained ^ ^cetaiainophenyl 
alkyl ethers, and the long-chained sulfanilamides were prepared with a 
(316) f. J. Webb, tmpablished results. 
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tovard poselble recurrence of the pharm&oologleal effects of the 
lower hmol^s, Beeause of the difficulties iBVol-red in testing these 
iBSOluble ecmpomds, no resxilts of phazmacological tests are aTail&ble 
at this time* Siace all of the l0]ig>chained dyes prepared were soluble 
in olive oil, it was hoped that they might be effective against caps^ 
lated oi^aaiams, *4iere the long chain siqjposedly would penetrate the 
capsule, bringing the active portion of the molecsule Into contact with 
the organiSQ itself* However, no tests toward this end have been Bade* 
Sirough the kind cooperation of Dr* Rachel Edgar snd Miss Virginia 
Ester of the Textiles Chemistry Depaartment, one of the dyes 
tetradeeozyphe]3Qrl&ze}«£*napht]:£0|7 1-® toeing tested for its tintorial 
effect on a niimber of fabrics* Restilts obtained thus far indicate that 
the compoimd has some promise as an agent for dyeiag nylon* 
In conclusion it seems fair to state tlMtt in general the ph«BomenoB 
of homology has been found applicable, without serious liKitations, to 
the several series of long-clBdned aliphstic compounds whose preparation 
and properties are included in these investigations* 
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HOfI OH K0»1»CLATUB£ 
In aaswer to an l&qiiizx regarding tiis naming of oompounda contain-
ixig a loBg-ohaiBed alkoajr group. Dr. £. J. Crane and Dr. Leonard T. 
Capell of the editorial staff of Ch«Bioel Abstracts kindly provided the 
following infoifflation. 
"Chemieal Abstraeta prefers the expound names for these radieals 
over the slightly shorter contraeted forms. Thvis we prefer dodecyloay, 
tetredefsyloxyt eetylo3Q|r (we use cetyl instead of hexadeeyl, althovigh 
hezadecyl is Just as good if you prefer it), and octadeeylozy. le ixae 
perwatheses when the two parte of the name are in alpluibetieal order,, 
and oalt the parentheses when the two parts are out of alphabetical 
order^ tetradecyloxy is used without parentheses (t and o ere out 
of alphabetical order),* 
^erefore, the preferred names for certain coapotinds described in 
this thesis aret {dodecylo:iar)aniline (pp. 7E, 1£8), ^ (octadecyloagrj-
benzole aoid (p, 75), 
deeyloxyphenyljurea (p. 114), l-/]^(dodeeyloxy)pheiylaaio7~8*'naphthol 
(p« XS2)t l-(£»tetradeeyl03ypheBylazo)-S-naphthol (p. 125), j^tetra-
de^leaoraniliae Cp. 123), lr/g»( hexadeeyloay) ph^laz^-g^nephthol 
{p, 124), ead jj^-Chexadeeyloiy)aniline (p. 124). The author prefers 
hexadeeylosqr over cetyloxy for eonsisteney* 
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tnu» deTelopn^t of the oono«pt of h<»aologsr h&a been reTiewed asd 
its applieatloB to long->e&aified alipbatie eompotmds bas been discussed* 
The pb^sioXogieal effects of a number of lon^obai&ed ecoapoiinds have 
been desesribed* 
Hew long^'ebained compounds ecsaprisisg amides, sulfonaoides, 
I^'pheaifXtireas and -thioureas, elkyl jg^nitrophenyl etherSf alkyl £-ecet-
aaiaophenj^l ethers, ^ -elkoxjrphenylureas, dietbyl eth^l^j^alkylmalonates, 
barbiturie aeids, azo dyes, an emine, and an alityl pheiqrl sulfide hare 
be«Et prepared and some of their properties recorded. The use of some of 
the empouads as derlTatires ]ms been proposed* 
UnsueeessfuX attiapts to prepare tetra->B->octadecijrlaimiioniuia iodide, 
tetraki8(&»oetadecyls^n<methyl}Btethane, dihydsrasides of long^hained 
mlonio acids, sulfoaatioa products of tri-arootade^lamine, and certain 
deriTatitres of di-fr-octedecylamine haT© been described* 
Sane metalation studies of long-chained ccsapounds have been 
reported* These include xmsuccessful attaapts to raetelate fT-n-dodec^l-
diphenylaiaine and phenyl n-tetradecyl STilfide, and e:;^eriments which are 
in progress upon the metalation of hexadecylbenzene and N-ethyldiphei^l-
amine. 
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It Is eoiieluded «^ob the basis of the ei^erimantal results that the 
pheaoi&ttBon of homology- ea& be extended to the majority of the loag~ 
ehained empouads iaoluded in these investigetioiis* 
